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ABSTRACT
The object of this study Rot Boon tc determine whether migrants 
within Louisiana in the period 1935-1940 were differentiated from the 
resident population and from each ether in a systematic manner with 
ngord to significant eeeiai characteristics, Specifically, tho ra~ 
oooroh project was designed to toot certain hypotheses relative to 
migration differentials associated with tho following characteristics* 
raoo, i«Cj ago* education, marital stotuo, labor foroo status, occu~ 
potion, and wage and salary income, as these qualities wore found 
among migranta and residents living in urban, rtu?al~w>nfar», and rural* 
farm types of residence,
A large body of data on internal migration in the United States 
became available for the first time in 1940 when the Bureau of the 
Cmastts Included on a national seals the question, *Xn whet plac® did 
this person live on April 1, 1935?® Migrants wore defined as persons 
living in different counties in 193$ and 1940, and these political 
units were grouped in subregions for the enumeration of the data.
Six nonmetropolitan subareas and one metropolitan region with its 
ring w e  designated for Louiaiana, The exigencies of World War XI 
prevented the publication of the intrastate migration data. Finally, 
after it seemed likely that these Important materials would be da*” 
strayed, the data, as contained on photoetatic machine sheets, were 
purchased by the Department of Rural Sociology of Louisiana State 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION
From the earliest times to the present an important aspect of 
human society has been the movement of people from one habitat to 
another* In the course of the growth and systematization of knowledge 
the term "migration11 has come into use to specify the process of the 
shifting of hta&n resources between Identifiable locations in physical 
space* Among scholars there has been disagreement as to the precise 
definition of the geographical or other unit and types of movement 
which are said to constitute migration* The different formulations
implications for individuals, for societies, and for other social groups*
The study of migration may be approached, as may any other scien­
tific endeavor, apart from any concern with the value or use of the find­
ings* At the same time, the researcher in this area may come to his task 
in possession of values through which the results of his investigation 
are to be employed as a means to stated goals or ends* The common out­
look is, of course, the latter one and it is in this connection that a 
statement of the Importance of migration in a sociological context is 
undertaken*
A social order can be thought of as a structural-functional 
complex of social relationships which are patterned or centered around
I of the concept, however, have not prevented dose consensus with re­
spect to the fact that migration may have significant and far-reaching
Tlw Social S l a n m a w  of Migration
2
the major life activities of the members such as the configurations 
of interaction, inclusive of norms or standards, relating to the family, 
religion, government, education, and economic pursuits. From a theo­
retical standpoint, migration could conceivably involve only the move­
ment of persons in a physical or geographical sense. Seldom if ever, 
though, is a change in location limited to this form of mobility,
Rather the act of migration tends to be accompanied by a modification 
of experience which can be understood as an alteration of position in 
social space of a vertical and/or horizontal nature. Mobility of this 
kind impinges upon the individual and upon the social order through al­
terations of status-roles, their structure and content, as they are ex­
pressed in social relationships. Thus, for example, from the standpoint 
of social stratification such factors as membership in a family, wealth, 
personal qualities, achievements, authority, and power, may combine, as 
a result of their rearrangement through migration of the individual, to 
produce a relatively different ovef-all social position or one which 
differs in regard to some particular content. In this connection and 
in regard to the general social significance of migration, the following 
statement by Sorokin is of interests
Our society is a mobile society par excellence. An 
intensive shifting of individuals from position to position 
and a great circulation of social objects in horizontal and 
in vertical directions are probably the most important 
characteristics of contemporary Western society. To them is 
due its dynamic character. They ere responsible for many of 
Its traits, its virtues and shortcomings, and its political 
and social organization. Our psychology and behavior and 
hundreds of other important phenomena are considerably con­
ditioned by the Intensive social mobility of contemporary 
Western society. Without attentive study of social mobility 
It is impossible to understand many fundamental social
3
processes, meny aspects of social organization, and the 
very essence of ‘social physiology,
It may be noted that Sorokin does not differentiate between spatial mo* 
bility and horizontal mobility*
The causes and products of migration, it is important to em­
phasize, extend beyond the movement of and the immediate experience 
of the Individual end, as so aptly phrased by Sorokin, range by means 
of the social processes throughout the institutions and culture of a 
society. Moreover, each change of residence considered as migration 
concerns not one but two conmunities— the one of origin and the one of 
destination— both of which must be taken into account.
The study of internal migration Is important In connection with 
social conditions which have been variously referred to as social pro­
blems, social disorganization, and social deviation. One does not have 
to be a sociologist to appreciate the fact that research findings indi-
cate farm families with higher migration rates tend to have lower levels
/of living, or that, if It is true, the migration of superior individuals 
from rural areas to cities bodes a long-run decline in the populations 
native to rural regions. At the same time knowledge about internal mi­
gration can be useful in social life in which it might be advantageous 
to discern trends and take stock of the future. Other than births and 
deaths, only the movement of people can change the number of inhabitants 
in any part of the world. Therefore, governments of all levels and priv­
ate organisation, say, business units, can well utilize the findings of
^ Pitirim Sorokin, Spcial Mobility, Harper and Brothers, New 
York, 1937, P# ix.
4
migration studies • There aeons not to be any aepeet of social life 
with which a legitimate and significant relationship with internal 
migration cannot be established#
fiSB82ft s£ Slsflc
The main purpose of this study of migration within Louisiana 
in the period 1935-1940 is to determine whether migrants were differ- 
•/ entiated from the resident population and from each other in a systema­
tic manner with regard to significant social characteristics* A 
secondary goal concerns the possible value of making available the 
heretofore unstudied and unpublished 1935-1940 census data dealing with 
intrastate migration in a readily accessible and organised form for 
use in future research projects* Beyond these immediate alms there 
are, of course, a number of subsidiary interests* One is the hope that 
a contribution to the demographic and sociological knowledge of Louisiana 
will result* Another is the desire to see the findings of the study 
used in the promotion of human welfare in accordance with the values of 
a democratic society*
^  Plan o£ Ijjie Study
Specifically, the organisation of the study is designed to per­
mit the testing of certain hypotheses relative to migration different 
tials* The principles chosen for Investigation are governed by the 
characteristics for which information was enumerated* Stated in the 
form of questions the theoretical propositions to be considered include 
the followings
1* Races Are persons classified by race as white more migratory
5
than individuals ©numerated as nonwhite?
2, Seai la migration to cities, to rur&l-nonfara areas, and 
to rural farms selective by sex? Are racial differentials 
present?
3* Agei Is migration to each of the three forme of residence 
age-selective? Is there evidence of the selection of com­
binations of the eharaeteristics of race, age, and sex?
4* Educations Is migration selective of persons with more
formal schooling? Are there differentials by sex, race, and 
residence?
5. Marital Statues By residence and by race, is migration 
selective of single or married persons and of individuals 
reported in the category of widowed and divorced?
6* Labor Force Status t As migrants are compared with the mem­
bers of the resident population, are there differentials in 
the proportions of persons reported as: 
a. in the labor force 
b# employed 
c« emergency workers 
d. seeking work?
7. Occupation: Are migrants overrepresented in certain occupa­
tional classes? Are there present differentials in occupa­
tion by race and residence?
Wage and Salary Income: Are there wage and salary income
differentials among migrants by race and residence?
6
the {lading* of the study will be related to a fhriher pro* 
pooltlons implicit in each of the above questions, which Is the con- 
sept designated as a "rural-urban continuum.w For example, If the 
analysis of educational statue shove that urban ln-«igr®nte are 
better educated than rural-farm in-mlgrants and that rurel-nonfam 
in-migrants are in an intermediate position, the condition stipulated 
by the concept is present.
the frame of reference vithin which the answers to these 
questions are sought provides for an examination of migrants moving 
within the six Louisiana nenmetropolitan subregions (see Chapter XI), 
between the seven subregions exclusive of Sew Orleans, and of hew 
Orleans in- and out-mlgranta.
another organisational aspect provides for ths comparison of 
the results of the study with those of other investigations of Internal 
migration based upon the 193$*1%0 census data. An additional part 
of the plan is the prevision for establishing possible connections 
between this project and selected reports on social and demographic 
research in Louisiana.
Along with a statement of probable implications, it is in* 
tended that in the dosing chapter the significant findings of the 
entire study be brought together systomatloally as they relate to 
the several hypotheses under consideration.
the Interest £a Internal Migration. For several decades there
has been la the United 8%*%** ft growing Interest la internal irigrfttiea*̂  
In considerable measure the increase in attention devoted to tho study 
of tho noYommt of peoples within tho nation*© boundaries occurred daring 
tho m o  ported in which tho great flows of international migration be­
came m o  trickles* tho m a t s  of World War 1 brought tnsigration to 
tho Halted States to ft virtual standstill and, at tho same tia©, gar? 
rise to a large~seale shifting of people as tho nation geared for and 
prosecuted Its role la tho conflict* Following the war there was during 
tho twenties a severs restriction of immigration as Changes in national 
policy b o o m  effective.^ A number of scholars pointed to the fact that 
tho saintenaaco of urban populations depended upon a net tn«migratloa
froo rural areas while othere viewed with concern the greater reproduo*
4tlvo performance of persons engaged in agricultural pursuits* these
2 Kotos Internal migration refers to moment within the 
boundaries of a nation or country as distinguished from immigration 
(Intomatloaal movement to a nation or country) and emigration (inter* 
national moment from a nation or country)*
The Problems of £ Changing Population* Report of the Committee 
on Population Problems to m  National Hesouroes Committee, Kay, 193®, 
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C*, 193®, 
Chapters III, IF*
Carter Goodrich et al*,
The University of Peaneylvanla V
conditions, coupled with the "push" and "puli'1 forces associated with an 
expanding industrial economy and a shrinking agrarian sector, stimulated 
discussion and research relating to internal migration* Certain other 
factors, however, should be noted* The unprecedented economic depres­
sion of the years in the early thirties (and perhaps beyond these years) 
produced significant quantities of distress migration* Somewhat smaller 
in magnitude though still of importance were the migrations which ap­
peared as a result of crisis situation of a different sort, for example,
5the dust bowl exodus.' Another stimulus of Interest came in the form 
of the thousands of migratory agricultural workers as agriculture in 
some respects became commercialised on a scale suitable for national 
markets.
Migration Data
Introductory Statement. The ways of securing statistics about 
internal migration can be placed in three groups* One obvious method, 
of course, is to ask the person about his past migrations* An inquiry 
about place of birth or place of residence as of some previous date 
would fall in this class. A second technique has to do with the calcu­
lation of residual population elements through taking into account birth 
inflows and/or death outflows* The vital statistics and the survival 
rate methods constitute examples of this procedure* A third system 
involves the maintenance on a current basis of a population register.
In this instance the individual is required to notify some specified 
authority with respect to his changes of residence. A further necessary
* ThS Problems of a Changing Population, pp. 53-54.
P&rt of any consideration of internal migration is the matter of the 
selection of a spatial unit in terms of which movement Is defined*^
The chief source of data dealing with internal migration in the 
United States from 1350 until 1940 was the information about state of
birth contained in the decennial reports of the Bureau of the Census* \
*
Sadi native person was requested to name his state of birth and, apart 
from tabulations made on a county basis for the censuses of 1370 and 
1330, the returns were enumerated on a state basis* Through the use of 
these materials it was possible to ascertain the number of individuals 
who were born in a given state and the number who were living within 
or outside of that state as of a given census date* Comparison of the 
results posted for the several states provided measures of net migration 
during the lives of the surviving persons*
Jaffa has pointed out that "The advantages of the state of birth 
data are as follows; They are easy to collect on a census schedule and 
are probably relatively accurate, for most persons know where they were 
born* In addition, in comparison with other types of data which might 
be collected on a census schedule, this item lends itself to relatively 
easy tabulation*On the minus side this author cites the disadvantage 
or Inability to establish a time interval over which the net migration 
aay have taken place* There is in addition, as Smith and Hitt show, the
L For a discussion of these methods, see;
A. 3. Handbook o£ SfeaUg&sU; M M ®  M  ?M°4W&S£lt>United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United States
Goveiment Printing Office, Washington, D* 0., 1951, PP» 179-137*
7 Ibid.. p. 179.
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fact that the state-ef-birih tabulations supply no Information about 
multiple migrations of given Individuals between their dates of birth 
and the time of the census.®
the 1935-1910 Census Data* An important advancement in the 
availability of data dealing with internal migration occurred in 1910
vwhen the Bureau of the Census included In the census schedule for the 
first time a question about residence on a previous date* The inquiry 
was "In what place did this person live on April 1, 1935?” For enumera­
tion purposes migrants were defined as,
• *»those persons who lived in different counties (or quasi- 
counties) in 1940 and 1935• In this classification a city 
of 100,000 inhabitants or more is treated as a quasi-county, 
and the remainder of its county as another* Thus, migrants 
compriset (a) those persons living in different counties 
in 1940 and 1935J (b) those living in a city of 100,000 or 
more in 1940 but living elsewhere in the same county In 
1935} and (e) those living in a city of 100,000 or more in 
1935 but living elsewhere in the same county in 1940.9
From this step by the Bureau of the Census, which agency recog­
nised the deficiencies and limitations of past data and the mounting in­
terest in internal migration, there became available a vast body of in­
formation on the numbers and certain social and economic characteristics 
of migrants moving within the nation1 a boundaries as determined by the 
definition to which reference has been made.
The program for the tabulation and publication of the data re­
turned in the Sixteenth Census had to be adjusted to the circumstances
® T. Lynn Smith and Homer L* Hitt, The People of Louisiana. Lou­
isiana State University Press, Baton Bouge, Louisiana, 19S&* P* 207*
9 United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the 
Unltad S U tefll I24Q PaBHlUUnn. Internal Migration 191? £a 12i& , £alfl£
and Sex of Migrants. United 3tates Government Printing Office, Washington, 
D* C., 1943, PP- 1-2.
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of World War XX* On* result was & delay in the execution of the project
concerned with the materials dealing with migration, Four volumes ireat-
lng largely streams of migration among states, among cities of 100 ,000
population and over, and among regions comprising several states had been
published by the end of 1946*
These volumes (all publications of the United States Bureau of
the Census, Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940 Population)
included the following titles)
Color and Sex of Migrants, 1943#
Economic Characteristics of Migrants, 1946,
Soeial Characteristics of Migrants, 1946,
Age of Migrants, 1946*
The original plan of the Bureau of the Census contained a provi­
sion to relate the intrastate migration data by residence to subregions 
delineated for this purpose,*0 Due to the exigencies of the war and to 
the necessity of making preparations for the Seventeenth Census, It ap­
peared unlikely in 1946 that these detailed tabulations could be made at 
all. In order to prevent what seemed to be the certain total loss of 
such a large body of data which promised to shed much light upon popu­
lation redistribution within the United States, Census officials and 
other interested individuals and agencies collaborated in an enterprise 
/designed to make possible a tabulation for one state— Ohio, The Sorlpps 
Foundation For Research In Population Problems, under the leadership of 
Dr, Warren 3, Thompson, agreed to study the Ohio findings and to publish
Motet A discussion of these subregions and a description of 
the Louisiana areas are presented in Chapter IX of this study.
12
a monograph.^
Examination of the Ohio tabulations revealed their significance 
and, at the same tine, made it apparent that the materials for the other 
states would be of great value, Unable to accomplish the project with 
Its own personnel and financial resources, the Bureau of the Census worked 
out a contract arrangement with the Seripps Foundation under which the 
latter organisation assumed responsibility for the processing of the data. 
Funds were raised and the work proceeded with the final result that intra­
state tabulations were made of inter- and intraregional migration for all 
of the states. In addition a special count was made of nonwhite migrants 
within each of thirteen states which embrace roughly the southeastern part 
of the United States, The unpublished data were released as contained in 
photoutatic machine sheets by the Seripps Foundation, and in such form, 
it sk ould be noted, do not enjoy the status of an official census publication. 
The method of distribution provided for the purchase of the data by m  
interested agency in each state.
With respect to the procurement of the Louisiana materials, the 
Department of Rural Sociology of Louisiana State University made the trans­
action in June of 1950. The writer wishes to express his appreciation to 
Dr. Homer L. Hitt, Head of the Departments of Sociology and Rural Sociology 
at this institution, for making available these data for the present study* 
Criticism of the 1935-1940 Migration Data. The data, valuable 
though they are acknowledged to be, contain certain deficiencies which
Seripps Foundation For Research In Population Problems, Miami 
University, Oxford, Ohio, mimeographed material accompanying photostatic 
machine sheets containing intrastate migration data for Louisiana 1935-1940.
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impair their usefulness* There can be little question but that the most 
crippling limitation has to do with the reporting of 1935 residence as 
urban, rural nonfarm, and rural farm, A substantial number of migrants 
from rural areas close to or surrounding cities incorrectly reported these 
urban centers as their communities of origin whereas they should have in­
dicated rural habitats in 1935* A number of persons actively engaged in 
the study of migration and other individuals have treated this problem in 
their writings*
Freedman estimated the over-enumeration of out-migrants from Chi­
cago by calculating the net gain in the population of that city In the 
period 1935-19AO*^2 This author used two estimates of the 1935 population 
of Chicago and the 1930 figure along with varying assumptions concerning 
foreign in- and out-migration and the reporting of unknown residence by 
migrants in arriving at his estimates of the net growth of the Chicago 
population* The probable over-enumeration of out-migrants ranged from 
65,591 to 175,098 persons.^
A further indication of the magnitude of the errors made in re­
porting residence at origin can be gained from the results of a special
cheek made by the Bureau of the Census of 961 persons enumerated as mi­
grants to Wilmington, North Carolina. Eighteen per cent of these migrants 
stated that they lived outside of the cities which they erroneously
12 Ronald Freedman, Recent Migration fro Chicago. The University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111., 1950, pp# 212-213*
13 B>ld.
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indicated as their 1935 residences.!̂ *
Additional evidence that the number of urban out-migrants was over­
stated at the expense of rural areas is shown by the fact that cities In 
the population class of 100,000 or more inhabitants experienced a negative 
migration balance in excess of 220,000 persons, while estimates based on 
general population trends revealed a likely net in-migration for these 
urban centers*^ Of particular interest here is the migration experience 
of New Orleans, Louisiana's only metropolitan center in 1940* the Crescent 
City had a negative migration balance of £,114 persons associated with 
7,924 in-migrants and 16,038 out-migrants (see Table XVI)*
Thompson has expressed the view that the errors in reporting 1935 
residence stand In an indirect relationship to distance moved.^ He 
points out that the boundaries of political subdivisions often follow 
roads and that numerous services of government are accomplished in a 
manner which brings to the attention of people information about the 
communities in which they live* For example, a rural mail route number 
is different from a city street address* This author, however, acknowledges 
the fact that wives (who answer most census questions) are not as well 
informed as their husbands with respect to the political unit in which 
they reside* There would tend to be, he suggests, a canceling-out effect
14 United States Bureau of the Census, "Check on Migration Questions 
in Wilmington, North Carolina, April 1, 1946," unpublished study dated 
January 3, 1947, (cited by Freedman, p* IB)*
15 Henry S* Shryock and Hope T* Eldridge, "Internal Migration in 
Peace and War," American Sociological Review, Vol. XII, 1947, P* 31*
16 Warren S. Thompson, Migration Within Ohio, 1935-40* Seripps 
Foundation for He search In Population Problems, Miami University, Oxford, 
Ohio, 1951, P* 5.
Of errors made In reporting residence associated with In** and out-migration
between metropolitan subregions and their ring areas* In a ring subregion
in which intraregional movement could occur there would exist a probability
of error due to the presence of boundaries not clearly marked and to the
fact that some people could be ejected not to know about the 2,500 and
above population figure used by the Bureau of the Census as the criterion
17of urban residence*
Relative to the matter of the loss of population by metropolitan
subregions through migration, Thompson states that, “Apparently lie have
become so accustomed to having eity populations grow by migration that
18we cannot believe they might lose population by the same process* This 
author of the Ohio study believes that the raisreporting of 1935 residence 
is less applicable to the more numerous short-moving migrants within the 
states or between contiguous states* In his view the errors, therefore, 
would have little bearing on the study of intrastate movement*
A different conception of the 1935-1940 migration data is that 
held by Smith, who writes that,
The data secured seem to be faulty in many respects, 
the most serious defect being their incompleteness* For 
example, according to this emmeration, the amount of 
migration from rural-farm to urban areas between 1935 8nd 
1940 was only 765,797, a total slightly less than the 
number (814,672) counted as moving from urban centers to 
farms during the five year period* In view of what Is 
known about the levels of natural increase in city and 
country and the fact that the urban population increased
16
rapidly between 1930 and 1940 while the rural-farm 
population remained stationary, these results are 
open to serious question* Further analysis makes 
one even more skeptical of their validity* thus, 
if the rural-nonfarm areas are grouped with the urban, 
the amount of movement from farm to nonfarm areas may 
be calculated* The total secured by summing the re­
ported data is 1,411,573 persons* That for the move­
ment from non-farm to farm residence between 1935*1940 
is 1,160,295% In other words, these data show a net 
loss of fans population due to migration of only 
231,276 persons for the entire five year period* For 
the years 1935-1939 the estimates of the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics indicate a movement in the 
reverse direction of 4,044,000 people, or a net mi­
gration from fauns of 2,772,000* This estimate is 
in line with what is known about the natural increase 
of our urban and rural populations and about recent 
changes in rural and urban areas*19
Beyond the criticism cited above, Smith is in full agreement with 
other authorities who hold that the misstatement of 1935 habitat is a 
major source of error in the 1935*1940 migration reports*
A number of additional limitations are present* There is no record 
of multiple migrations which might have occurred during the period between 
1935 and 1940* Further, individuals who might have migrated from and 
returned to that domicile before the date of the census are not shown as 
migrants* Migrations completed before 1935, in the nature of the case, 
must remain an unknown quantity* All of these matters, it should be 
recognised would be of critical importance in any study of the selectivity 
of migration*
Thompson, referring to his Ohio Study, has made the following 
statement relative to the position of the Bureau of the Census in the 
enumeration of the migration data:
*•9 t . lynn Smith, Population Analysis* pp0 297-298*
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It should not be forgotten that these data were 
gathered as a part of the regular Census, that the 
questions asked were not Intended to test any hypothesis 
or any theory. Hence, we should not be disappointed that 
at many points the data do not tell us all we should most 
like to know* But, in spite of these limitations, the 
writer believes that each such study will make a contri­
bution to our knowledge of migration and of migrants*20
The weaknesses of the residence classification employed by the 
Bureau of the Census cannot be said to be peculiar to the migration tabu­
lations* An obvious fact is that the data should be accepted by students 
of internal migration only in full recognition of their limitations and 
shortcomings* Never before has such a large body of information suitable 
for use in the study of selectivity been available. An interesting 
observation is the eamzoent by Freedman indicating that the migrants who
were in error in reporting urban residence would probably be classified
21as urbanites in terms of sociological and cultural criteria.
The Literature Jg, th£ Field Internal Migration ^
The interpretation of a study of the movement of people within 
Louisiana becomes more meaningful when related to the works of the many 
students of internal migration# A review of the now vast body of litera­
ture, in addition to constituting a project the proportions of which sur­
pass the magnitude of the present undertaking, promised little in the way 
of a contribution not to be gained frcen a selective treatment* Therefore, 
the aim of this section is to present a representative picture of the 
studies of internal migration with emphasis placed upon the literature
20 Thompson, £8* oit** p* 3*
21 Freedman, op. pit.* p# 19*
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associated with research in the United States and with special attention / 
devoted to investigations In which the 1935-194Q data have been used.
An appropriate initial reference concerns Graunt*s publication 
in 1662 of hie famous "observations" on the London bills of mortality.^ 
Graunt noted that in the years between 1603 and 1644 the number of burials 
exceeded the number of christenings in certain London parishes, while at 
the same time in these areas the housing facilities were expanded and that 
in some instances single dwellings were converted into multiple units. He 
reasoned that the population of London had incressc.d.Jfel!0]ifi®'l.tto migration - 
from the country,2^
More than two hundred years after Grauntfs study of the bills of 
mortality, Ravenstein published a number of laws of migration,Sine© / 
these prineiples have influenced the orientation of research in the field 
of internal migration, a summary statement of them formulated by Sorokin 1 
and Zizameraan is presented, these authors indicate that,
1, The great boefcr of migrants only proceed a short distance. 
Consequently urbanisation causes a shifting or displacement 
of population which produces * currents of migration* setting 
In the direction of great centers of commerce and industry, 
which absorb the migrants,
2, The process of absorption proceeds as followsi The inhabi­
tants of the country immediately surrounding a town of
22 John Graunt, Natural and Political Observations made upon the 
rails of Mortality, (reprint edited by Jacob H, Hollander), The Johns 
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1939,
23 Ibid.. p. 52-53.
24 B. O. Ravensteln, "On the Laws of Migration," Journal of the 
Royal Statistical Society, Volume 43, 1805, pp, 167-235$ and Volume 52, 
18897 pp. 241-305.
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rapid growth, Hook into its the gaps thus left in the 
rural population are filled up by migrants from more 
remote districts, until the attractive force of the 
rapidly growing cities makes itself felt, step by step,
In the most remote comers of the kingdom** *
3* The process of dispersion is inverse to that of absorp- 
tion and exhibits similar features*
4* Bach main current of migration produces a compensating 
countercurrent *
5* Migrants proceeding long distances generally go by pre­
ference to one of the great centers of commerce and 
industry*
6* The natives of the town are less migratory than those 
of the rural parts of the country.**
7. Females are more migratory than males except for great 
distances or abroad, where males predominate among the 
migrants. 25
The question of the validity of Ravenstein's laws has not been resolved.
The writer agrees with Hobbs, who holds that the result of any testing 
depends upon the nature of the conception of migration employed.2**
In many of the studies of internal migration efforts have been made 
to distinguish migrants from nonmigrants on the basis of a number of demo­
graphic, social, and economic criteria. An important development in this 
connection occurred in 1936 with the appointment by the Social Science 
Research Council of a Committee on Migration Differentials, the membership 
of which included Dorothy Swaine Thomas as chairman and Rudolf Heberle,
S. P. Hutchinson, Frank Lorimer, and Frederick F. Stephan*2? The report
25 Pitirim Sorokin and Carle C. Zimmerman, Principles of Rural-Urban 
Sociology* Henry Holt and Company, Hew fork, M* Y., 1929, pp. 584-585*
26 Albert Hoyt Hobbs, Differentials in Internal Migration* Univer­
sity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia^ 'Pa',", 1942, p. 5.
2? Dorothy Swaine Thomas, Research Memorandum on Migration Differ­
entials. Social Science Research Council, Bulletin 43, 1938, Mew York, N. Y.
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Distances may be short or great and the economic factor® may reflect 
expansion and prosperity or contraction, crisis, or business depression*
The manner in which selective factor® operate to produce migration differ™ 
entials, it seems probable, will vary depending on these conditions. Though 
in our present knowledge we do not have the means for isolation and con­
trol of the socio-economic structure of the sending and receiving communi­
ties and of distance, research should move in this direction if migration 
differentials are to be determined*-*̂
Thus, in approaching the problem of the motivation and assimilation 
of migrants, it is suggested that the procedure include wthe selection of 
one or more origins and destinations, the recording of relevant environ­
mental factors in both places, the recording of life histories as well a® 
of overt behavior of population groups in both origin and destination, 
involving as it does the identification and following up of persons who 
have migrated from the one environment to another*^
^ration to Cities* Many studies have had the aim of discovering 
whether migration to the urban world is selective* The cityward flows 
have been found to contain an excess of younger persons and a dispropoxv 
tionate maaber of females*32 jftaeh 0f interest in the current to 
cities from rural areas has centered around the question of the selection 
of persons possessing superior intelligence relative to the nonmigrant, 
rural population* Referring to the departure of people from rural areas,
3° Ibid., p. 17, 18, 162.
31 P. 167.
32 Thomas, og. pit., pp. 11, 55 ff.
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Boss ’wrote, 11 In parts of southern Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, and 
even as far west as Missouri, there are communities which remind one of 
fished-out ponds populated by bull-he&ds and sucker®. "33
This observation by an outstanding sociologist ha® not been sub­
stantiated by research findings. As a mean© of elaborating this aspect of 
internal migration a number of studies are cited and, in addition, authori­
tative opinion based upon research is presented* One of the early studies 
was that done by Zimmerman in Minnesota*34 The method employed consisted 
of the classification by income levels of a random sample of 694 farm 
families said the computation relative to the total, of the number of 
children and of migrants among the families in each of the income inter­
vals* Zimmerman reported that 23*2 per oent of the children, 30*9 per cent 
of urban migrants, and 40 per cent of migrants to large cities were associ­
ated with families with income below $1,400* At incomes of $5,000 and 
above there were 11.0 per cent of the children, 4*0 per cent of urban mi­
grants, end 1*4 per cent of the individuals in the movement to large 
cities* As presented these results show that the children of low income 
families were more migratory than those in households with higher economic 
status* The findings are open to question on a number of counts* Only one 
is nentioned here. Any assumption that income and innate intelligence vary 
concomitantly in a positive manner among farm families is a highly doubtful 
premise*
33 E. A* Ross, The Outlines of Sociology. D* Appleton-Gentury Co., 
Hew lork, H* Y#, 1924, pp. 23-24.
34 C* C* Zimmerman, ,,The Migration to Towns and Cities,w American 
Journal &  Sociology, Vol. 33, July, 1927, pp. 105-109.
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A number of studies dealing with the qualitative selection in 
cityward migration were conducted by Gee and his associates, the pro­
cedure of one made in Santuc, South Carolina, involved the separation of 
the population into upper, middle, and lower classes, and the determination 
of migration from each group. Information was secured through Interviews 
of supposedly informed persons capable of furnishing accurate information. 
The time interval covered the years from 1900 to 1930, The conclusions 
indicate that the largest proportionate losses of population to cities com­
prised people from the upper and the lower classes#35
A second study by Gee dealt with 352 families of white and Negro 
fan owners and tenants in ten counties of the Tidewater and Piedmont areas 
of Virginia* Secured in 1927 and 1928, again through interviews with 
leading citizens, the sample contained equal numbers from the upper, lower, 
and middle social classes# In the total sample and among whites, persons 
with formal training on the college level were present in greater relative 
concentrations among migrants than Individuals with only high school or 
elementary school achievements# Among Negroes the high school group was 
largest in terns of proportionality* Migrants who left the counties and 
did not return were in general better educated than persons who migrated 
and later returned to the area# Gee and his co-workers further strengthened 
their belief that the farm population tends to lose through migration its 
better elements on the counts of education and initiative#
35 Wilson Gee and Dewees Bunk, "Qualitative Selection in Cityward 
Migration0, American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 37, Sept#, 1931, pp# 254-265#
Thomas, £2# cit## p* 195, 196#
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Those studies illustrate the use of a questionable procedure 
inclusive of failure to hold dates of outmigration constant and the 
inference that education and social class stand in a direct relationship 
to intelligence among fara people, It 'seems dear that the "pull” forces 
of migration are not likely to remain constant over a period of years* 
Klineberg has made m  important contribution to the literature 
on selectivity end ability in his sutdies of Negro migration*^ Of 
special interest is this author* s attempt to study migrants at origin 
and at destination* He examined the school records of Negro children in 
three southern citie®~-$irmingh«i&, Alabama, Nashville, Tennessee, and 
Charleston, South Carolina, ranking each child in order of performance and 
age* A comparison of the standing of nonmigrants end migrants to northern 
cities showed that the average school scores of migrants from Nashville 
and Charleston placed above those of the general school population, while 
those of Charleston out-migronts were below*
A second part of Klineberg* s research on the problem of migration 
and intelligence is noteworthy in that it was planned to discover whether 
the northern environment (assumed to be superior) had any influence in 
Improving the test scores of southern bom Negro children* The technique 
provided for a comparison of the test results of flew forte Negro children 
bom In the South, who had lived in the North varying periods of years*
36 Otto Klineberg, '*Th© Intelligence of Migrants,” American 
Sociological Review* 7ol* 3, April 193#, PP* 213-224,















that above fomvfifths of wales and seven-tenth® of females reported ages 
in the year® between 21 and 35 on the date of migration* The average age 
of the group appeared not to be affected by changing economic conditions. 
Sex differentials showed the selection of females at ages 16 years and 
over* Lively classifies studies in population mobility in the United 
States in two groups? (l) those which deal with mass changes in the popu­
lation and (2): those in which differential mobility is investigated* 
State-of-birth data and survival-rate methods have been used in connection 
with the fomer, while in the latter interviews have been the means of 
obtaining a record of the successive occupants for each dwelling or farm* 
Among the important studies of rural-urban migration are those 
of Hamilton, one of which will be included in this survey of the litera­
ture because of the introduction by the author of a method of figuring the 
rate of departure of rural youth. 4$ The data used in this study consisted 
©f a sample of 1,703 North Carolina rural families from which 1,685 young 
people migrated in the period from 1915 to 1934* Rates of departure were 
calculated by relating the number of young cmt-migrants in a given year 
to the number at home at the beginning of the year. For females the high­
est rate was found at eighteen years of age, and for males at three years 
above this level. Hamilton found a positive relationship between rates 
of departure and changing economic conditions as reflected by fluctuating 
cotton prices*
40 Horace C* Hamilton, rtThe Annual Rate of Departure of Rural 
Touths from Their Parental Homes,w Rural Sociology. Vol. 1, June, 1939# 
pp* 164-179#
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Gist, Pihlblad, and Gregory studied selective factors in migration 
and occupation In rural Missouri*^ the basic data for this investigation 
were secured from the scholastic records of 5,461 persons who had been 
high school students sometime between 1920 and 1930 in rural consnunitles, 
and further materials obtained through interviews with persons having 
local knowledge. Selection was related to school performance as measured 
by grades in an attempt to discover the presence or absence of relation­
ships with respect to ability, size of urban destination, distance, sex, 
formal education, occupation and ability, occupation of parent, marriage, 
occupational inheritance, and occupational differentiation between genera­
tions,^2
In the context of the present Louisiana study, only the main find­
ings can be stipulated, and these on a general plane. The authors reported 
selection of ability for both sexes in rural-urban migration and in move­
ment to villages. Large urban centers attracted relative overrepresentations 
of persons with the highest grades in high school. Females proved to be 
more migratory than males, A positive relationship was found to exist be­
tween scholastic achievement and range of migration. Occupational selec­
tion appeared among males in regard to persons with above average school 
records entering teaching and otlier professions and clerical positions, 
while the same overselection occurred on the part of persons with below 
average educational records in high school in connection with selling,
4^ Noel P, Gist, G. T* Pihlblad, and Cecil L* Gregory, Selective 
Factors in Migration and Occupation. Th® University of Missouri Studies,
Vol. XVIII, Columbia, Missouri, 1943.
42 Ibid., p, 8,
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faming, skilled and unskilled ©eonomlc pursuits. Among females possessing 
above average school performance, the same pattern of selection was found.
At the seme time, the member® of this sex group with below average grades 
wore concentrated in occupational lines referred to as skilled, unskilled, 
soiling, and housekeeping* In general, sons and daughters of parents 
with high occupational ratings had above average school records* The 
sons of faimers tended to leave farming* Evidence of a shift from manual 
occupations was detected* The son© of business man showed more incli­
nation to follow occupations on. the parental level (43*4 per cent)* Daugh­
ters seldom followed their father©1 work activities* The sons of tenant 
farmers were overselected as manual workers as compared with the aons of 
farm owners. Females evidenced a work-prefe rence for husbands from occu­
pational groups similar to those followed by their fathers. Judged on 
the basis of the proportion of persons remaining at the same address, men 
and women in the professions were more migratory than were persons in 
other economic pursuits* The children of farm owners tended to settle on 
farms more often than did those of tenants* There was found a definite 
relationship between quality of school achievement and the quantity of 
formal education. Individuals from low income families ended their school­
ing on lower levels than the stages of attainment gained by persons from 
household© with higher incomes* Faming as an occupation was not attractive 
to men and women with college training* In the main the ©mount of formal 
education and the tendency to migrate varied directly as did level of 
schooling and distance • ̂
43 Ibid.. pp. 141-151
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Oist end his associates acknowledge explicitly what they consider 
to be the principal limit.-tlons of their project, 3inc® those possible 
weaknesses, and, in addition, the limitations of the conclusions am  
applicable to mny studies of internal migration, a selected number of 
the® are mentioned here* Whether the findings with respect to selectivity 
are valid outside of the study area must remain an unanswered question. 
Under other ciroue;stances in any location migration may be mselectlve in 
regard to scholastic performance • The members of the sample population, 
as compared with the general population were already a selected group in 
that they had attended high school, the methods employed did not include 
any provision for taking into account multiple migrations, Selectivity 
in connection with performance in formal education and migration and 
occupational choice do not warrant an assumption "that such selection is 
necessarily biological in character,"^*
Migration fwa Cities to Rural Pome. Respite Its significant volume
from year to year in the United State®, migration from cities to farm® has 
received by comparatively small attention at the hands of demographers and 
sociologists. In pointing out this fact, Smith indicates that tbs volume 
of this flow averaged over one million persons each year during the period 
1920 to 1935,^ Gelpin studied urban-to-farm movement in 1926 and 1927 by 
mailing questionnaires to 10,000 farmers with the result that a sample was 
obtained of 1,167 persons who had recently moved to fares® from cities.
W. Ibid.. p. 152.
45 ?♦ Lynn Smith, 
Hew York, H# Y», 1947, P«
| M  Si t e l  life* iierpar m d  Brothers
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towns, or villages. A3 summarised by Siaiih, th© findings of this Inves­
tigation show that:
(1) The landward movement is composed almost 
entirely of persons with previous farm experience (only 
13 per cent had not lived on farms), of whom more than 
one-half had previously been farm operators % and (2) 
over 40 per cent are between the ages 30 to 50 years, 
indicating that landward migrants are much older than 
those going to the city and are *men in the prim© of 
life *,46
While the number of rural-farm in-migrants Is significant in any 
given year, there was no great increase of this type of migration during 
the depression of the thirties.^
Cralpln, it should be recorded, has made an important contribution 
to the literature on migration through his investigation of interstate 
migration based on state of birth data. In collaboration with Manny, he, 
as the senior author, published a series of maps showing interstate mi­
gration for each state at each decennial census from 1870 to 1930 which 
faeve become classic references,^
Other Selected Studies* It is not unusual that the shifting of 
htasan resources during the economic depression of the thirties has been 
of interest to students of migration. Freedman and Hawley used data secured 
from the Michigan Population and Unemployment Census of 1935 In their study
46 PP* 191-192#
^  The Problems of a Changing Population, p. 86,
4& C# J# Galpin and T* B, Manny, Interstate Migration Among the 
Hatlve White Population as Indicated by Differences Between' State of Birth 
and State o£ Residence! A Series of Maps^sed'm the Census ^870-1930. 
Washingtons U, S, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, October, 1934*
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of intrfr-Kiehigftsi migration and occupational mobility and in their rssearch 
dealing with the education and occupation of migrants to the cities of 
Flint and Grand Rapids,49 those projects are cited m  eaoamplea of the 
use of a special form of data.
The principal finding reported In the analysis of migration and 
occupational mobility was that the migrants ware almost three times more 
mobile than nonadgrants, In the second study, selectivity was examined 
with reference to random and matched groups at origin m d  destination. 
Comparisons of migrants with randomly chosen nonmigrants shewed selec­
tivity* When the factors of age (within three years), socio-economic 
Glass, occupational history before migration in terns of changes in socio­
economic class, employment history, and marital status were controlled, 
there wee little evidence of selectivity* Freedman and Hawley reached 
the tentative conclusion that the selectivity of certain individual 
traits depends on the partial control of the remaining characteristics.
The authors stated, tt*,*the intraatate migration to Flint and Grand Rapids 
was neither consistently nor pronouncedly selective of educational or
occupational characteristics*"^
A recognized contribution to the literature on selectivity is 
Hobb*s study of migration from the borough of Hymeubh, a town in tit®
49 Ronald Freedman and Amos Hawley, "Migration m d  Occupational 
Mobility in the Depression," American j a m i ,  55,
September, 1949, pp. 171-177*
. ... . * "Education and Occupation of Migrants In the
Depression," Â jftfiga 4 & m * k  Ql &&tai9££> 7ol* 56, Sept., 1950, pp. 161-166.
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three interval8 eaeh of which was characterised by a particular set of 
conditions. During the year® 1927*1929# thore was a decline in the co&l 
industry while ©commie prosperity was present outside th© area. The 
years 1930*1933 differed in that economic decline appeared outside the 
coal producing section. In the period 1934-1937 th© decline in the anthra­
cite region continued as prosperity returned outside# When age selectivity 
was related to these three different eeonos&e situations, there was no 
evidence of significant alteration in the differentials with respect to 
total migration or age classes.
Out-migration was selective of males# 51,6 per cent of the resultant 
migrant total sample# 55*9 per cent during the 1927*1929 period# and 52,6 
per cent in the years 1927*1929, In tae second of th® three time inter­
vals# th® years 1930*1933# when economic opportunities were decreasing 
outside the anthracite arsa# only 46,7 per cent of th© resultant migrants 
were males, Slightly above seven out of ten resultant return migrants 
were recovered as males as compared with forty-four per cent of in-migrants,34 
Approximately one-half of resultant migrants was married at the 
tins of migration as compared with 56,2 per cent of th© population 15 years 
of age and over# 30,3 per cent of resultant return-migrant®* and 07,4 per 
cent of In-aigrants. Single migrants were relatively more numerous during 
the first of the three period® then in tfts sec and and third, 55 Pern one 
in th© resultant migrant group had completed rore formal education turn 
individuals in any of the other categories* inclusive of eplphenomenal
54 Bald., p. $6.
55 Ibid.. p. 60.
migrants. Th© selection of better educated in this class was most pro­
nounced in the first of the three socio-economic periods#
As determined by the JSdw&rds occupational scale, and in respect 
to resultant-migration, th© movement from HLysnouth evidenced an over- 
selection of professionals, proprietors, clerks, and skilled workers* 
Resultant migrants cam© from superior socio-economic backgrounds and 
tended to rise above the parental occupational level #56
In evaluating the differentials found in his study, Hobbs points 
out that the 15-89 year age group included 44*9 per cent of th© total 
out-migrants as compared with 71*6 of th© resultant migrants* Based on 
his own study and upon an analysis of the literature, Hobbs reported 
the following tentative principles in sex selectivity:
Females appear to be more migratory than males only 
when the migrant group is weighted with short-distance, 
adventitious and epiphenomenal migrants# The greater 
selectivity of females tends to decrease or disappear as 
distance decreases, as personal factors become secondary 
to social and economic forces, and as migration becomes 
more selective of higher status or greater ability* 57
With respect to other differentials, th© author concluded that, 
"There is a tendency for the better educated, more intelligent, and ‘upper 
classes’ to migrate from low socio-economic regions in a degree dispropor­
tionate to their percentage in the population#"58
Mention has been made of Freedman’s Chicago study, in which connec­
tion it via® indicated that certain findings of this investigation appear
35
In the present paper for purposes of comparison* At this point there is 
mentioned Freedman* s investigation of the possible relationships between 
migration within Chicago and the following forms of social disorganiza­
tion! Juvenile delinquency* mental disorders* venereal diseases* and 
family disorganization as shown by divorce and nonsupporb rates. Rela­
tive to this phase of his study* the author reported that* M*».while the 
inter-city migrant rates are not significantly correlated with the rates 
of schizophrenic disorders, syphilis rates* or juvenile delinquency* they 
show a marked correlation with the incidence of manic-depressive psychoses* 
and a small degree of relationship to indices of family disorganization 
if Negro areas are included in the correlation^^ The low correlations 
between this form of migration and the factors shown above deserve atten­
tion* as Freedman emphasizes* because they are not in agreement with 
widely held conceptions of the relationship between migration and social 
disorganization* Further research is needed,
A study of interest is that done by Folger in connection with
60migration in the Tennessee Valley. This author* s purpose consisted of 
the testing of three hypotheses which consider migration as associated 
with economic and demographic characteristics. Included were Zipf *a 
hypothesis which indicates that Hhe amount of interchange between two 
areas is directly proportional to the product of the population in the
59 Freedman* op. cit,. p. 194.
60 John Folger* ’’Some Aspects of Migration in the Tennessee Valley*1* 
American Sociological Review. Vol. 1&* No* 3* June, 1953* pp. 253-260,
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two areas* and inversely proportional to the distance between 
Folger computed with Sip£*s formula the expected intereaenge of population 
between forty-five pairs of Tennessee subregions and correlated the results 
with the actual shifting of population m  shown by the subregional tabula­
tions. A coefficient of correlation of *814 was found between the expected 
and the observed interchange. There were* however* a number of inverse 
relationships among the pairs of subareas, all of which rea contrary to 
the predicted flows.
The second hypothesis tested by Folger waas rtUet rates of mi­
gration between any two subregion© will b® directly proportional to diff­
erences in level of living and inversely proportional to the distance 
between the subregion®.*62
The percentage of the employed population of the subregions making 
JLd ŝo®b6 w&x returns was used as a measure of the standard of living# Dis­
tance was measured from the approximate geographic centers of the state 
areas. The correlation coefficient between expected and observed not rates 
of migration for toe forty-five pairs of subregion® was .745#
The third hypothesis tested by Folger was stoufferfs theory of in­
tervening opportunities which states that, M... the number of person® going 
a given distance is directly proportional to too number of opportunities
61 Ibid.. p. 254.
George K. Zipf, "The P^/D Hypothesis? On the Intercity Move­
ment of Persons*, American Sociological Review» Vol. XI, December, 1946,
pp. 677-686.
62 Folger* cit., p. 254.
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at that distance, and inversely proportional to the number of interveninng 
opportunities, *̂ 3
Folger employed a labor force index of population pressure in ©&ch 
of tha Tennessee subregions as a measure of intervening opportunity* His 
conclusion was that this definition of m  opportunity failed to furnish 
an adequate means of predicting migration between the subregions.
An interesting but not yet empirically validated contribution to 
ths study of migration is Stauffer*s theory of Intervening opportunities. 
This hypothesis is a statement of the proposal that "The number of per* 
sons going a given distance is directly proportional to the number of 
opportunities at that distance and inversely proportional to the number 
of intervening opportunities,
The opportunities radiating from a given area may be different 
from those extending from another location, for example, in the ease of 
farming opportunities wnich radiate from Texas and Indiana towns or the 
opportunities for share croppers end stenographers,'^
As an attempt to give mathematical expression to a complex social 
phenomenon, Stouffer* s theory, as he indicates, "may h® useful m  a basic 
organizing principle in accounting for the tendency toward certain types
of spatial patterns of p o p u l a t i o n . " ^
63 Samuel A, Siouffer, "Intervening Opportunitiesi A Theory 
Hoisting Mobility and Distance," A@prifiat 5, 
1940, p. £46.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid.. p. 847.
44 Ibid.. p. 867.
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Stouffer used his hypothesis in st study in Cleveland, Ohio of 
population movement Into differential ront aones* Based cm the eseump* 
tlcm that the differences in rent reflected intervening opportunities, 
the investigation produced no conclusive evidence •
Other students of migration have sought to test Stouffer1 s prin­
ciple» m d  in all instances, as was true in the case of the contributor 
of the theory, the main problem centered around the definition of "oppor­
tunity. » in their study of interstate migration based on data fpors the 
Fifteenth Census of the United States, Bright and Thomas defined oppor­
tunity as “the actual number of persons bom in other states who were 
residing in a given state,,..We define intervening opportunities m  the 
eunenlated number of native-born persons settling in ©11 state® between 
the state-of-origin and the state-of-destination."^
Although unable to specify the content of an opportunity, those 
authors found that Interstate migration tended to follow the pattern of 
opportunities as formulated in their definition.
After completing an investigation in which she related Stouffer* s 
theory to Swedish data, Isbell suggested that additional tests be mad®
fs*of the principle. In this study opportunities were defined a® the num­
ber of migrants who had previously migrated to a community. Mention has 
been made elsewhere in this chapter of Folger* s use of Stouffer*s hypothesis 
in hi® Tennessee study.
67 Margaret C, Bright and Dorothy 3. Thomas, "Interstate Migration 
and Intervening Opportunities,*1 Â rifl̂ a, S&clplpidjs^ Mv^om., Vol. 6, 1941, 
p. 776.
^  Bleanor Collins Isbell,, "Internal Migration in Sweden and Inter­
vening Opportunities," Aasrioen Sociological Review. Vol. 9, 1944, pp. 627, 
639.
Sfeyftap Mssa 2S asi 1935-1940 Mtni-atHm M s *  A nmber of inves- 
tigations of internal migration have dealt with the 1935~19¥> migration
data* Two projects, the Ohio study by Thompson and the Washington study
69by Schmid and Griswold, are intrastate in character# Because of their 
close relationship to the Louisiana analysis, a decision was made to 
introduce for comparison selected findings of these studies at certain 
points in this manuscript# Reviewed elsewhere in the section on the lit­
erature is Folger*s limited treatment of migration in Tennessee,70
Freedman's study of migration to Chicago is handled in a manner 
similar to the works of Thompson and Schmid and Griswold except some 
phases which are of direct concern in a survey of the literature#^ Hitt's 
study of migration to southern cities Is referred to in each instance in 
which a comparison can be mad© and hence is not reviewed in this section#72 
Other Literature Connected with Migration ip Louisiana. Several 
demographic and sociological works dealing with Louisiana or with a di­
vision of the state are important as references and allied materials in 
regard to migration.
69 Thompson, Migration Within Ohio#
Clavin F. Schmid and Manzer J# Griswold, "Migration Within the 
State of Washington," American Sociological Review# Vol# 18, June, 1952, 
pp. 312, 326.
70 John Folger, "Some Aspects of Migration in the Tennessee Valley,"
71 Freedman, Recent Migration to Chicago#
72 Homer L# Hitt, "The Role of Migration In Peopling Southern Cities, 
in Rupert B. Vance, editor, Urbanization of th© South# to be published by 
the University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, N* C#
The People of Louisiana by Smith and Hitt contains a comprehensive 
analysis of the population of the state with the single exception of a 
treatment of the unpublished 1935-1940 intrastate census data with which 
the present study deals* The writer wishes to recommend this work as 
containing a background of demographic and sociological .knowledge necessary 
for a full understanding of the implications of the findings of a study of 
migration in Louisiana*^
In addition there are nimaerous specialised Louisiana studies, which
7 L.are directly or indirectly concerned with migration, The results of 
these investigations are compared with the findings of this study at a 
number of points in connection with the characteristics of migrants,
73 T. Lynn Smith and Homer L. Hitt, The People 2l Louisiana*
74 Homer L* Hitt, Recent Migration Into and Within the Upper
Mlfrflifisippi Delta, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 264, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1943*
Paul Hurvey Price, Migration To a&d From Louisiana* 1935-124.0* 




As was indicated in Chapter X of this study* for the first time 
in 1940 the United States Bureau of the Census included in the decennial 
census schedule a question designed to secure on a national scale infor­
mation about inter- and intrestate migration. Census officials* in re­
cognition of the need for a manageable residence unit below the state 
level In sise and yet larger in most instances than the county subdivi­
sions* divided the United States into 328 subregions* Delineated by 
the late Dr* 0* E* Baker* these areas* each of which contains one or 
more counties within a given state* may be grouped into two general 
classes— metropolitan and nonmetropolitan* X
A metropolitan subregion wae defined as any urban center which 
had a population of 100,000 or more in 1930 and the “ring11 surrounding 
it* In setting aside the area immediately surrounding the city as de­
fined by its political boundaries a distinction was made between the 
core area or central city proper and this contiguous territory. For 
enumeration purposes all central city boundaries were treated as county 
lines* In the usual case the metropolitan ring subregion would con­
sist of the rest of the county or counties which along with the central 
city made up the entire metropolitan subarea. The adoption of this 
plan made it possible to show migration to and from a central city and
X Scripps Foundation For Research In Population Problems* Miami 
University* Oxford, Ohio* mimeographed material accompanying photo static 




its ring and, in addition, movement within the ring itself In those in­
stance* in which the ring contained more than one county* One hundred 
and two such subregions were established* Louisiana has one metropoli­
tan subregion composed of the central city of hew Orleans, the boundary 
of which coincides with that of Orleans parish, and the ring area which 
is Jefferson parish in its entirety* ̂
The division of the states Into nonmetropolitan subareas pre­
sented a problem of a different order in that an attempt was made to 
group the counties with the view of forming relatively homogeneous units 
as determined by a number of criteria* Among the physical attributes 
considered were climate, topography, soil, and vegetation* Social and 
economic materials included a plane of living index; the ratio of chil­
dren under five years of age to women twenty to forty-four years of age; 
the percentage of rural-farm population, of rural-nonfarm population, of 
Sfegro population, of farm tenants, and of relief population; the medial 
farm income; the per-worker agricultural income, the average value of 
farm dwellings, of farm land per acre, and of products used by farm op­
erators1 families* Baker delineated a total of 226 nonmetropolitan sub- 
regions composed of predominantly rural and small-city populations*
There are six nonmetropolitan subregions in Louisiana*
Other than a brief statement of the factors used in the demarca­
tion of the nonmetropolitan regions, no published materials in statisti­




the Scripps Foundation for Research in Population Problems, which latter 
organisation worked in cooperation with a number of governmental agencies 
on research projects dealing with migration* Consequently, the indivi­
dual worker has the responsibility of assembling data to show that the 
subregions with which he is concerned represent comparatively homogene­
ous areas with respect to physical, social, and economic data* This is 
to say that there is no publication for the 1940 enumeration of migra­
tion information similar to the volume, State Economic Areas* by Donald 
J* Bogue, published in 1951 by the Bureau of the Census for use in con­
nection with the returns of the Seventeenth Census of the United States* 
Before undertaking a description of the Louisiana subregions, 
the writer wishes to acknowledge that he has drawn heavily upon the 
wealth of written, statistical, and graphical materials (all the products 
of other workers) about Louisiana*
It should be noted that an attempt was made by Baker to give the 
nonmetropolitan subregions names with some historical and social or eco­
nomic signification* The titles of the six Louisiana nonmetropolitan 
subareas and, as well, of the two metropolitan divisions along with their 
code symbols are as follows
Subregion 1, The Northwestern Coastal Plain 
Subregion 2, the Northwestern Mississippi River Delta 
Subregion 3, the Central Mississippi River Delta 
Subregion 4, the Eastern Coastal Plain 
Subregion 5, the Coastal Prairie 
Subregion 6, the Sugar Bowl Delta 
Subregion A, New Orleans Central City 
Subregion B, the Metropolitan Ring
In the text the practice will be followed of referring to the
u IkM«
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regions by letter or number* as the case may be* in order to avoid the 
repetitive statement of the longer designations a great number of times* 
At places deemed appropriate the full names will be used in the interest 
of clarity of exposition*
Selected Characteristics of the Louisiana Subregions
It is necessary to introduce at this point in the text a number 
of figures and tables assembled to assist in the description of the 
Louisiana subregions* Such a step Is essential in view of the fact that 
each figure and each table contains information applicable to all eight 
of the subareas. Figure 1 was prepared to show the boundaries of the 
regions, the parish content of each, the descriptive titles, and the 
number or letter symbol associated with each* Figure 2 portrays the 
principal types of farming areas in Louisiana as they relate to the sub­
divisions* In the same maimer, Figure 3 depicts the main divisions of 
physiographic similarity, while Figure 4 was included to present the major 
soil divisions* Figure 5 shows the distribution of the 1940 Louisiana 
population*
Among the data in tabular form are the materials in fable I show­
ing the subregions classified by land area in square miles, the total 
population in 1930 and 1940, the number of persons per square mile in 
1940, and the percentage of increase In population from 1930 to 1940*
In Table U  there is indicated for Louisiana and for each subdivision 
the total number of inhabitants in 1940 and the proportions thereof 
classed as white, Negro, and members of other races. The 1940 popula­
tion of Louisiana and of each of the regions classified by residence 
appear in Table III* Table I? shows the proportion of the state
LOUISIANA SUBREGIONS
STANDARD NAME
NORTHWESTERN COASTAL PLAIN 
NORTHWESTERN MISSISSIPPI RIVER DELTA 
CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI RIVER DELTA 
EASTERN COASTAL PLAIN 
COASTAL PRARIE 
SUGAR BOWL DELTA
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Figure 1. The Louisiana Subregions, Adapted by Institute of Population 
Research, Department of Sociology, Louisiana State University,
T Y P E S  O F  FARMING A R E A S
NORTH LOUISIANA UPLAND COTTON  
CENTRAL LOUISIANA CUT-OVER PINE 
REO RIVER
CUT-OVER FLAT WOODS OF WESTERN LA. 
LOUISIANA RICE
EAST LOUISIANA MIXED FARMING 
MISSISSIPPI DELTA CO TTO N  
CENTRAL LOUISIANA MIXEO FARMING 
SUGAR CANE
EAST LOUISIANA DAIRY AND TR U C K  
NEW ORLEANS DAIRY AND TRU CK
-P-o
Figure 2. Louisiana Types of Fanning Areas. Adapted from J. Norman 
Efferson, Average Labor Requirements for Louisiana Enterprises. Mimeograph 
Circular No. 66, Department of Agricultural Economics, Louisiana State 
University, Baton Rouge, January, 1947.
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Main Division of 
Physlographle Similarity 
Bolling Hilly gjyjgjUpper River Delta 
Prairie0 3  E3Loner River Delta
Costal lferah I \
Figure 3. Louisiana Main Divisions of Physiographic Similarity. 
Exact source unknown. Adapted, by Institute of Population Research, 
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Figure 4- Soil Divisions of Louisiana. Adapted by Institute of 
Population Research, Department of Sociology, Louisiana State Uni­
versity.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Louisiana Population* 1940* Adapted by Institute 
of Population Research, Department of Sociology, Louisiana State University, 
from Figure 1 in Hitt and Bertrand, Social Aspects of Hospital Planning#
Table I
Louisiana Subregions Classified by Land Area in Square Miles, Total Population 
1930 and 1940, Persons Per Square Mile in 1940, and Percentage of Increase in
















Total 45,177 2,363,830 52*3 2,101,593 12.5
1 17#653 686,564 25.7 627,874 9.32 5,542 190,620 34.4 165,457 15.2
3 3,275 209,179 63.9 180,317 16.0
4 4,787 249,092 52.0 220,339 13.1
5 5,092 171,910 33.8 140,792 22.1
6 8,220 311,551 37.9 268,020 16.2A 199 494,537 2,485.1 458,762 7.8B 409 50,427 123.3 40,032 26.0
Source: United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the United States: 1940, Population,
Volume I, Humber of Inhabitants, Washington, 1943# Table 3«
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Table II
Population of Louisiana Subregions 






-Efltsantoea.. IJeerQ _ ..Other Kanes
State 2,363,880 100,0 64.0 35.9 0.1
1 686,564 100,0 60.3 39.4 0,1
2 190,620 100,0 48.6 51.4
3 209,179 100,0 62.2 37.8 —
4 249,092 100,0 61.8 38.2 —
5 171,910 100,0 79.6 20.4 —
6 311,551 100.0 62.8 36,7 0.5
A 494,537 100,0 69.7 30.1 0.2
B 50,427 100,0 82.9 16,8 0.3
* Less than one-tenth of one per cent*
Sourest United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the 
United States, 1940, Volume II, Part 2, Characteristics of 
the Population, Washington, 1943« Table 22, pp* 366-378*
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Table III
Population of Louisiana Subregions 






Per Cent Urban ____-ŜXSSSiSM?-.Rural-Wonfarm gsi^-Eas*...
State 2,363,£80 100*0 41*5 22.5 36.0
1 686,544 100.0 32.3 24*2 43.6
2 109,620 100.0 11.4 14.8 73.6
3 209,179 100.0 19.5 19.2 61.3
4 249,092 100.0 28.8 32.0 37.2
5 171,910 100.0 34.5 28.0 37.5
6 311,551 100.0 17.9 44.1 36.0
A 494,537 100.0 100.0 ... s e e
B 50,427 100.0 31.5 65.4 3.1
Source: United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the 
United States, 1940. Volume II, Part 3. Characteristics of 
the Population. Washington, 1943, Table 22, pp. 366-378.
Table IV
Proportion by Residence of Louisiana Population 
Residing in Sash Louisiana Subregion, 1940
Residence
Subrecion State Urban Rural Nonfara Rural Farm
Total Number 2,363,880 980,439 533,059 850,382
Total Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1 29.1 22.5 31.2 35.2
2 8.1 2.2 5.3 16.5
3 8.8 4.2 7.5 15.1
4 10.5 7.3 15.0 11*5
5 7.3 6.0 9.0 7.6
6 13.2 5.7 25.8 13.9
A 20.9 50.5 • • • e • •
B 2.1 1.6 6.2 0.2
Source t Ibid*
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population and of the components by residence in each of the subareas 
in 1940#
At this stag® the discussion shifts to the presentation of an 
account of the Louisiana subregions in terms of the materials contained 
in the figures and tables to which reference has been made. Following 
this treatment the identification of the regions continues with the in­
troduction of additional social and economic data.
Subregion l t The Northwestern Coastal Plain. The Northwestern 
Coastal Plain is the largest of the Louisiana subregions in both number 
of people and land area. Comprised of twenty-one parishes, as shown 
in Figure 1 and Table I, this region had in 1940 a population of 
6d6,544 persons occupying a land area of 17*653 square miles, which 
magnitudes idea related give a density measure of 27*7 individuals per 
square mile. Within the total number of Inhabitants persons classified 
as white amounted to the proportion of 60.5 per cent} Negroes reached the 
percentage figure of 39#4 while all other races constituted 0.1 per cent. 
By residence the population was 32*2 per cent urban, 24*2 per cent rural 
nonfarm, and 43*6 per cent rural farm.
A study of Figure 2, which depicts the main types of farming areas 
in Louisiana, indicates the presence of several forms of agricultural 
activity. Within the boundaries of the region are the north Louisiana 
upland cotton area in which the chief productive unit is the family else 
farm; the Red River Delta section where the plantation economy is the 
predominant type; the Cut-Over Flat Woods region characterized by self- 
sufficing farming and sheep raising; and the Central Louisiana Cut-Over 
Pine area. The north Louisiana Upland Cotton area, it should be noted.
extends in a westerly direction slightly across a part of the boundary 
of the Northwestern Coastal Plain subregion. To the south and south­
east, respectively, the rice and central Louisiana mixed farming areas 
can be seen to jut out into region 1.
The main divisions of physiographic similarity (see Figure 3) 
of this state subarea are rolling hilly and upper river delta in composi­
tion# As shorn in Figure A# the chief soil types include reddish-brown 
to brownish-gray, brownish-red Red River bottom, light brown to gray 
coastal plain, and gray or light-gray flatwoode forms.
In connection with his study of the labor force in Louisiana, 
Seberle has delineated eleven non-egrieultural employment areas. The 
Shreveport, Arkansas Border, Monroe, Natchitoches, and Alexaader- 
Leesville areas lie completely or partly inside of subregion 1.^ The 
processing of agricultural and forestry products along with oil and 
natural gas production, are major industrial operations in region 1.^
Sabredon £* The Northwestern Mississippi River Delta. The North­
western Mississippi River Delta subregion embraces a land area of 5,542 
square miles Inhabited by 190,620 persons in 1940. The relation of the 
people to the land gives a density ratio of 34*4 persons per square mile. 
From 1930 to 1940, this region registered an increase in population of 
15.2 per cent, Negroes outnumbered whites by the margin of 51*4 to 4$«6 
per cent. The fifty persons listed in the other races category made up 
less than one-tenth of one per cent of the human resources in the subarea,
5 Rudolf Heberle, The Labor Force in Louisiana. Louisiana State 
University Press, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 194B* P« 37.
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The most rural of all of the Louisiana subregions, division 2 exhibited 
the following residential composition: 11*4 per cent urban, 14*® per cent 
rural nonfara, and 73*® per cent rural farm. Of the nine parishes four 
contained no population elements classified as urban in 1940 and in only 
two of the remaining five parishes were the people more than twenty per 
cent urban* For no parish was the rural farm population below the per­
centage figure of 62*4*
The economy of subregion 2 Is geared in the main to the produc­
tion of cotton although formerly the now waning forest resources were 
significant* Dark-brown to gray Mississippi Elver bottom soils pre­
dominate* Some light-brown to gray coastal plain soils are found along 
with a shading of reddish-brown to brownish-gray coastal plain types*
From the standpoint of physiographic similarity, the region is largely 
upper river delta in form with a smattering of rolling hilly relief, as 
may be seen in Figure 3* In general less than forty-six per cent of 
employed persons in region 2 were engaged in nonagri cultural production* ̂ 
Subregion 3. The Central Mississippi Elver Delta* The smallest 
of the six nonmetropolitan subregions in land area, the central 
Mississippi Elver Delta contains 3#275 square miles* In 1940 the popu­
lation was 209,170 persons and the density figure, the highest outside 
of Hew Orleans and the ring subregion, was 63*9 inhabitants per square 
mile* From 1930 to 1940 the population increase reached the proportion 
of 16*0 per cent* Just above three out of five individuals (62*2 per 
cent) were returned as white, while Negroes amounted to 37*® per cent*
7 naid.. p * «.
$6
The thirty-four persons enumerated as belonging to other races consti­
tuted loss than one-tenth of one per cent of the total population* the 
residential structure included almost one-fifth urban* virtually the 
same magnitude of rural nonfara, and, of course, close to three-fifth# 
in the rural-farm category,
is a type of agricultural area, this subregion is one of mixed 
farming. Other main forms of farming regions, however, overlap on the 
north, south, and southeast. Fro® the north the Mississippi Delta cotton 
section extends southward into region 3* The sugar cane area reaches 
northward into the central delta state division and to the southeast, but 
not to any great extent, the northern fringe of the riee area appears in 
this subregion*
The larger part of the surface of subarea 3 possesses the 
characteristic of lower river delta. Present to smaller degrees are 
quantities of upper river delta, rolling hilly, and prairie physiographic 
features* In addition to dark-brown to gray Mississippi River bottom and 
brownish-red Bed River bottom soils, the region contains gray or light- 
gray flatwoods, light* brown to gray ooastal plain, and black to gray 
coastal prairie soil types. Light-brown to gray loessial Mississippi 
bluff and terrace soils also are found,
Nonagricultural employment in the region ranged below forty-five 
per emit for the most part and below sixty per cent in all instances,^ 
Subregion 4. The Eastern Coastal Plain. The eight parishes in 
the Eastern Coastal plain subregion had in 1940 an aggregate land area
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of 4*787 square alios and a population of 249*092 persons, the density 
figure was 52.0 persons per square alia, the racial composition data in 
table II show that Just above three-fifths of the inhabitant® were re­
turned as shite and 18.2 per cent as Negro. The twenty-one individuals 
classed as members of other races made up less than one-tenth of one per 
cent of the total. The distribution by residence* as shown in Table III* 
was 20.8 per cent urban* 32.0 per coot rural nonfarm* and 39.2 per cent 
rural farm. Over the period 1930 to 1940 the gain in population was 13.1 
per cent.
The principal types of faming activities found in subregion 4 
include areas devoted to cotton* dairying* strawberry production* fruits* 
truck crops* and mixed farming. The primary division of physiographic 
similarity is that of rolling hilly. Among the major soil divisions are 
reddish-brown to brownish-gray coastal plain* light-brown to gray coast­
al plain* gray or light-gray flatwoods* and dark-brown to gray 
Mississippi River and tidal marsh soils.
In addition to the important Baton Houge center* Industrial ac­
tivity in region 4 concerns lines of production which relate to lumber* 
pulp and paper outputs* and* to a small degree* boat building.
Subregion i, JJje Coastal Prairie. Made up of five parishes with 
a combined land area of 5*092 square miles and. a population of 171*910 
persons in 1940* the Coastal Prairie subregion contained 11.3 individuals 
per square mile. This subregion had a larger proportion of whites (79.6 
per cent) in Its population than any of the other seven state subdivi­
sions. Hegroes comprised 38.2 per cent and the thirteen inhabitants 
classed as belonging to other races did not account for as much as
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©ne»-tenth of on© par cent of the total number of parsons in the area*
The residential composition included the percentage measures of 34*5 
urban, 28*0 rural nonfarm, and 37*5 rural farm*
The important rice region, the self-sufficing farming and sheep 
raising section, and cotton on a limited scale constitute the main types 
of farming areas in the Coastal Prairie* The most extensive divisions 
of physiographic similarity are the prairie and the coastal marsh* In 
the northwest a part of the rolling-hilly set of features extends 
southward into the prairie region* For the most part the soil types 
are blade to gray ooastal prairie, yellow to mottled gray impervious 
subsoil, tidal marsh, and gray or light-gray flatwoods forms*
The growing oil and natural gas production, the fairly stable 
rice milling activity, and the relatively declining lumber and allied 
industries occupy the center of the industrial stage in region 5*^
Subregion 6* The Sugar Bgt£ Delta. The fourteen parishes in 
the Sugar Bowl Delta had in 1940 a land area of 6,220 square miles and 
a population of 311#551 persons* Second in sise in both land area and 
number of people among Louisiana's nonmetropolitan subregions, the Sugar 
Bowl Delta population contained 37*9 persons per square mile* The per­
centage of population increase for the decade 1930 to 1940 was 16*2*
Only the metropolitan ring division and the Coastal Prairie experienced 
greater increases* Whites made up sore than three-fifths (62*6 per cent) 
of the population while Negroes accounted for above one-fourth (26*7 per 
cent)* Of the 1,550 persons (0*5 per cent of the total) classified as 
members of other races, 1,060 lived in Terrebonne parish* Only 17*9
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per cent of the people of subregion 6 reported urban residence® in 1940• 
Rural dwellers made up the remaining proportion with 44*1 per cent non- 
farm and 36*0 per cent farm.
Two main types of farming areas are found in subregion 6— the 
sugar eaae section which includes eleven parishes and the New Orleans 
dairy, trucking, and fruit centers into which fall the three remaining 
parishes* Other than a small prairie segment In the western part of the 
region, the main divisions of physiographic similarity are lower river 
delta and coastal marsh* The principal soils are dark-brown to gray 
Mississippi River bottom, tidal marsh, and, to a limited extent, black 
te gray coastal prairie and light brown to gray coastal plain forms*
The Sugar Bowl Delta is the only one of the Louisiana subregions con­
taining noncontiguous parishes* Plaquemines and St* Bernard parishes are 
separated from the rest of the region by the metropolitan ring region 
which includes only Jefferson parish*
Subregion A* New Orleans Central City* There has been stated 
previously the fact that in order for a city to be designated as a metro­
politan subregion, its 1930 population had to be 100,000 persons or above 
that number* New Orleans with a population of 456,762 was the only urban 
center of this class in Louisiana when the data of the Fifteenth Census 
were enumerated. In the period 1930 to 1940 the population of the 
Crescent City rose from the above figure to 404,537, an increase of 7*6 
per cent* Within the boundaries of the city and of Orleans parish, which 
are one and the same, there is a land area of 199 square miles* In 1940 
the density figure was 2,465 persons per square mile* One hundred per 
cent urban by definition, the population by race included 69*7 per cent 
white, 30*1 per cent Negro, and 0.2 per cent other races.
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The principal soil forms found in subregion A are dark-brown to 
gray Mississippi Hirer bottom soils* When classified on the count of 
the main divisions of physiographic similarity found in Louisiana, the 
subarea falls in the lower river delta category. In addition to the 
fast that a autall part of the sugar cane area is present in the western 
tip of this urban center, the region In other agricultural respects is, 
of course, associated with the dairy, trucking, and fruit area which 
bears its name.
More Important, however, is the industrial area which has been 
built up in and around Hew Orleans. As will be demonstrated later in 
an analysis of the occupational composition of the migrants and residents 
connected with subregion B, the majority of workers are employed in ser­
vice and distribution activities.
Subregion B* The New Orleans Metropolitan Ring. The only ring 
subregion in Louisiana is made up of Jefferson parish, a narrow strip of 
land the northeast boundary of which is adjacent to Hew Orleans city.
A land area of 409 square miles and a 1940 population of 50,427 persons, 
when brought together to produce a density measure, result in the propor­
tion of 123.3 persons per square mile. The percentage Increase in the 
population of 26.0 from 1930 to 1940 was the largest found among the re­
gions. Within the ranks of the population there were whites to the ex­
tent of 82.9 per cent, Negroes in the amount of 16.S per cent, and persons 
classed as belonging to other races to the degree of 0.2 per cent. Ex­
amination of the total population of the ring as classified by residence 
shows that the rural-farm component of 3*1 per cent was the smallest 
among the state subareas containing rural dwellers. At the same time,
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the rural-noafarm element of 65.4 per cent stood at the other extreme. 
Subregions 1 and 5 were more urban by small margins than the 31.5 per 
eent indicated for region B,
Coastal marsh in the southern half and lower river delta in the 
northern half constitute the main divisions of physiographic similarity 
in the ring division. Tidal marsh soils are found over most of the area, 
Viewed from the standpoint of types of farming, the region is 
a part of the New Orleans dairy, trucking, and fruit area. In other 
economic respects, the ring falls within the New Orleans sphere, which 
means that the occupational pursuits largely follow an urban pattern.
Income and Levels of Living in the Subregions 
A further means of describing the Louisiana subregions consists 
of showing the relative quantities of income received from agricultural 
and nonagricultural sources. In Table V there are presented the esti­
mated total amounts of nonagricultural income from twelve sources and the 
proportions associated with the state subareas. Table VI was prepared 
to indicate the relative shares of the twelve classes of nonagricultur&l 
income received in the subregions. The data on which the content of 
these tables is based were secured in the form of a series of special 
tabulations for the years 1939 and 1943 by French and Watters from the 
United States Department of Commerce.^ The data without exception refer 
to estimates of income received in the particular state area,
Robert W. French and Elsie Watters, "Income Estimates for 
Louisiana Parishes, 1939 and 1943,” Louisiana Businesss Bulletin, Vol. 7, 
No. 1, December, 1945.
Table 7
Proportions of Estimated Honagricultural Income by 
Industrial Sources Received In Louisiana Subregions , 1939
Subregion and Income*
Source State 1 2 3 _ 4 __ 5 6 A B
State Total 724,400 197,792 26,698 32,231 79,371 43,624 67,747 258,675 16,262
Total Par Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0
Manufacturing 12.9 13.5 14.9 4.1 16.0 7.0 18.0 10*5 28.6
Mining 3.4 5.2 0.6 6.8 0.9 10.3 9.8 0.1 1.2
Construction 3.5 3.3 3.8 4.6 3.7 3.5 4.4 3.0 4.5
Trade 15.4 13.3 8.7 12.5 11.5 13.9 10.6 21.4 6*4
Transportation 9.0 7.0 5.8 7.3 4.3 9.1 6.5 13.0 13.6Utilities 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.6 1.0 1.6Comsunication 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 1.0 0.6Finance 2.9 2.3 1.4 1.9 1.8 2.2 1.4 4.5 2.8




15.3 13.2 16.7 13.6 20.9 19.8 14.3 4.8 14.6
Sources Robert W. French and Elsie Watters, R Income Estimates For Louisiana Parishes,” 1939 and 1943, 
Louisiana Business Bulletin,, Vol. 7, Ho* 1, December, 1945, computed from data contained in 
Table 7, pp. 29-31.
* Income in thousands of dollars*
Table VI
Distribution of types of Nonagricultural 
Income Among the Louisiana Subregions, 1959
Subregion and Income* 
T o t a l T o t a lI101 Income Per Cent 1 2 3 4 5 6 A B
State Total 724,400 100.0 27*3 3.7 4.4 11.0 6.0 9.4 35.7 2.5
Manufacturing 93,900 100.0 28.5 4.3 1.4 15.2 3.2 13.0 28.8 5.6
Mining 25,000 100.0 40.9 0.6 8.8 2.9 17.9 26.6 1.4 1.9
Construction 25,100 100.0 26.1 4.1 5.9 11.7 6.2 11.8 31.0 3.2
Trade 116,600 100.0 23.6 2.1 3.6 8.2 5.5 6.4 49.6 1.0
Transportation 65,400 100.0 21.2 2.4 3.6 5.2 5.8 6.7 51.3 3.8
Utilities 7,900 100.0 34.6 3.9 3.9 9.0 4.4 6.6 33.8 3.8
Communication 5,600 100.0 22.4 2.1 4.1 10.3 5.3 5.5 47.7 2.6
Finance 20,900 100.0 21.7 1.8 2.9 6.9 4.6 4.5 55.1 2.5
Services 119,600 100.0 30.8 4.3 5.8 11.2 6.0 8.5 31.8 1.6
Government 82,100 100.0 31.8 3.5 4.0 12.5 3.7 6.6 36.0 1.9
Other Income 56,300 100.0 29.1 8.1 8.8 10.5 7.3 13.2 20.9 2.1
Dividends, 111,000 100.0 23.6 4.0 4.0 14.9 7.8 8.7 34.6 2.4
Interest, 
Net Bent
Sources Robert ¥. French and Elsie Matters, computed from data contained in table V, pp. 29*31*
* Income in thousands of dollars.
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Examination of the content of Table V brings to light the signi­
ficant fact that manufacturing, trade, services, government, and the com­
bination of dividends, interest, and net rent were important sources of 
income for the regions. A number of exceptions, important for present 
purposes, stand out. Only 4*1 per emit of the nonagricultural income in 
region 3 and 7*0 per cent of that for subarea 5 originated in manufactur­
ing. The metropolitan ring with 28*6 per cent and subregion 6 with 18*0 
per cent lead the other divisions in this respect.
In the ease of income arising from trade, area 2 and the ring 
fell below ten per cent, while the proportion of more than one-fifth 
placed New Orleans city ahead on this count. For the state (16*5 per cent) 
and for subregions 1, 2, and 3, services, with the proportion of approxi­
mately one-fifth each, comprised the origin of the largest single amount 
of income. The percentage range extended from 21.7 in area 3 to 10.4 in 
the metropolitan ring* The relative measures of income received from 
government were fairly uniform, approaching eleven or twelve per cent for 
five of the regions and about three percentage points below these levels 
for divisions 5, 6 and the ring. Dividends, interest, and net rent ac­
counted for one-fifth of the nonagricultural income going to recipients 
in regions 4 and 5* For no subregion was the proportion from this source 
below 13.2 per oent*
Income described by French and Watters as "other income" reached 
percentage magnitudes of 16*9 in area 2, 13.5 in 3 and 10.9 in 6. Mining 
activities contributed close to one-tenth in only two of the state subdi­
visions— 5 and 6—  and well below this figure In the other six. Trans­
portation stood as the origin of 13*6 per cent in the ring region and of
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4*3 per cent in region 4* Other proportions ranged between these extremes. 
In so instance was income from construction, utilities, communication, or 
finance as much as five per cent In any of the state regions* Communica­
tion activities contributed one per cent of the nonagricultural income 
of Hew Orleans and less than that proportion in the other subregions.
Table VII was constructed to show the proportions of estimated 
1939 income received in each subregion from agricultural and nonagricul­
tural sources. The agricultural component includes income in kind. The 
data in Table VIII depict the proportions of the totals of the estimated 
agricultural 1939 income received by each of the state subareas*
Almost nine-tenths (87,3 per cent) of the income received in 
Louisiana in 1939, according to the study by French and Watters, came 
from nonagricultural sources. Among the six nonmetropolitan subregions, 
the performance of region 1 in which is located the Shreveport industrial 
crater, and of division 4 which is the home of the Baton Rouge industrial 
area, resulted in the relative measures of 87*2 and 90*4 per cent, re­
spectively, of the income received from nonagricultural pursuits* Such 
was the ease although approximately two-fifths of the population of each 
of these regions was classified as rural farm in 1940,
Subregions 2 with 60*4 per cent and 3 with 67*4 per cent, re­
ceived the smallest proportionate shares of income from nonagricultural 
endeavors. New Orleans city and the ring, as would be expected, gained 
almost all of their income from nonagricultural sources,
A comparison of the data in Table VIII with the proportional dis­
tribution of the Louisiana population, as shown In Table XV, fchowR that 
New Orleans, which contains roughly one-fifth of the state fs people,
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Table ni
Distribution of Estimated Agricultural and 




Par Cant Inoonett Per Cant
State 829,752 100*0 105,352 12.7 724,400 87.3
1 236,880 100.0 29,088 12.3 197,792 37.2
2 44,569 100*0 17,671 39.6 26,898 60.4
3 47,839 100*0 15,608 32.6 32,231 67.4
4 87,773 100*0 8,402 9.6 79,371 90.4
5 58,130 100*0 14,706 25.3 43,424 74.7
6 86,654 100.0 18,907 21.8 67,747 78.2A 259,093 100.0 418 0.2 258,675 99.8B 18,814 100*0 552 3.9 18,262 96.1
Sourest French and Watters, computed from data contained in Table Til, 
pp. 36-37.
* Income in thousands of dollars*
Table TOI
Proportion of Estimated Louisiana Agricultural and Non­
agricultural Income Received by Louisiana Subregions, 1939
State Agricultural Nonagricultural
Income*
State Total 329,752 105,352 724,400
Total Per Cent 100*0 100.0 100.0
1 27.3 27.6 27.3
2 5.4 16.3 3.7
3 5.3 14.3 4.4
4 10.6 3.0 11.0
5 7.0 14.0 6.0
6 10.4 17.9 9.4
A 31.2 0.4 35.7
8 2.3 0.5 2.5
Source: French and Watters, computed from data contained in Table VII, 
pp. 36-37.
* Income in thousands of dollars*
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received sillily more then three-tenths of the 1939 income, as esti­
mated by French and Watters* Subregion 4 end the ring division had a 
little larger relative share of income than of population* For the 
other state subareas the converse relationship held*
Additional materials descriptive of the Louisiana subregions 
are shown in Table XX* Employed by Bennett in his delineation of rural 
social areas, these measures for parishes have been adapted in the pres­
ent context to fit the regions used by the Bureau of the Census in the 
emmeration of the 1935-1940 intrastate migration data*^ As presented 
In Table IX, the indexes refer to the highest, the lowest, and the 
median values by parishes in the subregions*
As assembled by Bennett the data represent a number of sources 
along with his calculations* The level of living indices, as this 
author points out, are a part of Hitt's study of farm levels of living 
in Louisiana* Each index is a composite expression of income, median 
grade of schooling completed, possession of radios and automobiles, and
the degree of crowding, stated in relation to a total figure for
12Louisiana used as a base of 100*
Elements in the index of farm value include the dollar valuation 
on a per acre, per farm, and rural-farm population per capita basis for 
1940, with the state total representing 100* The index number for
11 Harold Carson Bennett, Rural 3oclaI Areas of Louisiana* 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, August, 1952*
12 Homer L. Hitt et al*, Farm Levels of Living in Louisiana* 
Unpublished Manuscript on file in the Rural Sociology Department, 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana*
Table H
Index Values for Selected Soelal end Economic Characteristics of Perishes



















Highest Index Value 107 116 154 115 78 920 547Median Index Value 61 72 69 76 66 610 445Lowest Index Value 29 62 46 36 53 447 399
Highest Index Value £6 99 130 91 73 704 504Median Index Value 52 82 97 66 56 605 450Lowest Index Value 42 72 72 30 51 520 262
Highest Index Value £7 102 133 66 61 745 564Median Index Value 73 96 104 56 49 647 526Lowest Index Value £ 56 72 66 39 44 560 409
Highest Index Value 92 106 138 113 79 757 602Median Index Value 62 73 71 72 71 562 443Lowest Index Valuec 21 57 43 51 39 433 292
Highest Index Value aa 280 208 79 82 669 503Median Index Value £4 165 165 60 69 626 492Lowest Index Value
L
62 124 76 34 61 529 401Q





61 92 106 26 a 567 414
• • • • • * • * • ♦ 569 232
65 491 367 105 97 499 341
Table XX (eont.)
Index Taluse for Selected Soelal and Economic Charaeterletlee of Parishes
















Highest Index Value 119 62 152 152 60 596
Median Index Value 42 76 96 126 52 513
Lowest Index Value 22 53 34 92 19 401
<c
Highest Index Value 51 74 196 147 64 630
Median Index Value 34 60 179 110 73 520
Lowest Index Value 24 54 70 86 60 472
3Highest Index Value 76 60 135 81 77 691
Median Index Value 43 50 60 54 64 555Lowest Index Value 30 43 56 50 44 534
4
Highest Index Value 90 106 196 153 68 630
Median Index Value 45 65 101 116 57 560Lowest Index Valuee 19 a 63 90 12 458jHighest Index Value 55 60 80 97 59 6 0 6Median Index Value 51 57 35 53 50 526Lowest Index Value 
6
Highest Index Value
33 50 21 45 16 482
63 71 154 91 61 660Median Index Value 40 51 117 68 37 543Lowest Index Value
A




135 • • *-•- • * • *
a
Index Value 19 105 35 ,,,«■» ................... 3 287
Source: Harold Carson Bennatt, Rural Social Areas of Louisiana. Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Louisi­
ana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, August, 1952, Table 7, pp. 34-40,
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doctors and dentists Is related to a base of 100 which represents the 
number of dentists and doctors per unit of population as recommended 
by the American Medical Association* An index value above 100 means 
that the supply of medical personnel exdeeded the minimum and a figure 
below 100 Indicates a deficiency by this standard*^
The fertility ratios and infant mortality rates are from a 
study by Saith^ the education index considers median years of school* 
lag completed by the rural population with the state median used as a 
base, fhe race index relates the percentage of Negroes in the parish 
rural population to the state figure*^
The fact that a number of the indexes deal with certain rural 
aspects of the subregions seems not to impair their utility as instru­
ments introduced to reflect social and economic conditions in the sub- 
regions # especially with respect to the nonmetropblitan areas* As has 
been shown, seven of the eight regions contain rural population elements* 
Without exception the rural segment was larger than the urban proportion 
(see fable III)*
Only in the instances of farm income, farm value, and rural- 
nonfarm level of living does it appear advisable to suggest the presence 
of a relationship between the content shown by the indexes and the net 
movement of people through migration* Subregions 4, 5, 6, and B
^  Homer 1* Hitt and Alvin I** Bertrand, As£Qct^ of Hospital
Pinmvi npr. Department of Rural Sociology, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, August, 1947, PP« 33-44*
44 t. Lynn Smith, Current Population Data for Louisiana. Louisiana 
State University Mimeographed Bulletin No* 1, 1945*
45 Bennett, op. cit* * p* 16.
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registered positive migration balances, as will be demonstrated later,
(see Table XVI)* It is of interest to note that the areas with which
the migration data are associated and the rural regions delineated by
Bennett agree in not a single case on the count of content by parishes*
At the same time there should be mentioned the fact that the economic
regions established by Bogus for use in connection with the Seventeenth
Census of the United States differ from the 1940 formulation with which
16the present study deals#
The preceding description of the Louisiana subregions demon­
strates that each of the areas approximates rather than constitutes 
a distinct entity relative to the other units on the basis of the 
materials assembled# Each of the six nonmetropolitan regions exhibits 
wide differentials among its content by parishes# The availability of 
the 1935*1940 migration data made possible through this study of intra- 
state migration in Louisiana promises to afford an opportunity for 
future detailed and specialised research projects designed to explore, 
necessarily through indirect procedures, the important etiological as­
pects of the shifting of human resources through the process of migra­
tion# It should be stated that the delineation of the Louisiana sub­
divisions was a given datum for the undertaking at hand#
A number of methods have been used by workers in the demarca­
tion of subregions# The problems involved have been discussed b,/ a 
number of writers and the procedures used have ranged from the making
3-6 Donald J# Bogus, State Economic Areas, United States Depart­
ment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U# S. Government Printing Office, 
1951.
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of decisions on the basis of the examination of raw data to the employ­
ment of advanced statistical techniques.1^
17f For a discussion of the methodological and other phases of 
regional delineation, seet
C. 1, Lively and &. B. Almack, K Method of Pstenaiolag Rural 
Social Subareas with Application to Ohio. Ohio State University and 
Ohio Agricultural Experiment station, Department of Rural Economics, 
Mimeograph Bulletin, Mo. 106, 193S*
Margaret Jarman Hagood, Madia Danilevsky, and Gorlin 0* Beaum, 
"An Examination of the Use of Factor Analysis in the Problem of Sub* 
regional Delineation," Sural Sociology. Vol. 6, Mo. 3, September, 1941# 
pp. 215-233.
T. J. Woofter, Jr., "The Subregions of the Southeast," Social 
Forces. Vol. 13, Mo. 1, October, 1934, pp. 43*50.
Rt R. Kangus, Rural Regions of the United States. Works Progress 
Administration, United States Government Printing Office, Washington, 
1940.
Donald J. Bogus, State Economic Areas. United States Department 
of CosBBsrce, Bureau of the Census, Washington, 195U
. "Economic Areas as a Tod for Research and 
Planning," American Sociological Review. Vol. 15, No. 3, June, 1950, 
pp. 409-416.
Chapter III 
THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION QF MIGRANTS
In the study of migration no information la more basic than a 
complete knowledge of the number and distribution of the people. The 
analysis of the characteristics of migrants and nonmigrants or members 
of the general population without a consideration of the central facts 
of how many persons there are and where they lire would leave the whole 
question of selectivity unanswered. Sociologists and demographers recog­
nise that social environments differ in many ways which are expressed 
in the font and content of social organization, social stratification, 
interaction patterns, and in the value orientations of the people them­
selves, The consequences which may accompany the movement of people 
Impinge upon the migrants and upon the communities of origin and destin­
ation, Indicative of the significance of the type of habitat is the 
tabulation by the Bureau of the Census of primary data by residence, A 
further aspect of the number and distribution of a population relates 
to the crucial matter of the proportional combination of human and other 
resources to produce a given level of living. There is contained in 
this chapter a discussion of migrants and residents in regard to their 
numbers and location in Louisiana by type of residence.
During the period 1935 to 1940, a total of 139,101 persons moved 
between and within the Louisiana subregions in a manner which caused them 
to be enumerated as intrastate migrants. Included in this number were 
7,416 Individuals who, although recorded by the United States Bureau of
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the Census as migrants, did not furnish enough information to enable 
the assignment of a specific type of 1935 community of origin. With­
in this group were 254 persons who were carried in a residence unknown 
category because on the basis of their reports it was not possible to 
determine whether their residence was urban or rural* Classified as 
haring an unknown farm residence, the remaining 7,162 persons, though 
able to meet the requirements for inclusion in the rural division, were 
unable to supply the data requisite for definite indication of farm or 
nonfarm domicile*
In order to present an accurate picture of the various streams 
of migration, individuals listed in the unknown residence brackets have 
been excluded in all phases of the analysis which involve consideration 
of 1935 residence in terms of urban, rural-nonf arm, and rural-farm types. 
Therefore, when there is occasion to deal with community of origin the 
total number of migrants will be 131,685, while in other parts of the 
study the migrant population, including the unknown group, will be 
139,101*
Since the migrant population obviously contains no persons under 
five years of age, due to the 1935 date of origin and the 1940 date 
(five years later) of destination, individuals under five years of age 
are excluded from the resident populations with which migrants are com­
pared*
Apart from methodological considerations, the bulkiness of the 
data on intrastate migration in Louisiana was responsible for a de­
cision in favor of an initial treatment on a general plane at the ex­
pense, perhaps, of some significant details* With this in view, there
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are presented In Table X data which show the number and distribution by 
residence of the 1940 populations five years of age and over of the 
Louisiana subregions* The information in Table XX associates the num­
ber and distribution of migrants with communities of origin and destin­
ation, classified by types of residence*
Haabqr and Dirtrltatloa at Î uialanft Internal MjgrantB
A study of these materials brings to light some interesting 
facts concerning the numbers and proportions connected with the resi­
dential distribution of the general and migrant populations* By com­
munity of origin, 37*8 per cent of the migrants left urban habitats,
24*3 per cent departed from rural-nonfara areas, and Louisiana's rural 
fares contributed 37*9 per cent* The corresponding proportions for 
community of destination were 35*7 per cent urban (Including Hew Orleans 
and other urban), 31*4 per cent rural nonfarm, and 32*9 par cent rural 
farm* Fbr the state, people five years of age and over were arranged 
by residence in 1940 in relationship of 42*6 per cent urban, 22*3 per 
cent rural nonfarm, and 35*1 per cent rural farm*
Xn general, the aspect of greatest significance in these dis­
tributions of the migrants by residence is not a change in the relative 
magnitudes of the urban and rural proportions as a result of the oper­
ation of the process of migration but a decrease in the rural farm and 
an increase in the rural nonfarm, relatively, as sectors of the non- 
urban element*
Absent from the picture is any outstanding net movement of farm 
folk to cities and, as well, of the reverse of such a flow* Admittedly,
Table X
Population Five Tear* of Age and Over of the 
Louisiana Subregions Classified by Residence, 19AO
Subrsslon Number
Total 
Par Cant Number Par Cant Number Per Cent tftmtbar Per Csz
Total 2,133,253 100,0 907,757 42.6 475,760 22.3 749,736 35.1
1 612,702 100,0 204,564 33.1 149,047 24.1 265,09L 42,0
2 169,460 100,0 20,147 11.9 25,706 15.2 123,607 72.9
3 164,044 100,0 36,937 20.1 35,488 19.3 111,619 60,6
4 224,859 100,0 66,074 29.4 71,603 31.6 87,182 30,0
5 152,793 100,0 53,623 35.1 42,482 27.$ 56,688 37.16 275,970 100.0 50,448 18.3 121,435 44.0 104,087 37.7A 461,453 100,0 461,453 100.0 ess • • a # * • * •,B 45,972 100.0 14,511 31.6 29,999 65.2 1,462 3.2
Sourest United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth. Census of the United States* 1940, 
Volume II, Part 3, Characteristics of the Population, Washington, 1943* tables 22, 
26, and 27*
Table XX
Louisiana Internal Migranta Claself led




New Orleans New Orleans Rural Nonfarm Rural Farm
l<m Numbar Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Sent Ntsfjber Per Cent
Total Number 131,685 100.0 39,309 100.0 7,674 100.0 41,341 100.0 43,361 100.0
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Source* Unpublished Special Tabulations (from 1940 U. S. Census) of 1935*1940 Interned Migration Data 
for Louisiana * Purchased from the Scripps Foundation For Research in Population Problems, and 
on file in the Department of Rural Sociology of the Louisiana Agricultural l&qpertmenb Station, 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana*
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pitching the analysis in terms of totals for the state tends to cover 
up many highly important deviant patterns present in the behavior of 
migrants# These departures from the over-ell configuration! as time 
and space permit# will be dealt with in due course#
With some substance it can be said that the basic current of mi­
gration# without reference to the individual make-up# and although there 
wire instances of non-conformance# made for the maintenance of rather 
than for the modification of the residential structure of the people of 
Louisiana, This observation seems to be justified on the basis of the 
fairly close agreement of the urban# rural-nonfarm# and rural-farm propor­
tions of the 1935 and 1940 residence© of migrants with the relative 
spread of the comparable 1940 resident population over the same categories# 
and as has been stated# notwithstanding the relative gain and loss regis­
tered# respectively# among the rural-nonfarm and the rural-farm divisions 
in the case of the origin and destination migrant populations#
Further examination of the content of Table XI reveals that a 
little more than one-half of the persons who migrated to urban centers 
other than the city of Hew Orleans were urbanites in 1935* The pull of 
the Crescent City# on the other hand# was more attractive to inhabitants 
of rural Louisiana# the proportion being 54*5 per cent of the flow to 
the state's sole metropolitan center# It is of interest to note that the 
representation of rural-nonfarm residents was relatively greater than 
that of rural-farm persons in the streams of migrants both to other urban 
and to Hew Orleans# In the case of movement to rural-nonfarm places this 
proportionality prevails with 33,9 per cent consisting of a shift from 
one nonfarm location to another as compared with 20,1 per cent from rural
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farm to rural nonfarm. A radical change la at once evident in the com­
munity of origin composition of the migrants who went to rural-far® 
areas. More than seven out of ten rural-far® in-®lgrants were rural- 
farm out-migrants as well, the exact proportion being 72.3 per cent.
This, finding, it appears, lends support, as will be demonstrated later, 
to the hypothesis that in certain agricultural settings the migration of 
far® people consists largely of farm-to-f&ra movement.* As is well 
known, the sections of Louisiana in which the plantation economy is 
predominant are especially subject te this “milling around” of far® 
occupants.2 It should be remembered in connection with this point 
(see Table X) that 35.1 per cent of the population of Louisiana five 
years of age and over was classified as rural farm in 1940, while 37.9 
per cent of the state's migrants was so listed in the Instance of com­
munity of origin*
Thus, relative to the comparable 1940 resident population, there 
was a proportionate under-representation of urban people in the composi­
tion of the migrant population in 1935 by origin and in 1940 by destina 
tion. Bural-nonfarm and rural-farm Inhabitants, however, were relatively 
more numerous, the former only slightly so, among the migrants on
1 C. E. Lively and Frances Foott, Population Mobility in Selected 
Areas of Rural Ohio. 1923-1935, ££. cit.
W. A. Anderson and Charles P. Loomis, Migration of Sons and 
Daughters White Farmers in Wake County. 1929, 0£. cit.
2 T. Lynn Smith and Homer L. Hitt, B s £S2BlA a£ M lSiSSb  
OP. cit.. pp. 213-224.
Roster L. Hitt, Recent Migration Into and Within the Upper 
Mississippi Delta of Louisiana, gg. dt.fl pp. 25-26.
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the two dates than as a part of the general population in 1940*
It is of further interest to note that on a statewide basis 
the proportions of persons leaving urban places of the else 2,500 to 9,999 
and 100,000 and over (New Orleans) made up, respectively, 13*5 and 12*2 
per sent of the total number of migrants and more than two-thirds of 
those with city origin. New Orleans, fay way of enlargement of the rela­
tive position of the Louisiana metropolitan center, was the source of 
14*1 per cent of the migration going in a cityward direction and, 
weightier in import, of 20,0 per cent of persons making the move to 
rural-nonfarm areas. At the same time, about one-seventh of the people 
with an urban status as in-migrants transferred to the state's largest 
city*
In summation, city and rural-farm Lnuisian&ns entered Intrastate 
streams of migration in almost equal proportions, 37.6 and 37*9 per cent, 
exceeding in each case the 24*3 per cent registered as rural nonfarm* 
Comparison with the distribution at destination of 35*7 per cent urban, 
31*4 per cent rural nonfarm, and 32.9 per emit rural farm makes It evi­
dent that the major difference was a relative growth In the rural-nonfarm 
element, which arose from shifts from the other two divisions with about 
three rural-farm people making the change for each urbanite, the rela­
tion of these community of origin and destination distributions to the 
cosqposition by residence of the general population five years of age and 
over, which was 42,6 per cent urban, 22,3 per cent rural nonfarm, and 
35,1 per cent rural farm, shows, apart from the considerable and basic 
agreement lying beneath any differences, that the urban constituent of 
the migrant group was disproportionately smaller, (more so in 1940 than
ai
in 1935) the rural-nonfarm percentage was relatively greater (with a 
larger magnitude In 1940) , and the rural-farm increment * while larger 
aa a proportion in 1935$ «a& smaller in 1940* the people of Louisiana, 
rlcwed in an over-all manner, chose more often than not to migrate to 
communities similar by census classification to the ones from which 
they departed. Thus, the rule was urban to urban, rural nonfarm to 
rural nonfarm (only one out of three persons in this instance), and 
rural farm to rural farm to the extent of the following percentages: 
urban including Hew Orleans, 50*4 per cent, rural nonfarm 33*9 per cent, 
and rural fans 72*1 per cent*
Safes; Md Dlrtrlbutlon oit Klgraata tar Snbr.glon
There is now presented a consideration of the amber and distri­
bution in terms of totals for intrastate migration to a treatment of 
the subareas. In Tables XII, and XIV data are presented depicting the 
total migrants with known community of origin and the proportions there­
of among the urban, rural-nonf arm, and rural-farm types of residence in 
both the source and destination communities for migration between and 
within the subregions.
Interregional Migration. A number of general observations about 
interregional migration can be made on the basis of the Information 
shown in Tables XII and XXII. When the subregions, with the exception 
of A are examined in their roles as receivers of people on the move, the 
proportion of in-mi grants coming from urban places to each of the state 
regions was relatively greater than the urban component of the resident 
group in each subarea (see Tables X and XII). Area B, with just above 
four-fifths of its inflow coming from urban habitats was one extreme in
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this respect, while division 2 with slightly more than one-fourth was 
at the other* Region 5 had the largest urban component in Its resident 
population with 35*1 per cent* Least urban on this count was subregion 
2 with 11*9 per cent*
As a community of origin, rural-farm residence was proportion­
ately greater in degree among migrants than among residents in the ease 
of streams to subregions 1, 2, and 3, and relatively smaller for sub- 
areas 4, 5* 6, and B* few Orleans city, being one hundred per cent 
urban, is not included* Of migrants entering region 1, 26*7 per cent, 
the highest measure for the nonmetropolitan divisions, left rural-nonf a m  
domiciles; for B the percentage was 10*6, the bottom figure in this re­
spect* Mew Orleans in-sigrants were 34*5 per cent rural nonfarm at 
origin*
For the rural-farm category, similar information reveals that, 
excepting region B, rural-farm people were represented to a greater 
relative extent in the resident populations of the subregions than in 
the migrant streams at points of origin* Area 2 had the largest per­
centage of rural-farm residents, 72*9, and, as well, the highest propor­
tion of in-migrants from rural-farm territory, 50*5 per cent*
The source of cityward migrants was predominantly urban in com­
position* Only Hew Orleans drew less than one-half (45*6 per cent) of 
its in-migrants from a parallel origin and, since this central city 
region contained no rural-nonfarm and rural-farm residences, the 
inescapable conclusion is that migration to Louisiana's metropolitan 
center was first of all an Inflow of urbanites* Hitt has considered 
the importance of urban-to-urban migration by drawing attention to
S3
Table H I
Percentage Distribution of Migrants to the
Louisiana Subregions Classified by Residence
1935 and 1940
fbtal Total Healdanoo
Satefglta m w a t a  p«r C u t  Itetan B m » l  Honfara Rural V m
Percentage Distribution 1940
Total 65*431 10Q.Q 42*5 33.0 24.5
1 10,905 100*0 46.5 32.2 26.3
2 5,974 100.0 15.5 16.8 67.7
3 5,714 100.0 36.5 23.6 39.9
4 11,900 100.0 42*5 33*4 24*1
5 6,295 100*0 49,3 25.7 25*0
6 9,873 100.0 27.3 45.0 27.7A 7,674 100.0 100.0 • * * ...B 7,096 100.0 17*0 80.0 3.0
Percentage Distribution 1935
Total 100*0 52.3 a. 7 25.0
1 10,905 100*0 42.7 26.7 30.6
2 5,974 100.0 26.0 15.5 58.5
3 5,714 100.0 41.1 22.3 36.6
4 11,900 100.0 63.0 21.3 15.7
5 6,295 100*0 44.9 21.5 33*6
6 9,873 100*0 62.1 16.4 19.5
A 7,674 100.0 45*6 34.4 20.0B 7.096 100.0 80.9 10.6 8.5
Sourest Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935*1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana*
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Table XIII
Percentage Distribution of Migrants from the
Louisiana Subregions Classified by Residence
1935 end 1940




Total 100*0 42.5 33.0 24.5
1 13,7*5 100*0 35*0 24.3 39.9
2 6,420 100*0 3917 34.7 25.6
3 8,133 100*0 39*9 26.4 33.7
4 5,922 100*0 61.5 24.3 14.2
5 5,185 100.0 41.9 27.0 31.1
6 8,468 100*0 56.9 27.5 15.6
k 16,038 100*0 34.6 57.6 13.8
B 1,480 100.0 61.2 20.3 10.5
Percentage Distribution 1935
Total 6J.4S- 100*0 52.3 21.7 25.0
1 13,785 100*0 42*2 21.4 36.4
2 6*420 100*0 23.6 34.2 42.2
3 0,133 100*0 24*4 29.1 46.5
4 5,922 100*0 63.1 20.4 16.5
5 5,105 100*0 46.0 22.9 31.1
6 0,460 100*0 26*6 41.0 32.2
4 16,036 100*0 100.0 ... ...
B 1,400 100.0 32.7 57.3 10.0
Sourest Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana*
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Table XI?
Percentage Distribution of Migrants Within the
Louisiana Subregions Classified According to Residence
1935 end 1940
Total Total Residence
StttoftgUn . Migrant* frac.£ga.V- .
Percentage Distribution 1940
Total ¥>* m 100.0 28.9 29.8 41.3
1 35,350 100.0 34*9 33.4 31.7
2 10,003 100.0 11.4 11.2 77.4
3 2,454 100.0 23.8 27.7 48.5
4 7,675 100.0 26.8 33.6 39.6
5 3,912 100,0 38.5 27.4 34.16 6,052 100.0 22.6 36.4 41.0
*3 5 I e Distribution 1935
fetal 66.248 100.0 23.4 27.0 49.6
1 35,350 100,0 27.6 29.2 43.2
2 10,003 100.0 4.2 13.6 82.2
3 2,456 100.0 14.9 29.4 55.7
4 7,675 100.0 31.1 25.4 43.5
5 3,912 100.0 30.0 27.5 42.56 6,852 100.0 20.2 35.7 44.1
Sources Unpublished Special Census Tabulations on 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana•
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the fact that 5#663,353, of 8,230,003 persona migrating to cities In the 
period 1935-1940 reported urban oommunities of origin. 3
Further comparison of the 1935 residences of the migrants to and 
fra the Louisiana subregions, as shown in Tables XIII and XXV, will con­
tribute to an understanding of this aspect of intrastate migration* For 
example, in their relative composition the communities of origin for in- 
and out-migrants were practically identical for regions 4 and 5* Larger 
proportions of in- than of out-migrants were urban In origin for areas 
1, 2, 3, 6, and B. In the case of regions 4 and 5 the opposite rela­
tionship prevailed* However, as indicated, differentials small in 
dimension characterised the streams associated with divisions 4 and 5* 
Subregions 2, 3, 6, and B sent out proportionately larger num­
bers of migrants to than they received from rural-nonfara areas. In 
region 1 the converse of this residential phase of migratory behavior 
held. In their exchange of people of rural-farm origin, subareas 1, 3,
4 to a slight degree, 6, and B lost relatively greater of farm population 
than they gained. The reverse situation stood for 2 and 5, with the dif­
ference in proportion being small for 5*
Migration Within the Louisiana Subregions. On the basis of the 
data in Table XXV, the central and outstanding fact about migration 
within the Louisiana subregions, insofar as the migrants distributed 
themselves by residence in 1940 in a pattern different from their 1935 
configuration of habitat, ms the shifting of human resources from rural- 
fam areas to urban locations. With a single exception, in all of the
3 Homer L. Hitt, "The Role of Migration in Peopling Southern 
Cities,” o£. cit.
S7
subregions within which migration could occur (all but A and B) the 
migrant population* were relatively lees represented In the rural-farm 
category at point of destination than at source five years earlier and 
aw re than proportionately present in the 1940 urban division than in the 
city segment of comeuidty of origin. Migrants within area 4, the sol© 
deviant case, moved in such manner that they were in a relative sense 
allocated to a smaller degree among both rural-farm and urban domiciles 
and hence, to a greater extent among rural-nonf&ra places In 1940 than 
in 1935* Subregions 2, 3, and ?, In addition to the stated losses 
among rural-farm dwellers by proportion, experienced decreases In the 
same direction in the rural-nonfarm bracket. Regions 1 and 6, already 
shown ae gaining relatively in urban and losing in rural-farm composi­
tion, had relative increases in their 1940 rural-nonfarm populations 
through migration. Inasmuch as the magnitudes of the proportionate 
changes were in general not very large, a justifiable conclusion con­
cerning intrareglonal migration is that the movement was composed chiefly 
of shifts of similarly classified residences. On this count there can 
be introduced the serious question of the desirability of this apparent 
"milling around" of people, as approached, say, In terms of social and 
economic criteria.
Nuafew £24 Dlrtrlbutloa &  Sttbr.eiora? o£ Orlj&B an£ O.sUnatloa. 
The information contained in Table XV affords a detailed view of the 
numbers and proportions of migrants leaving and entering each of the 
Louisiana subregions. To some extent, although some of the flows com­
prised fewer than fifty persons, each of the regions served as the com­
munity of origin and of destination with respect to all of the others.
Hlgratl on to the Louisian* Subregion* Classified by 
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Table X? (Cont.)
Migration From the Louisiana Subregions Classified by 
Subregions of Origin, 1935* and Destination, 1940
Subregion of
Destination Total _1 _
Subregion of Origin 
2 3 A 5 .... 6 ... A____ - . B_..
Total 68.264 14.503 6.849 6t783 $.P8* 8.863 16.038 1.586
1 11,577 »•« 5,099 1,757 1,233 1,413 .556 1,465 52
2 6,236 5,514 .*» 127 266 70 79 171 9
3 6,108 1,580 277 * •. 449 1,756 1,283 735 228
4 12,078 2,690 878 1,132 ... 456 2,379 4,375 168
5 6,880 2,126 138 2,818 280 ... 967 511 40
6 10,342 1,278 238 1,975 1,333 1,448 ... 543 3,527A 7,924 1,181 192 870 2,258 327 2,350 . .. 746
B 7,119* 134 27 104 269 84 1,247 5,254
Percentage Distribution
Total Per Cent 100.0 100*0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0
1 • a * 74.5 S».0 20.2 25.4 6.3 9.1 3.32 38.0 ** f 1.4 4.4 1.3 0.9 1.1 0.6
3 10.9 4.0 ... 7.4 31.6 14.5 4*6 1.3
4 18.6 12*6 12.9 ... 6.2 26.6 27*3 10.6
5 14*7 2.0 32.1 4.6 • a ♦ 10.9 3.2 2.56 8.6 1.5 22.5 21.9 26.1 ... 22*0 34.2A 6.1 2.8 9.9 37.1 5.9 26.5 ... 47.3B 0*9 0.4 1.2 4.4 1.5 14.1 32.7 ...
Source: Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal Migration Data for Louisiana*
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By proportion, $2.1 per cent of the in-migrants to subregion 1 
came from adjacent areas. Region 2, with a long common boundary, sup* 
plied 44*0 per teat, while the also contiguous, but only slightly so, 
subregions 3, 4, and 5 contributed an additional 46*1 per cent, no part 
of which was below 10*7 per cent of the entire stream, the bulk of the 
outward flew, 82.2 per cent, from area 1 went to four of the state dis­
tricts, three of which had in part common borders with the place of 
origin. Region 2, with just under two-fifths, and 4, with almost one- 
fifth, placed first and second as the principal receiving locations, 
lew Orleans city and the metropolitan ring, in particular the latter, 
occupied the least relative roles as points of destination. Positive 
migration balances existed for region 1 in regard to subareas 2, 3, and 
A, while net losses of sufficient magnitude were registered in relation 
to the other divisions to give Louisiana's largest subregion in numbers 
of people and area a negative migration balance of 2,926 persons, as 
shown in Table 171.
Region 2, the Northwestern Mississippi River Delta, the most 
rural of the subregions, attracted the unusually high proportion of 
88*4 per cent of its in-migrants from the adjoining subarea 1. The also 
border-connected, but to a lesser degrees, regions 3 and 4 released an 
additional 6.3 per cent of the total inflow. Thus, locations nearest 
to the community of destination boundary-wise sent 94.7 per cent of the 
migrants. As did in-migration, out-migration associated with region 2 
concentrated in a single point of destination— subregion 1, which drew 
just under three-fourths of the exodus. Somewhat more than one out of 
ten persons leaving region 2 went to division 4. Other than a positive
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migration balance of approximately 400 individuals resulting from the 
interchange with subarea 1, subregion 2 lost net increments of popula­
tion to all of the other regional sections, sustaining a total net lose, 
however of only 613 persons.
is a receiver of migrants, the Central Mississippi River Delta, 
subregion 3, the only one completely surrounded by subregions, pulled, 
as would be expected but in a fairly evenly dispersed fashion, almost 
all of its inflow of migrants from bounding areas— 87*5 per cent. Con­
tributing individually more than one-fifth each and collectively three- 
fourths of the total, regions 1, 5, and 6 outstripped the others as 
sources of this movement of people. Migrants leaving this central delta 
subregion avoided for the most part area 2 and the metropolitan ring, 
each of which received proportions below 2.0 per cent of the entire out­
flow. Subregion 5 attracted in the neighborhood of three out of ten 
individuals in the stream, while each of 1 and 6 appealed to about two 
out of ten. New Orleans and area 4 divided almost equally 22.8 per cent, 
the migratory behavior of Louisiana's people, compartmentalized as they 
are into subregions for this analysis, led to net losses in population 
for region 3 except in the instance of area 2, which exchange gave a net 
gain. In subarea 3 out- exceeded in-migration by 2,675 persons.
The general net-shifting of human resources through migration Is 
illustrated in the currents of migrants to subregion 4, the Eastern 
Coastal Plain. ?he more than one-fifth coming from region 1, along with 
the almost three-fifths from New Orleans and the ring, made up just 
under four-fifths of the total stream to area 4* Migrants leaving this 
region went in dusters to the degree of a little more than two-fifths
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Met Migration Balances for the Louisiana Subregions 
by totals and by Types of Residence, 1940
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Sources Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935*1940 Internal 
Migration Bata for Louisiana.
The siae of the total net balance is 14,238 persons. This number is 6*5 
per cent of the total number of intrastate migrants and 0.7 per cent of 
the 1940 Louisiana population fire years of age and over.
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approximately evenly distributed to subregions 1 and 6. Almost the 
seme proportion chose urban Heir Orleans, the eastern plain section 
sent fewer migrants to than the number received from all of the sub- 
regions except the metropolitan ring. The final result for area 4 was 
the largest positive migration balance among the Louisiana divisions-*-* 
5,990 persons.
na The Coastal Prairie, subarea 5# drew $5.9 per cent of its in-
migrants from and seat 83*1 per cent of its out-migrant* to the next- 
door subregions 1, 3# and 6. The main current in the two-directional 
flew consisted of 40.9 per seat to and 31.4 per cent from region 3* 
Subregion 1 sent three-tenths and received one-fourth, while 6 exported 
14*1 per sent and imported 26.1 per cent. These exchanges, as stated, 
accounted for more than four-fifths of both the out-going and the in­
coming migrants* Pour positive and three negative interregional balances, 
when combined, gave the prairie region a net gain of 1,326 individuals* 
Here than one-half of the migrants leaving the Sugar Bowl Belts, 
subregion 6, went in almost equal proportions to Hew Orleans and region 
4* The ring and area 3 accepted, again in virtually equal degree, 20.6 
per cent* Thus, five divisions, with none taking less than one-tenth or 
sore than approximately one-fourth, served as the destination of more 
than nine-tenths of all migrants leaving the Sugar Bowl Belts. Looked 
at from the other side of the migration equation, the same five areas 
almost attained an equal proportionate extthange, sending 65*4 per cent 
of the in-sdgrants to region 6* Five plus and two minus balances, when 
summed, indicated an increase for 6 of 1,326 persons via the migration 
route.
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Sow Orleans alone furnished 73.B per cent* of the flow of migrants 
to the metropolitan ring, while region 6, which virtually surrounds the 
ring area, supplied an additional 17*6 per sent with the result that nine 
out of ten migrants to B originated in subregions of closest proximity 
as determined by common boundaries* At the same time, ring out-migrants 
went in the proportion of BX.2 per oent to the same two adjacent regions* 
Although significant In absolute numbers only with respect to New Orleans 
and the Sugar Bowl Delta, the metropolitan ring gained more people than 
it lost not only in the sense of the total result but also in each of 
the Interregional exchanges to gain a net balance of 5,533 persons (see 
fable Xfl).
Subregions 2 and 5, In the order listed the least and the most 
urban of the nonmetropolitan regions, played the smallest relative parts 
as sources of migration to Hew Orleans, sending 2*1 and 4*1 per oent, 
respectively, of the by no means spectaeular total movement to the Orescent 
City* Other than these mere trickles, New Orleans, as were areas 4 and 
6, was something on the order of a state-wide target for migrants* The 
Eastern Coastal Plain and the Sugar Bowl Delta, each of which was the 
area of origin of more than one-fifth and collectively of above four- 
fifths of the total flow, stood ahead of the other regions as senders of 
migrants to the state* s single central city subregion* Of interest, how­
ever, is the fact that subregion 1 contributed 14*9 per cent and area 3 
11*0 per cent, which amounts, along with the 9*4 per cent from the ring 
and those proportions mentioned above, represent the distribution by 
origin of the complete stream entering Hew Orleans*
Regions 4, 6, and the ring received $2*2 per cent of the
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urbanites making tbs migratory journey from Haw Orleans, each pulling 
mere than one-fifth of the entire out-movement. More than one-half of 
the stream vent to rural-nonfarm residences and more than one-third to 
urban places* Owner of the largest regional negative migration balance, 
which mas &,U4 persons, the difference between 7,924 in-migrants and 
16,03d out-migrant*, New Orleans realised net gains only with respect 
to subareas 2 and 3*
Sates of Migration. To facilitate the c omparison of the resident 
population and the migrants, a decision was made to calculate rates which, 
unless otherwise stated, always refer to the number of migrants per 
1,000 of the resident population five years of age and over* Properly, 
of course, the out-rates should have been related to the 1935 inhabi­
tants* This procedure, however, would have entailed the making of es­
timates for all of the residential divisions as well as for the subre­
gions* Relevant to this matter, Thompson, in his Ohio study# points out 
that the possible gain in accuracy does not appear to justify the labor 
and other costs of producing the estimates, and especially in the light 
of the feet that the risks associated with the making of such calcula­
tions would tend to be heightened by the presence of an economic depres­
sion in the period in question*^ This writer, It should perhaps be noted, 
used the 1930 population as the base for out-rates and the 1940 popula­
tion for the in-rates* While this method does express the rate relative 
to an earlier period and In so doing avoids the use of the same base for 
movement in and out, the present writer, in view of the obvious
^ Thompson, oj>. cit., p* 14*
conclusion that all of the years between the dates of the communities 
of origin and destination are closer to 1940 than to 1930# elected to 
employ the 1940 population in connection with both rates* The rates 
for total migration and for urban* rural nonfarm* and rural farm are 
presented in fable XTCI*
Dealing first with in-rates* as would be expected* the metro­
politan ring subregion possessed the highest such measures without ex­
ception* in adequate explanation of this saturation by migration is 
ready at first hand in the fora of next-door Hew Orleans and in the 
relatively small sise of the population of the ring* At the other end 
of the scale with the lowest in-rates across the board stood the North­
western Coastal Plain* The in-rate for Hew Orleans was 17*2. Urban in- 
rates were higher than those for rural-nonfara and rural-farm areas for 
all of the subregions other than the ring* In every ease rural-nonfara 
in-rates ranked above the same rural-farm measures* All of the six non- 
metropolitan regions registered out-rates greater in magnitude than the 
corresponding ones for rural-nonfarm and rural-farm aggregates* The 
same relationship held in these half-dosen subregions in regard to rural 
nonfara and rural farm out-migration* For migration within the subre­
gions* urban rates were above those for rural-far® and-nonfara movement 
in areas 5 and 6* In the remaining four subareas within which migration 
could occur* rural-nonfara rates exceeded those for urban and rural farm* 
Rural-farm rates occupied bottom positions in regions 1* 3* and 6* On 
a comparative basis the people of region 3 migrated within the region 
to a lesser extent than the inhabitants of any other state subdivision* 
while the populations of subareas 1 and Z were most on the move in this
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Table mi
Migration Rates Per One thousand Population Five Tears of 
Age and Over of the Louisiana Subregions by Total 













Total 17.6 22.8 57.1
Urban 24.7 24*2 60.2
Rural Ronfam 23.5 22,5 79.3
Rural Fana S.* 20.7 42.3
2
Total 35*4 37.9 59.0
Urban 46*1 126.5 56.4
Rural Ronfam 39*2 66.6 43*6
Rural Farm4 32*8 13*3 62.7J
Total 31.0 44.2 13.3
Urban 56.5 87.9 15.8
Rural Ronfam 38.0 60.5 19.2
Rural Fan 20.4 24.6 10.7
A
Total 52.9 23.1 17.4
Urban 76.7 55.1 31.2
Rural Ronfam 55.5 20.1 36.0
Rural Fan 32.9 9.7 34.8
Total 41.2 33.9 25.6
Urban 57.9 40.5 28.1
Rural Ronfam 38.2 32.9 25.2
Rural Fan 27.7 28.4 23.5
o
Total 35.6 30.7 24.8
Urban 53.4 95.5 30.7
Rural loafam 36.6 19.1 20.5
Rural Farm 26.3 12.7 27.0
A
Total 17.2 34.7 ...
Urban 17.2 12.0 ...




Total 154.4 32.2 ...
Urban 83.1 62*4 ...
Rural Ronfam 189.3 14.0 ...
^BMiJFam. 145.0 ____ ....
Source: Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal
Migration Data for Louisiana*
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respect. Rates for migration front Hew Orleans show that 12.0 persons 
per 1,000 of the metropolitan center*e population left to establish urban 
residences in other regions, 17#9 individuals went to rural-nonfarm 
places, and 4«& persons transferred to rural-farm homes, which rates 
when expressed in a) single figure give a total out-rete of 34*7 for 
Louisiana’s only city in the one-hundred thousand and over class* Only 
regions 2 and 3 had higher total out-migration rates*
Comparison of Residence Composition ut Origin and Destination* 
the data presented in Tables XII and XIII show that in-migrants entering 
subregion 1 shifted from rural-farm and rural-nonfarm residences to urban 
locations* The growth of the nonfarm element was greater in dimension 
than that of the city segment* Comparison of the proportionality of the 
distribution of residence at origin and destination for migrants to 
region 2 demonstrates a propensity for movement from urban to rural- 
farm and nonfare areas, the former being much larger than the latter. 
Urban dwellers were by proportion two-fifths less numerous than they were 
in 1935* Changes among migrants to area 3 followed the pattern which 
characterized division 2* The reallocation of proportions in the resi­
dential categories, while In the same direction, was smaller, represent­
ing less of a movement from the urban to the rural world* For subregion 
4 a configuration of change parallel to that found in subdivisions 2 and 
3 grew out of in-migrants' modification of habitat* A resumption of the 
trend noted for subarea 1 appears in region 5* The moves from rural 
farm to urban and rural nonfare were relatively more nearly of the same 
stature* A rather pronounced departure from urban origin in almost 
equal relative numbers to the two types of rural residence was present
in the case of in-migration to area 6, which composition was three- 
fifths urban in 1935 and one-half urban in 1940* The most extreme al­
teration of residence make-up took place as migrants settled in the 
metropolitan ring. A proportion of four-fifths urban at origin dropped 
to less than one-fifth at destination, while rural farm, though small by 
comparison* also decreased. The necessary change on the other side of 
tine migration equation consisted of a sharp upsurge of the rural-nonfarm 
consonant.
In the inetanee of out-migration, the significant occurrence in 
region I was almost exclusively a shift from rural farm to urban which 
caused the approximate city proportion to rise from one-fifth at origin 
to two-fifths at destination concomitantly with a similar in magnitude 
but reverse alteration in the rural-farm representation. Apart from a 
small rise in the proportion of rural-nonfam distribution the migrants 
fro* region 3 differed on the count of residence in 1940 as compared 
with the 1935 pattern in that they went from rural farms to cities, as 
did the migrants in region 2. Migrants departing subregion 4 were not, 
la terms of proportionality of residence, significantly different at 
destination from their pattern at origin* In no other area was there such 
dose conformity. The unusual incident of no change in the relative 
weight of one of the forms of residence happened in the case of the 
rural-farm sector of subregion 5. Urban at origin out-migrants associated 
with this region were proportionately less so in 1940 as a result of 
shifts to rural-nonfarm places. By proportionate measure migrants from 
area 6 were more urban, less rural nonfarm, and less rural farm at com­
munity of destination than they were at community of origin. The greater 
relative changes occurred in urban and rural-farm composition, the former
1Q0
being approximately one-half greater end the letter smaller fey the same 
degree, Louisianians leering the metropolitan ring, while small in ab­
solute numbers, made elseable proportionate shifts from rural-nonfarm 
to urban dead dies, but failed to carry out any important change in the 
rural-farm representation. Not quite three out of fire migrants, 57*6 
per cent, from Mew Orleans chose rural-nonfarm residence at destination; 
far urban and rural farm the percentages were 34*6 and 13*6 per cent, 
respectively*
With few exceptions, as shown in fable IIV, migration within the 
Louisiana subregions, when examined with the view of discovering dif­
ferences between residence at origin and destination, resulted in shifts 
of people from rural-farm to urban and rural-nonfarm locations, with the 
switch to urban embracing about two-thirds of the cross current,
Intraregienal migrants in region 1 went in keeping with the 
general trend indicated above, in disproportionate numbers from rural- 
fam to city and rural-nonfarm domiciles* Migrants within subregion 2, 
apart from much fara-to-farw movement, selected urban and rural-nonfarm 
destinations in greater proportions as compared with the composition of 
residence in 1935, Intraregional migration In subarea 3, to the extent 
that there were modifications in the structure of residence, followed 
routes leading from rural-farm and nonfarm habitats to cities. Migrants 
within subregion 4 rearranged themselves by residence so that they were 
proportionately less urban and less rural farm and more rural nonfarm in 
1940 than in 1935* ?he decrease in the urban segment was about one- 
fifth greater than the corresponding decline in the rural-farm part, 
Rural-nonfarm dwellers among the migrants within subregion 5 maintained 
the same relative strength in numbers (the difference consisted of a
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decrease of one-tenth of one percentage point) at destination and origin. 
Urban residents, however, were relatival/ store numerous and rural-fam 
people less eo in 1940 than in 1935# The pattern of change discernible 
in region 6 correspond* with the general shifting characteristic of 
intraregional migration# As a proportion, the rural-farm component was 
approximately three percentage points smaller at destination than at 
origin; The relative growth in the urban category was about twice as 
large as the rural-nonfarm increase#
In summary, consideration of the actual composition by residence 
indicates a distribution at origin of 23*4 per cent urban, 27*0 per cent 
rural nonfarm, and 49*6 per cent rural farm, while at destination the 
corresponding proportions were 28# 9 per oent urban, 29*8 per cent rural 
nonfaxm, and 41*3 per cent rural fara# The maimer in which the shifting 
from rural-farm to urban and rural-nonfarm locations within the subre­
gions, including the notation of exceptions, has been detailed in the 
preceding analysis#
CcroarlBop iAt,b Intr««tat, Migration In Ohio and WaHingtw 
Any comparison of migration in Louisiana with that in Ohio should 
recognise the basic differences in the agricultural and industrial sectors 
of the economies of these states# Agriculture and its derivative pro-
■ h
duetive activities are of far greater importance in Louisiana, Indica­
tive of differentials on this count is the fact that, whereas the 
Louisiana subregions comprise one central city, one ring region, and six 
nofmetropolitan areas, the Ohio divisions include eight central cities 
(each with a ring) and six nonmetropolitan regions#
A number of general observations can be made with respect to
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migration in these states. Thompson found that only one-fifth as many 
persons migrated from rings to central cities as moved in the reverse 
of this flow.'* for Louisiana the pattern was more pronounced* A total 
of $,254 individuals left New Orleans to take up residence in the ring 
region while only 746 went from the ring to the central city (see 
Table XF). In both states rural-nonfarm communities attracted pro­
portionately greater numbers of migrant* from central cities than did 
other urban and rural farm habitats. The shifting of people to rural- 
nonfarm areas in Louisiana has been noted. A similar movement occurred 
in Ohio, with the Hows bringing losses in numbers of people to cities 
and rural farms. A point of difference here is present on the score that 
in Louisiana both cities and rural-nonfarm places gained. Thompson's con­
clusion held that much of the migration within Ohio consisted of circu­
lation between similarly classified residences, a condition which has 
been demonstrated in regard to migration within Louisiana.^
A summary of migration within the state of Washington, prepared 
by Schmid and Griswold, indicates that the flow of people was in the 
main from the agricultural regions to the manufacturing and economically 
dam\najifc divisions. A positive relationship was found between migration 
and levels of economic activity as shown by income bank deposits, retail
sales, and taxes. A similar association was discovered between move- 
7ment and distance.
5 Thompson, ojj .  cit,, p. 29.
^ lkU*» PP* 66, 67.
? Calvin F. Schmid and Manser John Griswold, “Migration Within 
The State of Washington, 1935-10,* op. cit., p. 326.
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The net losses of population by Louisiana subregions 1, 2, and 
3 appear to approach but not to parallel the findings reported by 
Schmid and Griswold. The Northwestern Coastal Plain, area 1, of 
Louisiana is both an industrial and an agricultural section. The large 
minus balance of New Orleans represents a reversal of the trend in one 
of the two central cities in Washington and far surpasses the loss of 
368 people by the other.®
SSBSSSt
Louisiana's internal migrants made net residential shifts from 
urban and rural fern locations to rural-nonfarm areas, although in some 
of the aoxnetropolitan subregions there were net urban gains. On the 
whole, the residences of migrants at origin and destination tended to 
be similar. Seven out of ten persons migrating to rural-farm locations 
were rural-farm in origin. One half of migrants to urban centers other 
than New Orleans and almost the same proportion of the Crescent City's 
in-migrants were contained in the outflow from urban Louisiana. Only 
one out of three rural-nonfarm in-migrants had the same type of residence 
at point of origin. The currents of migration between the subregions 
resulted in a net shift of 14,238 persons to southern and southeastern 
Louisiana, outside of New Orleans.
* Ibid.. p. 3X5.
Chapter IF 
THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF MIGRANTS
As a demographic and sociological datum, race In addition to 
being unmistakably observable in regard to many traits, may be a matter 
of vital concern in social relationships* That such is the case among 
whites and Negroes in Louisiana requires no statement at length* Cul­
tural conceptions of race, when not in agreement with the findings of 
neutral resear eh, define and restrict social and economic opportunity 
and mobility in many and diverse ways* The disadvantaged position of 
one group is, of course, relative to the advantaged situation of another 
group* Operating through the social processes, the migration of racial 
elements may have results which range from overt conflict to the promo­
tion of amalgamation* The omission of a treatment by race from any study 
of the movement of people within Louisiana would diminish its usefulness 
and impair its scientific validity* The enumeration by the Bureau of 
the Census of the migration materials by race has made possible the 
placing of emphasis upon this important factor throughout this study*
In addition to the unpublished data dealing with the total inter- 
and intrasubregional streams of migration made available for each state 
by the Bureau of the Census through a contract arrangement with the 
Scripps Foundation for Research in Population Problems, tabulations of 
nonwhite intrastate movement were prepared by the same agency for thir­
teen states, all of which had relatively large numbers of Negroes in 
their populations* By relating the total and the nonwhite flows recorded
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in any category It is possible to divide each stream of migrants Into 
t&ite and nonwhite classes* there is, it should he noted, no may of 
securing from the data any information about race outside the classlfi- 
eatory scheme mentioned* that this circumstance is of less than critical 
Importance for any consideration of migration within Louisiana, can be 
seen upon examination of the racial composition of the state's people 
as reported in the Sixteenth Census of the United States*
2iS B & S M  figffiftSM-0” o£ th£ Subregions 
The masher of persons recorded as belonging to races other than 
white and Negro was 2,833, or 0.1 per cent of the total population of 
Louisiana, while the proportions of white and Negro were 64*0 and 35*9 
per cent, respectively* Though by no means evenly distributed In 
Louisiana, these nonwhite and non-Negro aggregates, which included 
1,801 Indians, 360 Chinese, 46 Japanese, and 631 as members of all 
other races, constituted less than 0*1 per cent of the 1940 populations 
of each of five subregions* In the other three state areas, New Orleans 
city, the metropolitan ring, and the Sû  ar Bowl Delta, in the order 
listed, these peoples of races other than white and Negro amounted to 
1*2, 0*3, and 0*5 per cent*
Thus, though in a strict sense the population of Louisiana can­
not be equated with its white and Negro elements, the adoption of the
1 United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the 
United States, j<Mg, Population. Volusia II, Part 37 6haract»rlaUc8 of 
the Population. Washington, 1913, Table 4.
Note: for an account of the numbers and distribution of the
population of Louisiana by race, see Smith and Hitt, op. clt*»
Chapters III and IV*
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view that nonvhite is the equivalent of Hegro seems not to impair any 
phase of the analysis in the present study of migration.
In Table XVIII there is presented the population five years of 
age and over of Louisiana and of each of the subregions In 1940, classi­
fied as white or nonwhit©. Table XXX shows the white and nonwhit© 
populations five years of age and over in 1%0, classified by residence, 
figure 1 of the Kcgro population distribution by wards and subregions, 
furnish a point of reference in terms of which the migratory behavior 
of Louisiana's people oan be approached through comparisons of the 
numbers and proportions of migrants and residents in the racial and 
residential categories.
The numbers and proportions of the racial composition of the 
subregions, depicted in Table XV!V, indicate that whites outnumbered 
nonwhites, relatively, except in region 2 in which area the percentage 
distribution was 48.2 white and 51*8 nonwhite. Approximately three out 
of five persons were returned as White in regions 1, 3, 4, and 6, 
while four-fifths of the people in divisions 5 and B were classed as 
white. Hew Orleans city contained whites and nonwhites in the ratio of 
seven to three. For the state as a whole the percentage figures were 
64*4 white and 35*6 nonwhite.
The data dealing with the residential make-up by race of the 
subregions show that the proportion of nonwhite rural-farm people ex­
ceeded the white in five of the six nonmetropolitan subregions, (see 
Table XIX). Two-fifths of the white residents in area $ lived on farms 
as compared with one-fourth of the nonwhite persons with the same type 
of domicile. The largest proportion of rural-farm residents, three-fourths,
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Table m i l
Proportion of Population Five Tears of Age and Over of 
Louisiana Subregions Classified as White or Nonwhite, 1940
Total Total
State 2,333,155 100.0 64.4 35.6
1 616,704 100*0 61.0 39.0
2 169,460 100*0 46.2 51.6
3 164,044 100.0 63.1 36.9
4 224,659 100.0 62.2 37.6
5 152,793 100.0 79.9 20.1
6 275,970 100.0 63*2 36.6
k 461,453 100.0 70.1 29.9
B 45,972 100.0 63.O 17.0
Source: United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census o| the
United States. Voltaae IX, Fart 2» Characteristics of the 




Proportion of Population Five fears of Age and Over of
Louisiana Subregions Classified as White or Nonwfaite
and by Residence, 1940
White or Total ....AtffirVTotal





total 100,0 33.1 24.1 42.8White 100.0 34.3 29.1 36.6Nonwhite 241,578 100.0 31.1 16.3 52.6
169.460
Subregion 2




100.0 20.1 19.3 60.6White 100.0 22.1 21.8 56.1
Bonwhite 67,919 100.0 16.6 14.9 68.5
Subregion 4
Total m t k M m139,764
100.0 29.4 31.8 38.8
White 100,0 31.2 32.8 36.0
Nonwhite 85,095 100*0 26.3 30.3 43.4
Subregion 5
Total 152*793 100.0 35.1 57.8 37.1
White 122,033 100.0 31.3 28.9 39.8
Hoawhite 30,760 100.0 50.0 23.6 26.4
Subregion 6
Total 275.970 100*0 18.3 44.0 37.7
White 174,325 100.0 20.8 46.1 33.1
Bonwhite 101,645 100.0 13.9 40.4 45.7
Subregion A
Total 4&1..45?.323,664
100.0 100.0 ... ...
White 100.0 100.0 ... ...
Bonwhite 137,789 100.0 100.0 ... ...Subregion B
65.2Total 45.972 100.0 31.6 3.2
White 38,150 100.0 30.2 66.2 3.6
Nonwhite 7,822 100.0 38.4 60.3 1.3
Sourcei United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the 
United States. 1940. Volume 33,, Part £, Characteristics <gf 
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Figure 6. Distribution of Louisiana Negro Population by- 
Wards, 1940, Source: J. Allan Beegle and T. Lynn Smith, 
Differential Fertility In Louisiana. Louisiana Bulletin No, 403, 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Louisiana State University, 
1946. Adapted by Institute of Population Research, Department 
of Sociology, Louisiana State University,
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occurred in the coco of the nonwhite population In region 2, while the 
smallest was the one-fourth nonwhite element mentioned in connection 
with area 5. In the ring* one of the two metropolitan regions in 
Louisiana, white and nonwhite yural-fam inhabitants attained only minor 
relative stature, the former reaching 3.6 and the latter 1.3 per cent.
On a relative basis white rural-nonfarm residents were more 
numerous than nomihite in the seven subregions in which this form of 
residence was applicable. The range on a percentage scale ran from
66.2 in the ring metropolitan region to 17.9 in area 2. Among nonwhites 
the corresponding measures were 60.3 per cent In the ring and 12.2 in 
region 2.
White residents were more urban than nomihite in regions 1* 3*
4, and 6 and relatively less frequently located in cities in areas 2, 3$ 
and the ring. The highest urban component was 34.3 per cent in subre­
gion 1, the lowest 20,8 in division 6. Among the nonwhite residents the 
range expressed as percentage figures was from $0,0 urban in region*$ to
12.3 in subarea 2.
In general, the distribution of the white resident population in 
the subregions was proportionately more rural nonfara and less rural farm 
than was the nonwhite. White urbanites were relatively more numerous 
than nonwhite oity occupants in four of the state regions and less so in 
three. These observations, it will be recalled, do not apply to one 
hundred per cent urban hew Orleans city.
in
CawpQ»ltlsa of Whit* and Hoawhlta Migrants tar 
Ka»ld«na« * t Origin and Dagtteatlon
Louisiana white infc ernal migrants classified by residence at 
origin and at destination are shown in Table XX* Similar data relating 
to nonwhite migrants appear in Table XXI*
Before analysing the information in these tables there is ocea- 
sion to state that within the total of 139#101 intrastate migrants there 
were 101,842 whites or 73*7 per cent and 37*259 nonwhites or 36.3 per 
cent. Braoval of the 5*371 whites end 1,791 nonwhites with unknown rural 
residence at origin* and the 207 whites and 47 nonwhites with unknown 
1935 residence reduces the number of migrants to 96*264 whites and 35*421 
nonwhites* which totals appear in the tables referred to above.
The relation of these numbers by race to the corresponding 
resident populations shows that white migrants were overrepresented and 
nonwhite migrants underrepresented* The percentages for the resident 
population were 64.4 white and 35.6 nonwhite; for migrants the proportions 
were white 73.1 per cent and nonwhite 26*9*
By residence at origin white migrants were relatively more urban* 
more rural nonfara* and less rural fara than nonwhite* Two-fifths of white 
migrants as compared with one-fourth of nonwhite lived in cities in 1935* 
Slightly more than one-fourth of white migrants resided in rural-nonfara 
territory at origin, while the corresponding proportion for nonwhite was 
less than one-fifth* Three out of ten whit© migrants left rural farms 
as compared with almost six out of ten nonwhite*
The proportion of white migrants with urban residence at origin 
was greater than the nonwhite in each category of residence at destina­
tion* including movement to New Orleans as distinguished from streams to
Table XX
Louisiana Whits Internal Migrants Classified 
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other cities* A similar relationship prevailed on all counts in the in­
stance of the proportions of the two racial classes in migration fro® 
rural-nonfara places to each of the residential types. A striking and 
significant alteration of this configuration occurred in the case of 
migration from Louisiana's rural farms, for nonwhite farm folk were rela­
tively more numerous than white as migrants to each of the categories of 
residence*
Approximately two-fifths of the white migrants (41*3 per cent* 
inclusive of the percentages of 27.9 other urban and 13.9 New Orleans) 
resided in urban Louisiana in 1935* At destination the proportion of 
city dwellers among this racial migratory group dropped to 3&*4 per cent* 
?&ich decrease was due to out-migration from New Orleans. That such was 
the case is evidenced by the fact that urban residence outside of the 
Crescent City was greater in tense of proportionality in 1940 than in 
1935 (32*0 per cent in the former year and 27.9 in the latter)* whereas 
for Hew Orleans the relative representation declined from 13*9 per cent 
to 6.4 of all white migrants.
Slightly more than one-fourth of the nonwhite migrants left cities. 
The exact proportion was 26.8 per cent which figure included 19.3 per 
cent ether urban and 7*5 per cent from New Orleans. At destination the 
urban element among the nonwhite migrants grew to 28.4 per cent. The 
increment of growth resulted from an increase in the other urban com- 
ponent from 19.3 per cent in 1935 to 24.1 in 1940. The magnitude of this 
rise more than offset a decline in the New Orleans relative quantity from 
7.5 per cent to 4.3*
The proportion of white migrants living in rural-nonf&m areas
U 5
changed from 27*0 per cent at origin to 35*1 at destination. Among 
rural-nonfarm nonwhites the move, while in the same direction, was 
smaller in degree, the percentage rising from 17*2 to 21,3* Decreases 
in the relative representation of rural-farm dwellers took place in the 
two racial divisions. Three out of ten white migrants occupied rural 
farms in 1935* Redistribution through migration reduced this propor­
tion to one -fourth. As a percentage the rural-farm nonwhite declined 
from 56*0 to 50*3* In summation, migration within Louisiana brought 
shifts of white persons from cities and rural farms to rural nionf a m  
locations. At the same time nonwhite migrants made small net changes 
to urban and rural-nonfara residences*
Large currents of migration between identical types of residence 
ran beneath the net transfers to different forms of habitat. For example, 
more than one-half (54.4 per cent) of white migrants bound for cities 
other than New Orleans were urban inhabitants in 1935. New Orleans white 
in-migrants came in greater numbers from cities than from either of the 
two rural residences. The percentage distribution at community of origin 
was 46.9 urban, 34.9 rural nonfara, and 18.2 rural farm. Nonwhite migra­
tion to other urban and to New Orleans was two-fifths a city-to-city movement. 
Rural-nonfara Louisiana contributed 32.6 per cent of the nonwhite persons 
who migrated to the state’s single metropolitan city, while rural-farm 
people comprised 27.3 per cent of the nonwhite inflow to New Orleans,
Almost seven out of ten white migrants to rural farms traveled the route 
leading frcm farm to farm, the exact percentage figure being 68.7. Move­
ment to rural farms by non-white persons was restricted to the same channel 
to the degree of 77.2 per cent. Only 19.1 per cent of the movement to
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rural farms by members of the white group originated in urban centers*
In the nonwhite racial sector the proportion was lower, amounting to 15*6 
per cent of the total stream to this habitat* There were for both white 
and nonwhite smeller streams from nonfarm to rural-farm Louisiana than 
were present in the other possible origin and destination combinations*
Composition og Inter- Intraregional Migrants
M S s B M S s s i S m a
Figure 7 was prepared to show the volume and the proportions by 
race and residence in 1935 of migration to and from each of the subregions. 
The same materials for intraregional movement are shown in Figure S. Bata 
showing the percentage distribution of the residential composition at 
origin and destination of white and nonwhite interregional migrants are 
presented in Table XXII. Parallel information concerning Intraregional 
migration is depicted in Table XXIII. Table XIX, it will be recalled, 
gives toe 1940 population five years of age and over of the subregions, 
classified by race and 1940 residence.
Interrogtcoal Hfatti. s i  Honwhlte S&gMg.. A study of these data 
shows that white urbanites were relatively more numerous as out-raigrsnts 
than as residents in each of the six nonmetropolitan subregions and in 
the metropolitan ring as well. On the same count, nonwhite city dwellers 
entered streams of migration in greater proportions than they were repre­
sented in the resident populations in five of the state areas and in 
lesser degree in two— the Coastal Prairie and the ring district. In the 
case of migration within the subregions urban white inhabitants were 
relatively less numerous as components in streams of out-migration than 
they were in the resident populations of five of the six nonmetropolitan
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Figure 7. Interregional Migration by Race and Residence in 1935, 
Louisiana, 1935-1940. Source: Unpublished Special Census Tabulations
of 1935-1940. Internal Migration Data for Louisiana. Institute of fepi­
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Figure 8. Intraregional Migration by Race and Residence in 
1935i Louisiana, 1935-1940. Source: Unpublished Special Census
Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal Migration Data for Louisiana. 




Percentage Distribution of White and Nonwhite Migrants from the
Louisiana Subregions Classified by Residence, 1935 and 1940
Total TotalStthTBgiaa HlgrMifc. Par Cent Unhen Rural Honfarm Rural Farm
White Percentage Distribution 1940
Total 51|?6? 100.0 44.4 35.8 19.61 10,&9 100.0 40.1 26.8 33.12 4, BOO 100.0 39.2 37.5 25.33 5,792 100.0 44.5 29.7 25.64 4,540 100.0 64,9 25.2 9.95 4,512 100,0 44.3 27.9 27.66 6,509 100.0 59.4 30.4 11.24 13,375 100.0 34.9 54.5 10.6B 1,272 100.0 62,5 28.7 6,6
White Percentage Distribution 1935
Total 51,269 100.0 54.6 22.8 22.6
1 10,469 100.0 43.6 24.0 32.42 4,600 100.0 22.8 36.9 40.3
3 5,792 100.0 25.8 33.0 41.2
4 4,540 100.0 67.4 20.} 12.1
5 4,512 100.0 47.2 23.5 29.36 6,509 100.0 28.7 42.3 29.0A 13,375 100.0 100.0 ... ...B 1,272 100.0 34.6 56.7 6.7
Honwhlte Percentage Distribution I960
Total 14.16? 100.0 35.8 22.7 41.51 3,314 loo.e 22.5 16.4 61.12 1,620 100.0 47.2 26.3 26.5
3 2,341 100.0 28.5 16.2 53.3
4 1,382 100.0 50.4 21.4 26.2
5 •673 100.0 26.4 20.7 52.96 1,959 100.0 52.2 17.5 30.3A 2,663 100.0 33.3 36.6 29.9B 208 100.0 53.4 24.9 20.7











2 1,620 100.0 26.0 26.0 46.0
3 2,3a 100.0 20.6 19.5 59.7
4 1,362 100.0 48.9 20.2 30.9
5 673 100.0 38.6 13.9 42.56 1,959 100.0 20.5 36.5 43.0
A 2,663 100.0 100.0 ... ...
B 206 100.0 21.1 61.1 17.6
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Table XXII (Cent.)
Percentage Distribution of White and Nonwhite Migrants to the
Louisiana Subregions Classified by Residence, 1935 and 1940
Total Total
White Percentage Distribution 1940
Total 5}*26? 100,0 44,4 35.8 19.81 4,9*5 100,0 46,6 33*7 19.72 4,16* 100,0 16.5 19,1 64.4
3 4,463 100,0 42.0 24*8 33.2
4 4,75? 100,0 46.5 38.6 15.6
5 4,934 100,0 46.3 28.4 23.34 7,058 100,0 33,5 46*3 20.2
A 4,134 100,0 100.0 ... ...B 6,590 100,0 16.1 80.8 3.1
White Percentage Distribution 1935
Total 51*269
M S !
100.0 54,6 22.8 22.6
1 100,0 45,0 27.1 27.9
2 4,166 100,0 24,6 18*4 56.8
3 4,443 100,0 46.1 22.7 31.2
4 6,757 100,0 65,3 22.9 11.8
5 4,934 100,0 45,8 23.2 31.0
4 7,058 100,0 64.7 20.9 14.4
A 6,134 100,0 46,9 34.9 18.2
B 6,590 100.0 81.5 9.9 8.6
Womrhite Percentage Distribution 1940
Total 14*162
1^940
100,0 35.8 22.7 41,5
1 100,0 46.2 25.3 28.5
2 1,808 100,0 13.2 11,6 75.3
3 1,051 100,9 12.4 16.2 69.4
4 3,143 100,0 34.2 18,2 47.6
5 1,359 100.0 53.1 16.1 30.6
4 2,815 100.0 11,7 41,6 46,7
A 1,540 100*0 100.0 ... • * e
B 506 100.0 28.4 70,0 1.6
Bonuhlte Percentage Dietribution 1935
Total 14.162 100.0 43.8 18.0 38.2
1 1,940 100.0 31.7 25.1 43.2
2 1,808 100.0 27.9 9,0 63.1
3 1*051 100.0 16.6 20.9 60.5
4 3,143 100.0 56.6 16.7 26.7
5 1,359 100.0 41.6 15.3 42.9
6 2,«L5 100.0 55.4 12.3 32.3
A 1,540 100.0 40.1 32.6 27.3
B 506 100,0 71.9 20.6 7.5




Percentage Dietribution of White and Nonwhite Migrant® Within the
Louisiana Subregion® Classified by Residence, 1935 and 1940
Total Total
fa frm jo n  ftiggM fta E ic Cwt, .J k h ia  -R ural Honiara RuraU ^ m
Whit* Percentage Distribution 1940
Total hik/A22 100.0 31.5 34.3 34*21 24,310 100.0 37.0 38.7 24.3
2 5,463 100.0 8.6 13.4 78.0
3 1,831 100.0 30.0 27.5 42.5
4 5,060 100.0 29.2 37.3 33.5
5 3,407 100.0 37.5 28.3 34.2
6 4,9a 100.0 28.3 39.3 32.4
Whit* Percentage §+>• 1935
Total 44,??? 100.0 27.1 31.8 41.1
1 a ,310 100.0 32.0 35.2 32.8
2 5,463 100.0 4.5 12.1 81.4
3 1,831 100.0 18.3 32.0 49.7
4 5,060 100.0 33.2 29.2 37.6
5 3,407 100.0 29.3 29.1 41.6
6 4,9a 100.0 23.8 39.1 37.1
Komchite P«re*nt*gs Distribution 1940
Total a.256 100.0 23.5 20.3 56.2
1 11,040 100.0 30.1 21.7 48.2
2 4,540 100.0 14.7 8.5 76.8
3 625 100.0 5.3 28.5 66*2
4 2,615 100.0 22.2 26.6 51.2
5 505 100.0 45.7 a.o 33.3
6 1,931 100.0 8.2 28.9 62.9
Honwhit* Percentage Distribution 1935
Total 21,256 100.0 15.5 16.7 67.8
1 11,046 100.0 18.1 15.6 66*1
2 4,540 100.0 3.8 13.1 83.1
3 625 100.0 5.1 21,8 73.1
4 2,615 100.0 27.2 18.0 54.8
5 505 100.0 34.9 16.2 48*9
6 1,9a 100.0 11.0 26.9 62.1
Source: Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935*1940 Internal
Migration Data for Louisiana.
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subregions and over-represented in one— the Sugar Botdi Delta, Nonwhite 
urbanites behaved in like fashion except that the region of over- 
proportionality was the Eastern Coastal Plain,
Aa percentage figures the proportions of shite urbanites in the 
resident populations ranged from 11.5 in region 2! to 34.3 in subarea 1* 
Throe out of ten whites resided in urban territory in areas 4 and the 
ring. In subregions 3 and 6 the representations were close to two out 
of five parsons. The distribution among tbits out-uigrants ranged from 
67*4 per east in subregion 4 to 22,8 per cent in area 2, as shown in 
Table m i .  For aoswhite residents the percentage range for city folk 
extended frca 12*3 in region 2 to 50.0 in 4* The distribution for non- 
white urban out-migrants ran fron a low of 20.8 per cent for area 3 to 
a high of 48.9 per cent associated with division 4.
less uniformity appears among both whites and nonwhites in the 
role of migrants from rural-nonfarm residence. Relative to the resident 
populations of the state areas* rural-nonfarm dwelling whites were less 
numerous as out-migrants from five of the subregions and more so in the 
other two, The over-representations in proportionality occurred in the 
northwestern and central Mississippi River Delta subareas. Among non- 
whites the same configuration held in regard to the nonmetropolitan re­
gions, In the ring subregion* however* rural-nonfarm nonwhites migrated 
in greater proportion thah their relative numerical strength as residents. 
In cosparison with the white general populations intraregional 
white out-migrants included relatively greater numbers of rural-nonfarm 
residents in subregions 1* 3* and 5* and fewer in 2* 4» and 6, Rural- 
nonfarm nonwhites deviated from this pattern in that they were under­
present in area 1 and over-present in 2 and 5.
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Indicated as percentages the proportions of rural-nonfarm whites 
in the resident populations of the regions ran from 66.2 In the ring to
17.9 in region 2, as shown in fable XIX, The high and low percentages 
of 60.3 and 12.6 for nonwhite rural-nonfarm dwellers related to the same 
two subregions. In general, white and nonwhite rural-nonfarm proportions 
were nailer than those for urban and rural farm. White out-migrants who 
lived in rural-nonfarm locations amounted to lust above one-fifth of 
the outflow from region 4 and to just below three-fifths of the current 
from the ring. Other than in the instance of the metropolitan ring each 
proportion of nonwhite rural-nonfara out-migrants was smaller than the 
dorresponding one for the white group* The range extended from 61,1 
per cent in the ring through 12.9 in region 1, (see Table XXII).
Under-representations of rural-farm white out-migrants relative 
to the resident populations characterized each stream from the six non- 
metropolitan subregions. With the exception of an excess of rural-farm 
people In region 5 out-migration, the same pattern of composition pre­
vailed in the case of nonwhite movement from these state areas. Both 
whites and nonwhites were more numerous as out-migrants than as residents 
in the metropolitan ring,
Intraregional White and Eomfolte Migrants, In four of the six 
nonmetropolitan subregions the streams of intraregional out-migration 
held whites and nonwhites of rural-farm origin in greater proportions 
t-han their numbers in the resident populations. The other two state sub­
divisions, the Central Mississippi Elver Delta and the Eastern Coastal 
Plain had fewer rural-farm folk of both racial classes in the streams 
of migration under consideration. In four of the six eases the nonwhite
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rural-farm proportions exceeded those of the whit© group (see Table 
XUU).
The percentages of white rural-fara residents in the general 
populations, while concentrated in the thirties* included a high of 
70.6 in region 2 and a low of 3,6 in the ring, four of the nonwhite 
proportions surpassed the corresponding measures of whites and two were 
waller. Subregion 2, as was the ease for the whites* possessed the 
largest percentage figure, 73,1* while the ring area again claimed the 
lowest, an insignificant 1.3.
The data in Table XXXI indicate that rural-farm white interre­
gional migrants, by way of comparison, comprised on the average from 
thirty to forty per cent of the flows of out-migration. Nonwhites were 
relatively more numerous In these currents from fame# Within a span 
which included 59.7 per cent in region 2 and 17.6 in the ring as the 
extremes, the typical nonwhite component was between forty and fifty 
per cent.
The intraregional movement of whites from rural farms reached 
larger proportions than similar migration between the subregions. A like 
result held for nonwhites in all of the areas, according to Table XXIII. 
The percentage figures for intraregional whites Included a high of 31.4 
in subregion 2 and a low of 32.3 in subarea 1, and for nonwhites 33.1 in 
2 and 43.9 in 5,
Changes in Residence. A number of students of migration have 
pointed out the tendency for certain social and economic characteristics 
and the concomitant homogeneity of the content of the processes of inter­
action to be associated with peoples occupying certain kinds of residence.
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In view of this proposition, there la raised the important question of 
the effects of migration upon communities of origin and destination and, 
as well, the results for the migrants* One signification of any problem 
or adjustment phase can be, it seems, inferred from the presence and 
magnitude of differences in the residential composition of migrants at 
destination in comparison with the structure of residence at origin*
At this stage an attempt is made to identify the direction and the 
degree of the shifts in forms of habitat among the white and nonwhite 
racial groups*
Within the 1940 residential make-up of interregional white 
migrants there were four instances in which there occurred increases 
in the urban component and three eases in ihich converse changes took 
place. White migrants from subregions 1, 4 and 5 were less numerous as 
dty dwellers at destination than at origin. These alterations, how­
ever, were slight in that each inquired a drop of fewer than four per­
centage point a* Sot counting Sew Orleans city out-aiigration which was 
sue hundred per cent urban at origin, white migrants from the other sub- 
regions were, as noted, more numerous as urbanites in 1940 than in 1935* 
Unlike the decreases, these increases in urbanity approximately doubled 
the proportions in areas 6 and the ring, while in regions 2 and 3 the 
changes though less were still substantial, moving from close to one- 
fourth to roughly two-fifths in each case* Hew Orleans city white out- 
migrants arranged themselves in the percentage pattern of 34*9 urban,
54.9 rural nonfarm, and 10*6 rural farm, which configuration, it should 
be noted, disagrees with the thesis that large-scale migration from 
cities to farms is present during periods of below normal level of
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economic activity* These statements are valid only under* the assump­
tion that the data are reliable.
In making the ehange of status from out- to in-migrants, non- 
whites from five of the state subareas registered rises in their urban 
proportions. Honwhltee leaving the other two regions, the Northwestern 
Coastal Plain and The Coastal Prairie, followed paths leading to de- 
elines in urban residence* The largest growths in city representation, 
fro® one-fifth to just above one-half, were associated with the ring and 
subregion 6 both of which are adjacent to Hew Orleans* The smallest 
increment of urban gain was present among nonwhites from subarea 4* The 
decreases in the city elements among nonwhites includes modifications 
from just below two-fifths to approximately one-fourth* Nonwhites as 
migrants frcm the Crescent Gity were in tern of percentages 33*3 urban, 
36.8 rural nonfarm, and 29*9 rural farm in 1940, Other than a single 
exception in the ease of the Northwestern Mississippi Elver Delta, 
interregional white migrants from all of the Louisiana subregions were 
mere urban than nonwhites upon settlement in community of destination* 
it origin whites again were more urban except in the instance of the 
same region*
By definition, as has been established, intraregional migration 
was limited to the six nonmetropolitan state divisions, each of which 
contained a multiple number of parishes* In this form of movement whites 
at origin were less urban than nonwhites in one area, subregion 3, and 
more so in the other five (see Table XXIII)* Among whites the gains in 
urbanity in five of the subareas ranged in general from five to ten 
percentage points with the highest proportion of city folk In 1940
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(37.5 per cent) being present In the Coastal Prairie and the lowest 
(3.6 per cent) la the Northwestern Mississippi Elver Delta# A decrease 
la urban proportion from 33*2 to 29*2 per cent happened In regard to 
white migrants within the Hast era Coastal Plain# Smaller declines in 
the urban magnitude occurred among nonwhites in the intraregional flow 
in connection with areas 4 and 6, while gains took place in the other 
four regions. The largest relative growth in the city representation 
appeared in the Northwestern Coastal Plain, running from 13.1 to 30.1 per 
cent. Subregion 5 claimed the highest percentage of 45*7 urban at desti- 
nation.
The proportions of white interregional migrants living in rural- 
nonfarm locations at destination stood above the corresponding levels 
at origin in four of the nonmetropolitan subregions. Migrants of the 
same classification from areas 3> 6* and B went in channels leading to 
■slier proportionality as rural-nonfarm inhabitants. The components 
whether at origin or destination ranged between two and four out of ten 
persons in the nometropolitan divisions. The changes were small except 
In the instances of region 6 and the ring in which, respectively, there 
were percentage declines from 42.3 to 30.4 and from 56.7 to 23.7* New 
Orleans white out-migration, as shown earlier, was 54.5 per cent rural 
nonfarm at destination.
The behavior of nonwhite migrants from nonfam residences 
paralleled that of whites in each of the subregions from the standpoint 
of the direction of the alteration of the relative else of this residen­
tial element at destination. The degrees of change, however, were 
smaller in all eases other than in area 6 and the ring. The proximity 
of New Orleans appears to account for the sizeable decreases in rural-
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nonfarm representation In 1940 among both whit© and nonwhits out­
migration connected with region 6 and the metropolitan ring* White 
migrants reported rural-nonfarm residence at origin and at destination 
in relatively greater numbers than nonwhites on every occasion except 
that of origin in the ting region*
As shown in Table XXII, white migrants from rural farms ranged 
as proportions of the total movement out of the subregions from 41*2 
par cent in area 3 to 8*7 in B. Approximately three out of ten white 
out-migrants left farms in regions 1, 5, and 6, while the two-fifths in 
subarea 2 almost matched the highest representation noted in division 3* 
For all of the regions other than B these rural-farm proportions at 
origin were smaller than the corresponding magnitudes in the composition 
of the resident white populations* Apart from a gain of 0*7 per cent 
related to subregion 1, white migrants from rural farms were relatively 
less represented as occupants of this form of habitat in 1940 than in 
1935* The decreases tended to be small, the largest decline in area 6 
involving a change from three to one out of ten* One out of tan New 
Orleans white out-migrants settled on a rural farm*
In each subregion nonwhite migrants from Louisiana's rural farms 
eclipsed in terns of proportionality the similar white current. In this 
migrant status nonwhites in a relative sense wore less numerous than they 
were as rural-farm residents in all of the state areas other than regions 
4 and B. Among nonwhite out-migrants the rural-farm proportion at desti­
nation fell below the level at origin in regions 2, 3, 4, and 6 and rose 
above in 1, 5* and B* Three out of t m  nonwhite migrants from New Orleans 
shifted to rural farms to outrank the performance of whites on this count
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by two to one. Nonwhite migrant3 registered as rural-farm dwellers la 
all of the subregions in greater proportion# at origin and destination 
than did the members of the white racial group*
Examination of the content of fable XXIII shows that the compo­
sition of the intraregional streams of migration contained in 1935 white 
rural-farm elements which expressed as percentages ran from &U4 in sub- 
region 2 to 32.8 in division 1. Among the nonwhites* the same flows* 
each greater than the corresponding one for whites* covered a percentage 
span extending from 33*1 in area 2 through 48.9 In 5« it destination 
nonwhite rural-farm out-migrants within five of the nonmetropolitan 
regions occupied this form of rural residence in relatively smaller num­
bers, while in area 6 the move in proportion went in the other direction 
by 0.8 per cent. From this phase of the analysis it is apparent that 
migration within the regions shifted whites and nonwhites from rural 
farms. Nonwhite intraregional migrants who left rural farms distributed 
themselves in 1940 in such manner as to be more rural farm as proportions 
than were whites in subregions 1, 3* 4* and 6 and less so by below two 
percentage points in areas 2 and 5.
Source and Destination by Subregions 
In Chapter III* in connection with the interregional exchange of 
migrants there was found a marked preference for nearby communities of 
destination as shown by the currents in and out of subregions with con­
tiguous boundaries. Table XXIV was constructed to show in- and out­
migration by race and region or origin and destination.
As was the ease in the Instance of the total flows without the 
racial classification, the greatest absence of dispersion occurred with
13©
Table XXXV
Migration To and Fro* the Louisiana Subregions Classified by
Raee and Subregions of Origin, 1935# and Destination, 1940
d W M m N S iP M l
Subregion White Konvhlte White Monwhite
To 1 From 1




















3 1.8 2.6 4.3 3.2
4 4.4 4.0 10.6 19.5
5 1.5 0.3 2.0 2.16 1.5 0.6 2.5 6.6






Total tmaber 4,983 1,125 6,264 2,519










2 4.5 4.8 1.3 1.9
4 6.6 10.7 12.2 1.45
5 29.1 27.4 32.5 31.1
6 20.4 23.6 19.4 30.2






Total Humber 8,888 3,190 4,675 1,413










2 6.2 10.3 4.1 5.3
3 8.6 11.5 7.0 8.6
5 4.4 2.0 5.1 2.8
6 17.7 25.4 18.3 33.8
A 37.6 32.3 37.2 16.8
B 1.6 0.7 4.9 3.0
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table XXI? (eont.)
Migration to and From the Louisiana Subregions Classified by
Race and Subregions of Origin, 1935, and Destination* 1940
MSS.Subreeion __White Nonwhite White Nonwhite












2 1-9 2,4 1.3 0,8
3 37.7 52.8 30,1 42.2
4 4.5 2.6 8.1 8.8
6 13.6 15.7 27.0 19.4






total Humber 7,435 2,90? 6,809 2,054








2 1.7 3.9 1.0 0.6
3 16.3 26.2 15.0 12.9
4 11.5 16.4 , 23.0 39.5
5 17.6 4.9 10.8 11.3
A 34.1 34,0 26.9 25.1
B 6.2 2.8 16.6 5.8
To A From A
2,663total Rasher 6,339 1,585 13,375










2 1.9 4.7 0.8 2.3
3 11.7 8.3 5.0 2.7
4 27.4 32.8 25.0 38.7
5 4.4 2.8 3.3 2.4
4 28.9 32.5 19.0 37.2
B 10.4 5.6 27.1 11.2To B From B
total Hiatber 6,612 507 1,369 217









2 0.2 3.1 0.2 2.8
3 1.5 1.0 2.0 0.5✓4 3.4 8.3 10.6 10.6
56
1.2 0.6 2.3 4.1
17.0 23.7 33.8 36.9
A 75.0 58.8 48.0 41.0
Sources Unpublished Special Census tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana•
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respect to whit© and nonwhite migrants entering subregion 2. Almost 
nine out of ten persona in the flow to this Mississippi Elver Delta 
area sored from the boundary-connected subarea 1. The reverse current 
included three-fourths of the white and above three-fifths of nonwhite 
region 2 out-migrants. A smaller though still pronounced choice of 
proximate loeations characterised migration in and out of the metro­
politan ring. Three-fourths of white and nearly three-fifths of non- 
white in-migrants originated in Hew Orleans, while between forty and 
fifty per cent of ring out-migrants shifted to the metropolitan center, 
lot much less than half of the white and nonwhite migrants associated 
with Louisiana's largest subregion in population and area, the 
northwestern Coastal Plain entered or left region 2. A little more 
than one-half of the Coastal Prairie nonwhite in-migrants came from 
the adjacent Central Mississippi River Delta subdivision. Above two- 
fifths of the nonwhite outflow from 5 followed the same route.
A more uniform allocation was present in the in- and out-streams 
relating to the remaining four regions. There were, however, many con­
centrations in the rapge between twenty and forty per cent. In general, 
white and nonwhite Louisiana interregional migrants moved to adjacent 
subregions, which is to suggest that the majority was short-distance 
migrants.
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MtefrMs M s s
The migration rates, presented for whites in Table XXV and for 
nonwhites in Table XXVI, refer to the number of migrants per one thousand 
of the resident population unit in the subregion* An urban out-rate 
means, for example, that the number of persons per one thousand of the 
urban residents of the region moved in cityward flows to other subareas, 
while an urban in-rate signifies that this number of irx&v$duSla per one 
thousand city dwellers in the receiving area migrated from other subre­
gions to urban residences In this area.
A significant feature of the in- and out- rates is the tendency 
for the measures for whites to be higher than the corresponding ones 
for nonwhites. Only one total in-rate of nonwhites, the 44*2 of region 
5, as compared with 40.4 of whites, was higher. The range of in-rates 
for total flews of whites ran from 160.7 for the ring to 19*0 for New 
Orleans; among nonwhites the high total in-rate was the 64.7 for move­
ment into the ring region and, at the same time, the lowest Inflow pro­
portion showed up in Louisiana's largest subregion, the Northwestern 
Coastal Plain.
Indicative of a relative preference by whites for city residence 
is the fact that In each of the eight subareas the urban in-rate sur­
passed that of nonwhites. Except in the metropolitan ring, urban in­
rates of whites ranked higher than the rural measures. When nonwhites 
are considered, however, the urban in-rate was higher than the rural 
figures only in the Northwestern Mississippi River Delta.
In subregions 3, 5, and 6, rural-nonfarm nonwhite in-rates stood 
above those of migration to urban locations and rural farms. Region 2
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fable XX?
Migration Mates for Mbit as For One thousand Population 
Fire Tears of Age and Over of the Louisiana Subregions 













Total 23.7 27*3 64.5
Urban 32.2 35.2 60.1
Rural Bonfarm 27.5 23*0 26.1
Rural Fhim 12.6 24.5 57.7
2
Total 51.0 53.3 66.9
Urban 71.7 116.9 26.0
Rural Bonfarm 54.6 121.2 52.9
Rural Fbrm 46.7 33.5 79.1
3Total 40.2 49*6 15.6
Urban 76.3 100.5 21.5
Rural Bonfarm 45.6 67.6 19.6
Rural farm 23.6 22.9 11*9
4
Total 62.7 32*5 26.2
Urban 91.3 67.4 33.6
Rural Bonfarm 74.2 25.0 41.2
Rural Farm 27.2 9.0 33.6
5Total 40.4 37.0 27.9
Urban 62.3 52.2 33.4
Moral Bonfarm 39.* 35.6 27.4
Rural Farm 23.7 25.9 24.0
6
Total 40.5 37.3 26.2
Urban 65.2 104.7 36.4
Rural Nonfara 40.4 24*6 24.1
Sural Farma 24.7 12.7
27.6
A
Total 19.0 41.3 ...
Urban 19.0 14.4 ...
Rural Bonfarm ... 22.5 ...
Rural Farmat ... 4.4
...
B
fetal 160.7 33.3 ...
Urban 92.2 69.1 ...
Rural Bonfarm 210.6 14.4 ...
Bawl Jtera----- 149.6 _. ■ .—
Sources Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Bata for Louisiana.
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Table xm
Migration Kates for Hoiwhitea Per One Thousand Population 
Fire Tears of Age and Over of the Louisiana Subregions 










1Total 0.0 13.7 45.7Urban 11.9 9.9 44*2Rural Ronfan 12.5 13*8 60.9Saral Fan 4.5 15.9 41*8
total 20.6 16.5 51.7Urban 21.9 70.9 62.O
Rural Seafam 10.9 39.4 35.0
Rural That 20.7 6.5 $2.8
y
Total 15.5 34.7 9.2
11.5 19.2 2.9
Rural Renfar* 16.9 42.1 17.6
Rural Pan» 16.0 27.4 9.1
Total 36.9 16.2 30.7
Urban 46.1 31.1 26.0




total 44.2 21.9 16.4
Urban 46.9 11.6 15.0






Urban 23.3 72.1 11.1
Rural Ronfam 26.6 8.4 13.6
Sural Pbn 20.3 12.8 26.2
Total 11.2 19.3 ...
Urban U . 2 6.4 «#«
Rural Bonf&rm *♦ * 7*1 ...
Sural Pan • 9* 5.7 ...
B
tOtal 64.7 26.6 ....
M u 46.0 37.0 ...
Rural lontom 75.0 11.4 ....
Burn! * V ___
Sources Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935*1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana.
tad the single instance In  which the rural-nonfarm in-rate was tta  
smallest among the three forms of residence* On the other hand* among 
whites, bo rural-no nfara in-rate occupied tta  oellar spot. One nonwhite 
w tie  to this habitat* that of region 5* exceeded that of the white group*
Hurel-farm in«measures of white migrant** while higher than 
these of nemfelte migrant* entering areas 1, 2, and B* were lower than 
the urban and rural-nonfarm in-rates of whites in a ll of the subre- 
giesie other them B* The nonwhite in-figure associated with B was the 
erne nonconformity in  which the rural-fam  in-rate waa above both urban 
and rural nenfam*
the rate* for the total out-migration of italics were greater 
than these of nonwhite* by magnitudes ranging from approximately ene- 
fbwrth to one-half# as were tta  measure* for out-movsment to urban areas* 
Among idkitee the range of to ta l rates included the high of 58. & in re­
gion 2* and the lew of 27*8 in  subdivision 1. Hot a* large* the span 
for aensbites ran from 34*7 in  subregion 3 to 13*7 in region 1* the 
large urban white out-rates * as compared with these of parallel in - 
migration* show subareas 2* 3* and 6 with disproportionately larger 
nurture to cities* A similar condition among nonwhites held in regard 
to rural-sonfaxm residence in subregion 2* the northwestern Mississippi 
River Delta*
Of the white urban out-rates* the six in the nonmetropolitan sub- 
regions were higher than the rural ones* while those of Hew Orleans and 
the ring ranked between the rural measures* the data for nonwhite mi­
gration to cities signify higher urban than rural out-rates in regions 
2, 3$ kt and 5* In  subarea 1* this measure was lower* and in regions


















The important conclusion in the way of a summary statement 
baaod on the general configuration of the migration rates for Louisiana 
tdtites and nonwhites is that tho measures of the former racial group 
tended to he higher by substantial margins,
Mis as& fajjr*t4,M> Mwm iss. Mi gBteiBtofii
The migration balances* shown for white migrants in Table XXVIX 
and for nonwhite in fable XXfXII, provide a means of comparing the sub- 
regions hr race in toms of the gains and losses in absolute numbers of 
people. The data indieate that the parallel net balances of whites and 
nettNhites agreed on the score of being positive or negative in all but 
cos of the totals* in all of the urban and fural-nonfara eases* and in 
fear out of seven instances of rural-farm in- and out-migration. The 
exchange of whites resulted in a less and that of nonwhites in a gain 
for the northwestern Mississippi River Delta, Of interest in this con­
nection is the fact that 31,* per cent of the 1940 population five years 
ef age and over of this subregion was classed as nonwhite. In the 
Central Mississippi River Delta and the ring region* minus balances ap­
peared in the exchange of nonwhites and plus in that of whites who were 
rural-farm dwellers in 1940, 4 few more nonwhites than the number enter­
ing went from the Coastal Prairie to rural farms. Whites, however* were 
mere numerous as iMdgrants to this rural residence in division 5,
Among the subareas with the three types of habitat* the six non­
metropolitan regions and the ring* the Eastern Coastal plain was the only 
one without a single negative balance. On all counts of residence* gains 
of nonwhites were present in subregion 9* and of whites In B, Losses of 
population in the two racial groups* from the standpoint of the total.
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table xmi
Net Migration Balances of Wbite In-* and Out-Mlgrants 
by Totals and %  Residence, 1940






















































































Source, Unpublished Special Cenaaa Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana*
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Table xmit
Hat Migration Balances of Nbnuhite In- and Out-iilgrants
by Totals and by Residence, 1940
Total
Suteicion    ttUrattoa „ Urban   Rma,Honiara „ Rural Fftra.
l
Tat 2,054 930 $17
ITaat 3.445 765 537
Bbt Balance -1,391 A c t  - 40 -I,;a
Tat 1,665 m  213 1,434
Vboat 1*694
n tSot Balanao fin -523
Tat 1,125 152 201 772
m a t  _____
lot Balance -1,394 -3!4
Tat 3,190 1,076 576 1,
m a t  1-413 713 304
sot Balaneo A 7 4  r*,
I
Tat 1,462 743 256 463
m a t  730 197 146 M
lot Balaneo ^ 752 j*546 A 1 0  / 966
Tat 2,907 333 1,166 1,;
m a t  2*054 1*046
Sot Balaneo - T03
4
Tat 1,565 1,565 *.«
m a t  2,663 667 m  M
Bat Balance -XjoTS f m  - H o  - W
B
Tot 507 145 354 6
m a t  , & Z  i ! 2  , -i£ t Jt£
lot Balance / 290 / 33 / 2?4 - 3 7
Sources Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935*1940 Internal 












































migration within Louisiana during the period 1935-1940 was more often 
than not a two-way movement between the possible combinations of origin 
and destination. Subregions 4, A* and B, with A featured because of a 
minus role, stand out as eases deviant from this observation to the 
greatest degree,
Helstioft tq Selected Louisiana Studies 
the mother and distribution of Louisiana intrastate migrants 
by race becomes more meaningful when related to a number of selected 
soelologleal and demographic studies which concern either all or a part 
of the state*a people*
Aaong nosMhltee as compared with whites, the lower rural-farm 
migration rates in the majority of the six monaetropolitan subregions, 
especially in areas 1 and 2, are in agreement with the finding reported 
in Hitt's study that at corresponding tenure levels Whites are more 
migratory than Hegroes*^ The proposition that the fana-to-fam shift­
ing of people is selective of members of the white race, according to 
Snlth, is applicable to the southern region of the United StatesP
In Table XXII, data were shown indicating the changes of popula­
tion from rural-farm to rural-nonfaxm and urban areas. Although these 
shifts cannot be specified as involving particular locations within the 
form of residence at destination, it is permissible to suggest that the 
movement reflects at least in part a kind of a population redistribution
2 Homer L, Hitt, "Recent Migration Into and Within the Upper 
Mississippi Delta," p. 51.
3 T. Lynn Smith, "Characteristics of Migrants,” Southwestern 
Social Science Vol. XXI, Ho. 4, March, 1941, p, 1 ,
examined |jy fiitt and $nlt$u These authors studied by ten-year periods 
fro* 1910 to 1940 the population changes in Louisiana by wards. One of 
the important findings concerned the increase during the period 1930 to 
1940 in the number of inhabitants of unincorporated areas near parish 
seats as compared with other locations in which these units of govern* 
nont were not situated* the shifting of migrants to rurul-nonfaxm 
residence appears to support this eonelusion, A relationship was sug­
gested between the convergence of people on these sites of parish 
government a end the expanding activities of public welfare during the 
thirties,**
Relative to this observation by Hitt and Smith* it is of interest 
to note Frey and Smith*• eonelusion based on their study of tenants* 
croppers* and fans laborers and the Agricultural Adjustment Administra­
tion, These writers stated* "On the basis of our general observation 
sad from a rather intimate acquaintance with the South during the past* 
we are thoroughly convinced that the AAA cotton-reduction program has 
greatly curtailed the annual migration of families (tenants and croppers) 
fras one plantation or farm to another,
A further eonelusion was that many laborers were probably dis­
placed at the onset of the cotton control program through the taking 
eat of cultivation of the plots they worked ahead of any additional re­
ductions which might come later and involve persons with other tenure 
statuses,
** Hcmcr L, Hitt and T, Lynn Smith* "Population Redistribution 
in Louisiana," S05M  Vol. 20* Ho. 4* Hay, 1942,
Prod C, Frey and T, Lynn Smith, "The Influence of the AAA 
Cotton Program Oponthe Tenant, Cropper, and laborer," % £ &  Sociology. Vol, 1, Ho, 4* Decmeber* 1930* p, 504*
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® ?. Lyon Stalth# "Depopulation of Louisiana’s Sugar Bowl 
Journal at fiHB BSSSaSlSa. Vol. XL, 16. 2, Hay, 1938.
U 5
loss of 37* 5 par cent of the Negro population in the decades 1910-1930 
(too to the decline in the sugar earn# industry* the author details as 
a part of hie analysis the significant offeota of this lose in popula­
tion on the social and eeonomlo organisation of the village*^
One other study will ho mentioned* Hitt found that migration 
to locations described as new-ground farms in the upper Mississippi 
River Delta was selective of whites,* Though not by direct evidence, 
the residential composition of intraregional migrants at origin and 
destination and, as well, the structure of the migration rates associated 
with this movement within subregion 2 support this finding*
b * to&ifcwi M s & s  M r n m M  i£gmfeai
In the United States, the boundaries of the forty-eight states,
while perhaps not devoid of influence in the nature of a deterrent to mi­
gration, offer nothing in the way of insurmountable barriers to the 
voluntary movement of people among these political units. Consequently, 
although in a strict sense outside of the seope of the present project, 
the interstate exchange of people, in view of its volume and inevitable 
effect on the social and economic organisation of the communities of 
origin and destination and, in addition, its connection with the analyti­
cally distinguishable area comprising the statua-role participations of
7 Vernon J. Parenton, "Some Population Characteristics of a Negro 
Village in the French Section of Louisiana,n Louisiana Academy of
M — . Vol. IV, Ho. 1, Hov«ber, 1938, pp. 287-303.
® Hotter L. Hitt, "A Comparative Analysis of the People on Heir
Ground Farms, Plantations, and Old Family Fame in the Upper Mississippi 
Delta of Louisiana,* Rural Sociology, Vol* 7# No* 4# December, 1942
p* 407#
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individuals, is necessarily an important pari of a study of migration 
on the state leeal. There la introduced in this section a comparison 
of Louisiana internal and interstate migration during the period 1935- 
I960*
As was stated in Chapter 1 of this paper, the Bureau of the 
Census published in the IttO'-s four reports dealing with 1935-1940 
interstate migration mu the following countsi eolor and seat, eeononie 
characteristic*, social characteristics, and age. On the basis of 
Materials frmm these releases and from Pries1* study of migration to 
sad Area Louisiana, the aunber sad distribution of migrants by race is 
esssidered*?
In Louisiana, there sere in the period 1935-1940, as shown 
earlier, a total of 139,101 intrastate migrants* The data recorded of 
mevnacah across the state boundary indicate that 97,166 persons entered 
the state, while 66,546 individuals left to take up residence in other 
states. Rumination of the make-up by rase of those intra- and inter­
state Hows reveals that the internal movement included 101,641 whites, 
or 73.2 per seat, and 37,259 nonwhites, or 26.6 per cent, the boundary- 
crossing inflow contained within the total given above, 63,629 whites 
cad 13,357 nonwhites.10 Expressed in the same order as percentages, the 
proportions 66,3 and 13*7 point to the fact that migration to and within
9 Paul Harvey Fries, Migration Jg egg from Louisiana* 1935-1940,
2Sx
10 ibid.. pp. 14-15.
United States Bureau of the Census, aixtosntfr Census £f the 
United states. 1240, PopttlftUop, Internal Migration, W M ,
and Sex of Migrants. Washington, 1943, Tables, 17, 16, 19, and 20.
the state m  selective ef persons classed as white. The racial composi­
tion of the 194$ Louisiana population, as shown in Table II, was 64.0 
par eant white and 36.G par cant nonwhite.
At compared with tha uwa&eat within and to Louisiana, tha nake- 
ep by raca of tha outflow embraced tha percentages of 75.7 white and 24.3 
newihitc* When thaaa measures are related to tha corresponding anas of 
in migrants it becomes ayidant that a relatively larger number of whites 
was gained through in-migration than was loot through out^uigration, 
with tha rererse of this relationship applioahla to tha memwhite groups.
It la important to note that tha raoial oonpoaltloa of tha Louisiana 
population in 1940 comprised such a anal! proportion of parsons enumerated 
as belonging to raeos other than white and Negro, that it is highly prob- 
able that a very high pcreentaga of aomaihite interstate migrants ware 
Xegroes, The chief sources by states of in-mlgrants appear to swb- 
stantiate this statement.
Approximately one half of the inflow of each of the two races 
cane from the nearby states of Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. An addi­
tional ona-flfth of whites and two-fifths of nonwhites reported 1935 
residences in Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi. Texas and 
Mississippi played tha loading roles as contributors of people to 
Louisiana. The former state was tha origin of 33*4 par cent of white and 
of 25.0 par cant of nonwhit a migrants, while tha percentage figures
11associated with tha latter were 14.6 of whites and 33.2 of nonwhites.
As a receiver of people from Louisiana, Texas ranked ahead of
u  IM£*» PP* 8-9.
14#
*21 ether states, accepting 35*5 per cent of the total oui-stream, 
ifcieh proportion included 35*7 pop coat of the whites, and 34*7 par 
cent of the nonwhites. Hiesissippl placed sooond with the percentages 
of 13*7 ef the total, 13*2 of whites, and 15*1 of nonwhites. Arkansas, 
however, was the destination of 16.0 per cent of the nonwhite out- 
migrants and ef 10.3 par cent ef the total exodus* In a summery state* 
neat, Price, after noting that 10.2 per cent ef the Louisiana out* 
current went to the far western states of California, Washington, and 
Oregea, concluded that two-thirds of the out-migrants chose contiguous 
states as their 1740 residences.12 Above three-fifths of white and 
■ore than four-fifths ef nonwhits persons in the inflow cane from ad* 
joining states. A eenmon faster in the inter* and Intrastate shifting 
of b a n  resources was the converse relationship between volume by 
■cabers sad the distance between origin and destination.
Summary
Per the purpose of the analysis of the racial aspects of the 
■umber and distribution of Louisiana intrastats migrants, it was demon­
strated that the consideration of nonwhite as the equivalent of Hegre 
would not seriously distort the factual picture. In general, between 
sixty and seventy per cent of the residents of the subregions were 
classed as white. In general, nonwhite residents registered greater 
relative Strength by numbers than whites as rural-farm dwellers and less 
as rural-nonfarm inhabitants. White urbanites were more numerous than 
nonwhites in four of the subregions and leas so in three.
12 !*)!<*•» pp. 53-55.
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Chapter V
m  m  m  sex mmsxmu of migrants
As biologically given facte which cannot be changed, age and 
sex are ef fundamental aignificance in a study of migration* in any 
society a number of important social statuses are ascribed on the 
basis of these characteristics. let, despite the fixed nature of 
age and sex, they are socially conditioned and hence their ex­
pression nay vary in different environments. As factors of concern 
to the student of the shifting of people from one abode to another, 
age and sex are intimately related to much of the content studied. 
Qeasider, for example, the nays in which they influence fertility, 
mortality, and marriage performances in societies, the primary 
mature of these qualities stems from their origin. A full explnr- 
atioa of age and sex is a necessary part of the investigation of 
migration.
The Axe and Sex Data 
Analysis based upon comparison of the age and sex composition 
by residence of the inter- and intraregional white and nonwhite mi­
grants associated with each state area and the 1940 resident popu­
lations was net undertaken because of the problems involved in 
adjusting one of the age class intervals, 10-14 years of age, used 
in the tabulation of the published data of the Sixteenth Census of 
the United States to the grouping 10-13 years of age employed in con­
nection with the unpublished intrastate migration materials for the
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period 1935*40. The chief problem, apartfrom tha expenditure of 
labor which premised llttla in tha way of a contribution to this 
study, consisted of an inability on tha part of tha writer without 
tha nan of an activating procedure to convert tha 10-14 years and 
tha 1JWL9 years Intervals of tha nonwhlts parish populations by 
residence to tha 10-13 and tha 14*19 years of ago classes to which 
the data on Migrants ware related. In addition to tha application 
of an interpolation technique there ware tha possibilities of Intro- 
feeing an interval covering tha years 10-19 or of leaving the ineam- 
parable distributions as thsy were. Each of these methods was ruled 
out in favor of a treatment oalllng for tha separation of the white 
and nonwhite populations of Louisiana by age* sex* and residence into 
two divisions— Vow Orleans and the rest of the state. Hare It should 
he observed that the six metropolitan subreglens contain all of the 
people outside of the Crescent City except the inhabitants of the 
ring subregion 8 which is made up of Jefferson parish. Inasmuch as 
this ring areat the smallest of the state subdivisions in else and 
population, by rase is not as urban as some of the racial components 
ef the metropolitan regions, and although the rural-nonfam population 
element is the highest in terms of proportionality present among the 
state subareas, a decision was made to handle the ring on the same 
basis as the half-desen nometropolitan subregions. The result is 
the preservation of on original plan to include residence by race 
in the comparative analysis of the characteristics of migrants and 
residents.
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3S& Age and gox Coiu&oaitifta of Inter- and latrarcgional Migrants
The age and sex composition of the 1940 population five years 
of age and over of the Louisiana subregion* except Maw Orleans, claasi- 
flod br race and residence in 1940, is preaontad In Table XXIX. Simi­
lar data fbr white migrants exclusive of the flow to Maw Orleans ere 
shorn la fable m .  Tbs corresponding information for nonwhite mi­
grants appears in TSblo IOI.
The relation through comparative analysis of tha materials 
contained in those tables premises to lay bare differentials which 
contribute to an understanding of tha movement of Louisiana's people 
within the state* Moreover, a treatment of this nature appears to 
bo a prerequisite for any further study of migration*
Urban Migration. Migrants in the cityward flows between the 
subregioms wore, in agreement with the well-established principle 
from studies of this aspect of the shifting of human resources, rtla- 
lively concentrated in the productive years* Seven out of ten white 
■ale and slightly above this proportion of white female urban in- 
mlgrants created impressive bulges in the range of years from 14 to 
44 inclusive, while for nonwhite male and female migrants to cities 
tbs small deviance from these magnitudes, considering the two racial 
groups ca a percentage scale, was less than three points in each in­
stance* Among the resident population for both sexes and the two 
racial classes, approximately six out of ten persons reported ages 
within the span in question* For the age grouping embracing 20-44, 
the proportion of migrants in each of the sex and racial divisions 
attained the else of around six out of ten individuals in the currents
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Table XIU
Age and Sue Qeapesitlen ef the Population Five tears ef Age and 
Over ef the Louisiana Subregions Except New Orleans 
Classified bjr Rase and Residence, 1940
Beeideaee m o
if* la ffrban Nonfara. s«»l f w i .






fletal Per Ornt 100*0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
9 to f a,6 0,0 11.6 11.5 12.2 13.1
10 to 13 7.0 7.3 11.2 9.4 10.7 11.3
14 to 19 12.0 12.3 13.1 13.6 15.7 15.8
SO to 84 10*4 U . 7 9.9 10.8 10.2 9.6
25 to 29 10.9 u.o 10.2 10.6 8.3 8.1
10 to 04 10*1 10.0 9.5 9.3 7.2 7-4
35 to44 16.5 15.0 15.2 14.3 12.2 13.0
49 to 54 11.7 11.1 10.0 9.1 10.3 10.2
99 to a 7*2 7.2 6.1 6.1 7.6 6.7
49' w » r 4.0 5.6 4.9 5.1 5.6 4.8
Nonwhite
tMal toeher 69,149 82,957 67,476 71,976 169,077 161,976
total Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
5 to 9 9.5 6.2 U . 7 U . 2 14.3 U . 6
10 to 13 8.1 7.3 9.2 8.7 U . 4 U .5
14 to 19 12.1 12.5 12.3 13.3 15.4 15.9
28 to 24 9.4 U . 7 9.7 U . l 10.5 10.7
25 to 29 10.6 U . 6 9.6 10.5 8.3 8.7
30 to 34 9.7 10.3 6.5 6.4 6.7 6.9
35 to 44 17.9 17.6 14.9 14.4 U.5 12.4
45 to 94 U . 6 10.0 10.6 9.5 9.5 8.7
55 to 64 5.7 5.2 6.2 5.6 6.5 5.3
69-***r 5.3 5.4 6.9 7.1 5.9 5.1
8*wee* United State* Bureau of the Genme, Sixteenth Qensue ef th.BBaruffcnswSCa®**
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Table m
Ago and Sax Conposltlon of Louisiana White Migrants 
Kxcept to Mow Orleans Classified by Re side nos, 1940
Basldsnsa
A§» ** Urban am»l Monfarm1,1aiisopTiiiXSiilflTii'i >iWigan*-Mala Feaal* K a l e F d m a l e
Total t a k w 0*144
Interregional 
0.827 9*044 9,416 6,027 5,107
100.0total Per Oast 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
5 to 9 9.0 0.2 9.2 10.1 12.8 15.3
10 to 13 4.5 4*0 10.0 7.4 10.9 10.7
14 to 19 0.5 11.0 U .3 12.0 15.3 15.6
00 to 34 13.4 19.0 10.0 14.8 12.1 12.4
05 to 89 17.1 14.4 13.6 15.5 10.4 10.3
JO to 34 13.4 12.4 12.4 U . 8 8.2 8.9
35 to 44 17.4 13.3 17.7 U . 3 13.2 13.2
45 to 54 #.3 7.1 8.1 6.8 8.9 7.6
55 to 44 4.0 3.7 4.4 4.1 5.5 3.5






total Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
5 to 9 9.0 7.4 12.2 12.0 13.8 U . 4
10 to 13 7.0 4.6 9.0 8.0 U . 1 U . 1
14 to 19 9.0 14.0 12.0 13.8 U . 9 15.8
00 to 84 14.9 23.1 13.0 17.3 10.9 13.7
25 to 29 17.2 15.1 13.4 U . 9 10.7 U . 4
30 to 34 12.7 9.9 U . 7 10.7 9.0 7.3
35 to 44 15.4 11.6 14.4 U . 7 U . 9 U . 9
45 to 54 7.7 6.1 7.8 5.8 8.8 7.5
55 to 44 4.0 3.4 4.0 3.5 5.8 4.3
45-ovor 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.3 3.1 2.6
Sourest Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-40 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisians.
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Table XXXI
Age and Sue Composition of Louisiana Konwhita Migrants 
Bxeepi to Sow Orleans Classified by Residence, 1940
Residence 1940
Ago in
**•*«................- T . .  - .........
W h a n ___ *wj«l Nenfara Eural FarmMala Fea&le M s U Female Male Female
Interregional
total M w r 1,628 1,389 1,836 U471 3,562 2,435
Total Per cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0
3ta 9 2.4 6.7 U.8 6.6 10.0 12,5
10 to 13 4.4 5.7 6.0 5.6 7.7 9,2U  to 10 V M U.6 6.8 U.3 12.1 16.1
29 to 24 U.1 i#;4 13,4 10.0 15.3 14,4
25 to 29 15.2 16;# 16.0 U.2 13,0
30 to 34 14.9 U.4 10.8 12.1 9.5 9,2
35 to 44 20.8 15.3 16.2 U.5 15.4 12,3
45 to 54 11.# 7.# 9.4 7.7 8.7 7.5
55 to 64 4.5 3.2 3.7 3.0 4.5 3.1
65-over 4.9 3.1 3.1 3.2 2.6 2,7
Zntraregional
total Suaber 2.21# 2,927 2*263 2,308 6,533 6,504
Total Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0
5 to 9 7.9 8.6 12.5 10.9 13.6 14.9
10 to 13 6.5 6.3 6.1 6.9 9.9 U.O
14 to 1? 11.2 15.4 7.7 U.8 U.4 15.5
20 to 24 13,5 19.2 U.1 18*1 12.4 13.6
25 to 29 17.6 16.9 u .o 15.9 U.1 10.5
30 to 34 13.6 10.0 12.4 U.4 7.4 7.9
35 to 44 16.0 13.2 18.2 13.1 12.6 12.5
45 to 54 7.9 5.4 9.3 5.2 8.8 7.5
55 to 64 3.3 2.4 2.6 3.2 5.4 3.7
65-ever 2.5 2.6 2.9 3.5 4.4 3.1
Source t Unpublished Spselal Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana.
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to cities. The same context applied to residents discloses the feet 
that in the close vicinity of one out of too city dwellers carried 
years within the stipulated range* Among the white male migrants to 
dties the greatest percentage concentration by age of 17*6 was in 
the 35-44 years interval* Per white females the peak proportion of 
19*0 per cent occurred in the 2©-2A age in years class* One-fifth of 
msrahlt* sales in the flew to urban locations clustered in the identic 
cal bracket of largest membership for white males* and for nonwhite 
females the sane position held as for white females but the percentage 
ef 18*4 mas a little smaller* the resident population reported great­
est relative numerical superiority In the age grouping 35*44 years* 
with the percentages of aomwhlte males and females surpassing those for 
idiites within a range extending from 17.9 to 15«d* Considering only 
the years in the twenties* white and nonwhite male cityward migrants 
outnumbered In terms of proportionality urban residents three to two*
On the same terms females recorded as migrants exceeded residents by 
a somewhat greater ratio but less than four to two.
In the flow to urban Louisiana white males with ages in the 
years 5-9 attained an over-representation of four-tenths of a per­
centage point relative to the general population figure of 8*6 per 
sent* while the other sex in this racial aggregate ranked at the per­
centage level of 8*2 as migrants and at 8*0 as residents. Hales and 
females in the two-fold racial classification of the §ges falling with­
in the two lower classes* 5-9 and 10-13* entered migration channels in 
mailer relative numbers than their representation in the resident 
groups* with no percentage being higher than 9.5 and none lower than 
6*0*
15?
1* «*• p M g r M M d  bqr»nd 44 jr**r» ch*rp d«eroua todt pu«* 
in tk* proportions of intorregioiua migrants ontorlng eitios. In 
gwaral nomkito solos wad fowl** oehloved grsatar rslatlv* numori- 
w l  standing than thsir whit* kin by age. At ages 65 and over the 
pwcentagas In the sovssmt to urban areas included 2.2 of ablta male, 
2.7 of ohita fsMio, 4.3 of nonwhits male, and 3.1 of nonwhita fMaale, 
all of wfcieh wara below the oorresponding levels in the general popu­
lation.
Bural-lfonfagn Migration. Examination of the data shem  in 
ftbles XXXZ9 XXX, and XXXI, with the view of discovering the signifi­
cant faetsin the ago and sex composition of migrants to rural-nonfara 
i m > ,  dCows, apart from one exception and without regard to the tfx** 
tent of the changes from interval to interval, that the age contours 
for male and female rural-nonfara in-migrants were closely parallel a 
The deviant Instance consisted of a drop in the proportion of white 
fsmalea from 10*0 per cent in the 5*9 years of age elass to 7*4 per 
cent in the 10-13 years group* White females to this fora of habitat 
went in relatively greater numbers than males at ages 14 to 19 and in 
smaller magnitudes from 30-64 years of age# White male and female 
residents outstripped migrants in proportions under twenty years of 
age by margins of approximately five percentage points, the difference 
between thirty and thirty-five per cent*
White male and female migrants to nural-nonfana locations forged
ahead of residents in the years 2CM24, the percentage of migrants being 
close to 55«0 on each sex count and for residents 45*0* In the groups of 
ages covering the years about forty-five, the position of these two cate­
gories of whites were reversed on the count of numerical representation*
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Hale migrants and residents alike reached the highest relative numbers 
in the interval ef 35-44 years* while female migrants peaked as a pre- 
pertleii in the eeeenA half ef the twenties and residents again in the 
late thirties end early forties*
the flews ef white sales and females to rural-nonf&m residents 
carried greater proportions of migrants under twenty and over fifty- 
four years of age than were contained in the corresponding movement 
te cities* &  general* however* the differences amounted to less 
than two percentage points* Nonwhit® male and female rural-nonfara 
in-migrants as groups included relatively fewer persons under twenty 
years ef age then did the nonwhit® aggregates and more in the classes 
embracing the ages from 20-44 years* As percentages the proportions 
In the fhmer ease for males and females stood at about 30.0 and 25*0 
and in the latter instance dose to 60.0 and 55*0* Relative to the 
noashlte resident population* interregional nonwhit® migrants recorded 
saslier makers ef males and females in the years under twenty and 
larger ones in the ages 20-44 years as tabulated in intervals*
As was the ease for urbanites, , rural-nonfarm dwellers of both 
semes existed In relatively greater numbers as residents than as mi­
grants in the forty-five years and over range of groupings* Among the 
nenwhite rural-nenfara in-migrants the peak age percentage was for males 
1£*8 in the 25-29 interval* and for females* 18*0 in the span 20-24 
years* On the same basis nenwhite male and female residents rose to 
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ago levels extended from a bigb of X3.1 to a low of 8,0 associated with 
the same division, as was tbs case for the migrant distribution*
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Beawhlte migrants S*»9 years of ago established no uniformity, 
Within a percentage span of 14*9 for females in the current to rural 
farms end 7*9 for males going to cities* males sere in small degree 
more numerous in tills lose at age Interval as migrants than as resi­
dents in the streams to rural farms and urban areas and less so in 
the flew to rural-nonfarm domiciles* Nonvhlte females achieved the 
position opposite to that of the males in each ease of disproportlonal- 
itr*
S a a O g s a a S M s g -  aa& &3&ss.aa&
JoaJdaaso* White and nonshite male and female intraregional migrants 
wire twenty years of age entered channels to all types of residence 
In larger numbers than the proportions of interregional migrants in 
this age dlass with but the one ease of white female migrants to rural 
farms not in agreement. (See fables XXX and XXXI.) These proportions 
of lBtrareglonal migrants under twenty years of age ranged from one- 
fourth among whites and nonwfaites to urban domiciles to just above 
two fifths of the white and nonwhite females to rural farms.
A significant aspect of migration between and within the Louisi­
ana subregions to rural farms* when viewed as total streams* is that 
these flows include* in each of the three age intervals 6-9 years*
1141 years* and 14-19 years* relatively more white and nonwhite males 
sad females than were contained in the corresponding streams to urban 
centers, and* as well* to ruraX-nonfam habitats apart from a slight 
reverse proportionality of white males in the age group 10-13 years 
gplnc to this latter fore of resldenos. White and nonwhite male and 
female intraregional urban in-migrants attained greater proportional
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numerical stature, three out of five parsons, in  the ago groupings 
covering the rears 20-44 than their migratory companions reached in  
a movement to the two rural worlds* As percentages these represen­
tations, ranging trm 62*0 for nonwhite cityward males to 43*9 for 
"hits males bound far rural farms, in  each ease ranked above the 
parallel group in  the resident population which embraced on this 
sacra proportions running from 51*4 per cent for nonwhite female 
urbanites through 37.0 per cant for nonwhite male rural-fam  in*
migrants,
further study of the data in fables XXX and XXXI designed to 
bring out far consideration any difference in the proportions of mi­
grants in the years of the first half of the twenties, uncovers the 
fact that white males possessing this chronological feature made the 
journey within and between regions to a greater proportionate extent 
than to either of the rural communities of destination* like relation­
ships held for females in the two racial divisions* In these currents 
nonwhite males in the age group 20-24 years went in greatest numerical 
strength to rural farms and in least degree to cities* Rural-nonfarm 
locations claimed the largest share of the flow of nonwhite males 
as it took place within the subregions. Without exception migrants 
in their early twenties exceeded residents of similar age status in 
all of the possible categories as was the ease for the age group com­
prising the second half of the twenties* In the age bracket 30-34 
years, white and nonwhite male interregional migrants surpassed resi­
dents in all combinations of race and residence while intraregional 
white male migrants to each of the three residences were relatively













in the two ago intervale associated with the years fiftyrfive andH
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emamination of the content of Table XXXII, In which are shown data 
inclusive of sex ratios concerning migration to the central city sub­
region* Table X n X H  was prepared to show the age composition of the 
residents of this subregion. Similar materials pertinent to out­
migration appear In Table XXXIV.
In-Migration. For white males the high point In the array 
of ages was the percentage figure of 16.9 in the 20-24 years class, 
for white females 22.1 per cent on the same age level, for nonwhite 
Iff5 par cent again at this point, and for nonwhite males 17*1 per cent 
which related to the 25-29 years of age section. The age peaks occurred 
at lower intervals than these of the resident population, all of which 
were In the 35t44 years span. Stated as percentages the proportions 
were 17.6 for white males, 17.0 for white females, 16.6 for nonwhite 
males, and 16.7 for nonwhite females*
The concentrations of greatest proportionality by age among 
lev Orleans residents agreed with those of the urban general population 
of the seven other subregions. A comparison of New Orleans in-migrants 
with the totals of intraregional in-streams to the three residences 
shews the age intervals of largest membership for movement to Cities 
and rural-nonfarm places fell in the years in the twenties as did those 
of the flows to the Crescent City. White intraregional migration to 
rural farms contained the greatest relative numbers, again for all sex 
and racial combinations, in the age grouping 14-19 years. The same 
observation in regard to interregional migration indicates that white 
and nonwhite males moving to urban locations were relatively more numer­
ous in the age span 35-44 years, as were nonwhltes in the inflow to
Table xmi
Age and Sex Ceapesitien ef Migrants to Hew Orleans 
Classified by Base, 1940
if* to Whit*___ _  Koiwhlto . ..r w ......... — .« H & L -.feaala.... ... ..' P«mal«
fetal ftrtw 









S t .  9 
1.1. 19 
14 to 19
aft to 34 
» t. a9 
9ft t* 94 
35 to 44 
45 to 54











































5 to 9 93.9
IS to 19 96.0
14 to 19 56.3
2ft to 24 61.7
29 to 29 66.8
30 to 24 90.3
35 to 44 104.0
45 to 54 98.0
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table XXXIII
Age and Sex Cenpoeition of the Population Five leaps of Age 
and Over of Heir Orleans Clip Classified bp Baoe, 1940
*M M W !
Age in
t o w * ---------
Khito... .. Nbnwhita
..-.*■£* - .?«**1* . Hale... Fvuaale
M i i  tabor 154,327 169,337 63,253 74,536
M i l  Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
I t *  ? 7.2 6.3 9.0 0.4
10 to 13 7.1 6.4 0.5 7.4
14 to 17 12.0 U . 2 12.6 11.9
20 to 24 7.0 7.4 0.1 7.5
25 to 29 7.7 7.0 7.5 10.9
JO to 34 7.5 7.7 9.7 10.7
35 to 44 17.0 17.0 10.6 10.7
45 to 54 13.5 13.0 13.0 11.5
55 to 44 0.4 7.0 6,2 5.9




5 to 9 103.5 90.4
10 to 13 100.3 90.2
14 to 19 97.6 09.0
20 to 24 00.1 72.7
25 to 27 07.7 73.4
30 to 34 00.0 77.4
35 to 44 95.6 04.5
45 to 54 95.2 76.1
55 to 64 05.2 00.7
45-**or 64.3 66.6
Waited State* Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth fiSBBHS. Si &S2.
'AtA ^  —  ly* Part, %» Charae-United ^  
te rle tio * T94:
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Table XXXIV
Age and Sex Qcnpoattion e£ Hew Qrlean* Out-Migrant* 
gUaeified ̂  Seat, Race, and Residence, 19AO
Age in
t m s
fetal Stator 2,272 
Total For Cent 100*0
J t* 9 
10 to 13 
U  to 19 
20 to 24 
25 to 29 
30 to 34 
35 to 44 
45 to 54 
55 to 64 
65-orer
fetal Humber Total Per Cent
5 to f
10 to 13 
14 to If 
20 to 24
8  fa* at
30 to 34 
35 to 44 
45 to 54 
55 to <4 
8 - m r
fetal
5 to 7 
10 to 13 
14 to 
20 to 
25 to 29 
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classes eovering the years 2Q-A4 amounted to the percentages of 55*5 
and 57.4, respectively, of the total Inflow, while nonwhite males hit
i6d
dl«5> and nonwhite M u  comprised 55*4* At the ages Included In the 
three brackets above forty-four years, white males registered proper* 
tiens la excess of the measures associated with nonwhite males. At the 
m e  time, other than the identical figure of 1.1 per cent at sixty- 
five years of age and ever, white females gained relative ascendancy 
ever nonwhite females In these upper age groupings.
hew Orleans residents outdistanced migrants shove forty-four 
years, while migrants in each instance of veee and sax finished ahead 
of residents in the 20-44 year group, there should be noted the fhet 
that the aejority of the age intervals employed in the enumeration of 
migrants contained fewer than one hundred male or female nonwhite per* 
seme classified as parts of the streams to the state*s sole metropoli­
tan center.
Qut-Hiaration. The proportion of white male New Orleans out- 
aigrsmbs under twenty years of age in the flow from this metropolitan 
center to cities was smaller than that of other interregional urban in- 
migrants— 21.1 per cent as ecmpared with 24.0. (See Tables H I  and 
XXHV). Almost one-fourth of the region A outflow reported ages In the 
years of the twenties, while three-tenths of the corresponding group 
placed in this range. At ages in the intervals above the twenties per­
sons in the movement from A stood ahead in the matter of relative numeri­
cal suprmaaey.
Approximately three out of ten white males in the part of this 
flew going to rural-nonfarm locations and the samd;proportion of the 
ether stream to this residence reported ages under twenty years. In the 
twenties, however, the metropolitan group enrollment of 17*2 per cent
m
was below the 24*4 per cent present in the other interregional ease, 
the out-oigranta under survey showed slight numerical ascendancy in 
a H  of the age classes covering the years above twenty-nine.
The greater concentration in the years 5-19 among the out- 
migrants as so elated with Hew Orleans continued in the movement to 
rural farms to the extent of the differenc# from between 32.7 and 39.0 
per cent.
Only 14.4 per cent of the Hew Orleans out-group as compared 
with 22.5 per cent of the parallel flow to rural farms stated ages 
falling in the years 20-29. Central city oub-migrante were less numer­
ous in the years JO-34 and more so In the brackets of years above thid 
level*
is  compered with white females in the interregional currents 
to the three forms of residence. Hew Orleans out-migrants were relatively 
less numerous as total proportions under twenty years of age in each 
ease. The percentage figures for the non-region 4 group were urban 25.2, 
rural nonfarm 29.5# and rural farm 41.4j for the Orescent City out-going 
fmutles these measures placed at the percentage figures of 19.4 urban* 
25.1 rural menfaim, and 31.4 rural farm. In the years 20-29* white fe­
males who moved in the interregional flow exhibited greater proportional 
strength as ia-mlgrante to each type of residence than did persons leav­
ing subregion A. Of Interest is the fhet that the measures for both 
groups decreased from urban to rural nonfarm and rural fara, While for 
the years 5-19 the opposite relationship prevailed. In each of the age 
intervals in the years of the thirties and above the white females going 
from region A to urban and rural habitats were relatively more numerous 
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Hoxnghlte females in the current from area A to urban domiciles 
possessed smaller proportions in the ages below thirty years than were 
fbuad among iilgrente In the other interregional stream and larger re­
presentations in the years above twenty-nine. As compared with reel- 
dents of A this out-group evidenced numerical superiority at ages below 
twenty years, at ages 35-44 by a slight margin, and in the years above 
fifty-four, The reverse condition held in the years 20-34 and 41-54* 
then related to in<edgrants to subregion A, this cliy-to-city current 
of nonwhite females showed underrepreseatationa in the years 5-19 and 
at §5*44 and ovcrproportlonailty in other intervale.
The age make-up of aenHhite males going from hew Orleans to 
rttrel-nonfarm residence included, as compared with other movements to 
this fbsm of domicile, relatively more persons in the age span $-19 years 
sad at thirty-five sad over. A relative sparsity occurred in the 
twenties along with an equal proportion in the years 30-34* This out­
flow, in relation to the composition of residents of region A, was found 
to have disproportionately large numbers in the years 10-19 and 35-64.
The opposite relationship stood with respect to other classes of years 
except in the instance of an equal strength at years sixty-five and over.
Keswhite females from the metropolitan city who became rural- 
nonfarm in-migrants, relative to the corresponding Interregional move­
ment to this residence, were less numerous in the age intervals below 
thirty-five years and more so above this age. As compared with residents 
of subarea A, this out-stream was underrepresented in the years $-19 and 
above thirty-four. In the remaining years, 20-34, the association went 
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ratios by race and residence in 1940 for Louisiana internal 
migrants other than parsons entering New Orleans are shown in Table 
XKf * This measure for the resident population outside of subregion A 
Is  presented in  Table OTtt# The sen ratios of central city in - and out- 
nigranta and residents are given, respectively, in Tables 30001, 3000?, 
sad g n u ,
SSL Ter Total Hows# Considering in itia lly  the totals
of in te r- sad intraregional movement associated with the sin; nonmctro- 
pelltan regions sad the ring area, the degree of femaleness or malcaess 
as msssured by the sex ratio  (the number of males per one hundred females), 
evidences a umifeisdty In relation to the forms of residence# In  each 
ease of the entire How without noting the age composition, the sex ratio  
ef urban in-migrants was lowest and that of persons moving to rural farms 
highest, while the rural-nonfazm measure fe ll in an Intermediate posi­
tion. Sash of the ratios for the intraregional flow was lower than the 
corresponding figure for the Interregional shift of people, with the 
greater differentials present smettg the nonwhite migrants# The white 
sad nonwhite streams to New Orleans had lower sex ratios than the currents 
to ether urban areas within and between the subregions and below, as w ell, 
tile values of the metropolitan center's general population.
A ll of the sex ratios of urban residents and in-migrants were 
below 100*0, the highest being 94# 9 connected with the white New Orleans 
out-migrants, and the lowest 75# 7 related to the nonwhite Intraregional 
flow of migrants# In each urban racial category the white sex ratio  
ranked above the corresponding nonwhite measure# The range of rural-
Mil* xixr
S«z Ratine of Louisiana Internal Migrants Sxeept te New Orleans 





m ifeiwfcltmUrban Rural Bnl’arm aml_|9Mft... Ortam Rural Honfarm Sural Farm
Total 92*5 102*4
Interregional Migrants 
116*0 61.9 124*6 146.3
5 to 9 102*1 92.9 96.7 294. CTU4 116.4
10 to 13 99.0 136*5 120.2 63.2 132*5 121.3
14 to 19 71.6 97.0 115 .6 74.6 74.7 109.9
20 to 24 65*2 74.6 XX5.0 49*6 92*6 156.0
25 to 29 94.9 69.6 H6.7 74.0 146.6 159.9
30 te»4 99.9 167.0 109.0 106.6 111*6 149.8
35 to 44 123.2 126.9 117*6 U1.2 140*6 166.2
45 to 54 107.5 122.1 137.9 124.5 151*6 170.9
55 to 44 100.9 110.2 167.1 115.9 154.5 210.5
45-over 74.7 60*6 131.0 112.9 121*3 143a
Total 66*1 101.3 Intraregional Migrants 1U.1 75.7 98a 100.4
5 to 9 103.0 103.0 106.6 69.2 113.5 91.8
10 to 13 90.1 H3.3 111*0 78.7 66.2 98*6
14 to 19 60*4 88.3 105.0 55*3 64*2 93*1
20 to 24 55.7 76.1 66*1 53.5 76*3 m.5
25 to 29 96.1 91.7 104.3 79.0 66*1 108.8
30 to 24 H 1*3 110*2 136.3 102.4 106.4 93.8
35 to 44 113.6 124.6 111*5 91.2 136*4 100.7
45 to 54 109.4 137.1 131.3 110*6 174.4 117.6
55 to 44 94.6 116*2 146.1 105*7 86.0 147*6
65-Qrer 60*7 107.9 134*5 73.3 61.3 143*7
Sources Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal Migration Beta for Louisiana.
w*i# h o t
Sax Sitiai of the FapaUUfiB fliro Sm i v  of Ago and Ofir of the Louisiana Subregions 
Bawept Hew Orleans Classified hgr Ago# Shoe# and Rasldenas# AKiO
_________________________________ f «  tow , awl S M U m i o m
Ag® in . Wfcit. . ... ... .. ■—*«*«    ....
T«ara__________ arbaa tarrt. ■wtftw _ Im H W  W t m  B m l  * r f " T  —M* *?—
fetal 94*4 102.2 110*4 83.4 93.7 184.4
5 to 9 100.1 103.4 103.4 97.0 98.8 100.3
10 to 13 100.7 121.5 104.4 92.8 90.3 103.5
14 to 19 91.7 97.0 109.9 90.2 84.5 101.4
20 to 24 04.4 93.2 94.0 47*4 82.4 102.4
25 to 29 93.7 90.0 112.7 74.4 89.2 100.1
3© to 34 94.9 103.9 109.2 70.7 94.4 102.5
35 to 44 90.3 108.9 103.5 84.7 94.5 97.0
45 to 54 100.0 111.5 111.9 94.7 185.9 113 .2
55 to 64 94.0 101.2 125.4 92.7 100.1 124.7
45-over 81.0 90.4 129.0 01.8 92.0 121.7
Sources United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the Baited States. 1940, Population. 




























































whila placing almost as high as ths
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7**6 proportion of residents at destination and above the 77*3 measure 
for central city residents* Migration of whites from subregion A to
rural fame mac selective of males to a groator degree than in other*
streams to this r a d  residence* At the same time the ratio of 130*5 
exceeded the HQ.6 for nen-Kew Orleane residents and, of course, by a 
d d s  margin the 34*7 value for the population in the subregion of 
origin* the highest sen ratio among migrant® from the Crescent City 
appeared in connection with the H o w  of nonehltee to rural fame* 
this measure of 160*1, it will be recalled, was indicated as the top 
erne for any total migrant group*
3cx Ratios |j Agg Intervals* An examination of the see ratios 
ef« the different ago groups signifies that the range of this measure 
was greater among migrants than among residents without exception. Al­
though there were instances of deviation, a sound general observation, 
it seems, is a statement to the effect that female migrants made their 
naartuf nomerleal showings relative to the males in the three age 
classes severing the years 14-29 and again in the late years* The mean­
ing eg this statement encompasses the degree of as well as the presence 
of superiority or inferiority ef males or females*
Disregarding the tender ages of years 5-9 due to the absence of 
choice on the part of migrants, at certain age levels, 35-64 for white 
sad thirty years and over for nonwhite Interregional flows, Louisiana 
cities, excluding Row Orleans, attracted more males than females* by 
the same token White male cityward migrants in the intraregional streams 
outnumbered females in the age groups falling in the interval of 30-44 
years and again In the two classes covering the span of years 45-64*
m
***• comparable urban resident groups, other than sex ratios of 100*1 
and 100*7 associated with whites In the two age divisions under four­
teen and a ratio of 100«0 at years 45-54# females were more numerous* 
Within the age structure of white New Orleans in-migrants the 
sex ratios stood a little above 100*0 for the groups of years 35-44 and 
55-44 and below in other age brackets* Values in excess of 100*0 held 
for nsBNhites in the three consecutive classes spanning the years 30-54* 
*4e distribution of New Orleans white residents by age and sex manifested 
sax ratios of 203*5 far the whites in the years 5-9 and of 100*3 in the 
years 10-13* 4s ascertained by this measure, nonwhite female residents 
ware in the majority in all age divisions and in greatest degree in the 
graps of years 5-19 and 45-44*
From 92*9 far the years 5-9# the sex ratios of white interregion­
al rural-nonfarm in-migrants rose to 134*5 in the next Claes interval 
only to fall below 100*0 in the following three spans which covered 
years 14-29* Again there was a Jump above 100*0 which held until a 
second drop below equality of the sexes occurred at sixty-five years and 
over* Intraregional white migrants posted sex ratios above 100*0 except 
in the three Intervals covering the years 14-29. The sex make-up by age
V
of nonwhite migrants in the Interregional stream to rural-nonfarm areas 
was such that sex ratios below 100*0 appeared only in the two classes 
14-19 and 20-24 years* This flow bore far more males than did the par­
allel white current running between the subregions* Net margins of 
males appeared in the 5-9 year class of nonwhite intraregional migrants 
and later in the three divisions within which fall the ages 30-54 years* 
Only one sex ratio, that of 94*7 for the 5-9 year group, of
m
white interregional migration to rural fama was below 100*0. In Ilka 
manner bat at different level of year®, 20*24* the companion iflbrare- 
gional flow possessed a single measure of $8.1 below the point of numer­
ical balance of aha sexes. All of the values of this method of simimaris* 
lag sex composition rated above 100.0 In the ease of nonwhite inter­
regional movement to rural fame. Males outnumbered females to the ex* 
text of a eex ratio of 210.5 in the age interval of 35*64 years* the 
highest of all of the sex ratios among the possible flows of migrants.
The intraregional stream of nonwhites to rural farms* however* 
predated sex ratios of approximately 91*0 in each of the four age classes 
below twenty-five years and in the years 30-34* ^he remaining ratios 
of this flew ranged above 100*0 but by smaller degrees than was the ease 
for the current going between the subregions to rural-fam residence*
Comparison of the Sex Hatlos of Inter- and Iatrastate Migrant^ 
far every 100 female iatrastate migrants there were 99.9 males, 
the sex balance of the inflow from other states reflected the ratio of
111.2 while the measure of the out-streaa stood at 100*9. Whites moving 
in internal channels included males and females in proportions which gave 
a sox ratio of 99*5 as compared with figures of 112*9 for in- and 112*5 
for out-migraats. ffonwhitee who migrated within Louisiana possessed a 
ratio of 99.5. Members of this racial olass entering and leaving the 
state comprised males sad females in such numbers as to register ratios 
of 101.6 and 97.3* respectively.1
1 Price* eg. pp. 17* 19* 61* 63*
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* r m  thee* measures it la dear that Louisiana gained relatively 
larger number of males than females through in-migration and that fe­
males outnumbered males among out*migrants. Except for the outgoing 
nonwhltee the sex ratioe of the interstate groups were higher than 
those of the contingents moving in internal routes.
iSssstim S B  StoSSse
A M^pulwa of Louisiana and Ohio intrastate migrants was not
considered of sufficient value to warrant the classification of the 
total flows associated with the former state in addition to those for 
whites and nonwhites. As a consequence certain aspects of migration 
of Louisiana whites and nonwhites, as thought essential, will be com­
pared with the Ohio study in which there is no treatment by race.
The sex ratio of migrants in the streams between the Ohio metro­
politan subregions to urban residence was 91.3 while that for Louisiana 
whites was 92.5, exclusive of the stream to New Orleans. The Ohio rural- 
nonfaxm measure stood at 114*7 and that for Louisiana at 102.4* In this 
order the rural-fam sex ratios were 121.5 and 113*0. Hie values of 
this indicator for Ohio residents were urban 95.7, rural nonfaxm 104*1, 
sad rural fax* 114*6, as compared with 94*4 urban, 102.2 rural nonfaxm, 
and 210.6 rural farm in Louisiana.2
The sex ratio for residents of central city subregions In Ohio 
was 97.2. For New Orleans white residents this measure was 91*1. At 
the same time the figure for Ohio central city in-migrant a was 37.3 and
2 Thompson, og. cjt., p. 102.
that for white in-migrant* to tho Crescent City 81.0? Of inter oat in
connection with thic comparison of cox ratios 1« the fact that among 
Louisiana nonwhite migrants and residents,, all ratios were smaller than 
the corresponding measures for whites except in the instance of the 
migration to rural residence*
The sex ratio of white Chicago immigrants from the deep south 
placed at 97 in the ease of persons with urban communities of origin, 
the values for rural out-migrants trareling in the same stream was 100* 
Per nonwhitse, in the order mentioned above, the urban figure was 73 
end the rural 76*^
Relative to aonmlgrants, migrants to southern cities, as shown 
by Sitt, wore overrepresented in the young years* hural^fana out- 
aigrants, as compared with other groups with this status, were relatively 
most numerous in the adult ager classes. Urban migrants made the least 
showing om this count while the rural-nonfarm contingent gained an inter-* 
mediate standing* The sex distribution of migrants to southern cities 
is indicated by the following sex ratios i white, urban 99*1# rural 
asnfarm 95*6, rural farm 95*3j aoawhite, urban 86.6, rural nonfam $5*1, 
rural farm 85.4*
3 Ibid.. p. 95.
* Freedman, op* cit*. pp. 84# 85*
3 Hitt, "The Hole of Migration in Peopling Southern Cities,1*
p. 28*
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Age Composition, Louisiana's internal migrants tended to con­
centrate in the years in the twenties and to a lesser degree In the 
early thirties as compared with residents* In the years forty-four 
and above, residents were for the most part relatively more numerous 
and at sixty-five years and over there were no exceptions, the flows 
te rural fame contained on the average proportionately larger groups 
in the years 5-19 than were present in the currents to cities and 
the other rural residence.
In the years 20-29# white and nonwhite male and female city­
ward migrants outnumbered residents by proportions ranging from three 
to just bciow four to two* with females usually more overrepresented* 
Vow Orleans out-migrants, while resembling by age persons in other 
streams, included fewer young and more older individuals than were 
found among in-migrants and relatively larger numbers in the years 
20-14 than wears in the metropolitan general population.
Sex Ratios, In each ease the sex ratio of urban in-migrants 
was lowest and that of persons moving to rural farms highest# while 
the rural-nonfam measure rested in an intermediate position, Each 
intraregional figure placed below the corresponding one for the inter­
regional shift# The white and mosswblte flows to New Orleans had lower 
sex ratios than the currents to other cities, Females among nonwhite 
migrants and residents were relatively more numerous than they were in 
the white groupings. The sex^ratlos of interstate streams tended to 
rank higher than the values of this indicator of the balance of the 
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Table XXX7XX
Marital Status of White Mala and Female Interregional 
and Xntraregional Migrants and of White Residents 
14 Tears of Age and Over Classified %  Residence, 1940








































































Total Sorter 119,731 
Total Per Cent 100,0
Residents



























8 m m t  United States Bureau of the Census, Siactaanth CjgnsM Jrt
m m  State, 12U, toaaUtiUta# M a w  a* g te  z,
iidft k£ ASft# Washington, 1943# Tables 7 and 10*
Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Bata for Louisiana,
Tataa xxm.il
Marital Status of Honwhita Mala and Fnaala Interregional 
•ad Xafcxwaglanal Migranta and at KMmhita Residents 
1A Xaara of Age Mad Ovar, Classified by Residents, 1940
.Brtan Iwal touftra". ,JMtl.Fan.,-,,,.Marital stataa Mala *«■»!■ i w i . w«t«
i m i  tabar 
M a i  Pur Cant
Interregional Migrant 





























M a i  M i r  
M a i  Par Cent
Intraragional Migrant • 
1*079 2*491 1,041 1*690 























































Seureet United States Bureau of the Census, Siafcaamth Caasus *£ £t&
United 8tataa. 19A0. Papulation, Volune XX. Part 2, Charaetarla-
tfS T w ^ W a ^ i^ o n . m O a b !^  and 5 3 7
Unpublished Spatial Canaua Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana*
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tion racked as proportion* above the respective measures of interregional
X90
migrants# The percentage of married male residents on each count of 
residence occupied an intermediate position between the lower figure 
pertaining to interregional migration end the higher measure of the 
intrarcglonal tier*
J&ft Maritgl Status of SoBwhite Inter* end 
Etraregioaii Migrants
Relative to the particulars ef the marital status of nonwhltes, 
lust above three out of ten melee of the interregional migrant group 
end ef reeideate were tabulated as single person* while the inbrare- 
gloaal enumeration ef this eharaeterietle feU below this level by a 
seenb margin* Two-thirds ef the males going between the regions com- 
prised the serried segment* the other IXev and residents* though fall- 
lag to natch this parfeimaaee* included narried males to the extent of 
nere than three out of fire*
Widowed and divorced individuals represented 6*4 and 4*3 per Cent 
in that order ef the inter* and infcraregioaal streams to cities and* at 
the same time* comprised 6*2 per cent of the residents*
Here than one-third (35*6 per cent) of the inter* and one-fourth 
ef the latrareglonal current of nonwhite males to rural-nonfarm reel- 
dances were married* which proportions ranked above and below that of 
this sector of the general population (31*0 per cent)* Widowed and di­
vorced persons embraced the percentages of 6*2 of residents* 4.7 of 
Intra-* and 4*6 of interregionaX migrants in this category*
The comparatively high proportion of two out of fire nonwhite 
males in the movement between areas to rural farms indicated the single 
state as their marital condition# This measure exceeded the 31*2 per
«ont of the intraregional group by almost one-fourth. Qnt-ihird of the 
resident population concerned described its marital status as single. 
Widowed and divorced migrants and residents reached practically the 
•erne relative strength by numbers— In the neighborhood of five per cent 
in each of the three instances,
Single persons constituted one-fourth of the Inter* end 23*& 
per esBt of the intr&reglenal nonwhite female migrants to cities as 
tempered with 23,5 per cent ef residents possessing the same marital 
ehareeterietle. The relative number* of married females in these flows 
— Bunted to 6©,4 per seat of the inter* and 62.7 per cent ef the intro* 
reglesal streams* while married residents amounted to 54,5 per cent. 
Between thirteen and fourteen per cent of these cityward migrants fell 
la the widowed sad divorced class. Nearly ome*flfth (19.9 per cent) of 
resldaa&s were in this slassifieatiezi, these proportions of widowed 
and divorced* it should be noted* surpassed those of urban and rural 
shite migrants and residents and those of nonwhite migrants and reel* 
dents,
dose to one out of five nonwhite female inter* and a smaller 
proportion (17,1 per cent) of intraregional rural-nonfarm in-aigr&nte 
wore single* while two-thirds of the former and seven out of ten of the 
latter group wars married. These measures of single persons dropped to 
lower levels than those of any other Interregional stream. Nearly the 
same as the corresponding magnitudes for urban migrants and residents* 
the else of the widowed and divorced component approached thirteen per 
eent from above and below* respectively* for inter* and intraregional 
migrants and reached the plane of 17.7 per cent among residents.
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portionetely larger amber* of single person*, and fewer married and
out of ten wae recorded In the widowed and divorced el&es* When related
whit# female resident population* the foregoing representations 
showed an over-strength of single persona* slightly fewer married* and 
more widowed and divorced by the margin of between fire and six per- 
eentage palate.
Approximately three out of tea norswhit# female Hew Orleans in- 
migrants and one out of four resident* were aingla* which measures placed 
below those aeeerded white females* In the married group* however* the 
pereeatagee of 57*1 far migrants and 61*4 for residents eclipsed these 
proportions for whites* as did the mashers of widowed and divorced* 12*4 
per sent for migrants and ld.ft per eent for residents*
Nhito Out-Nlgragta. 4s compared with Imeaigrents* white male 
See Orleans eut-migrante to eitles contained fewer single* more married* 
and nearly equal numbers of widowed and divorced persons, the same set 
ef relationships held in connection with New Orleans and other urban 
residents (see fables XIXVI! and XXXjU). the same content prevailed 
with respect to inter- and in&raregieiial migration except in the ease 
ef the number of married persons in the Interregional flow* which was 
■miner by two-tenths of one percentage point*
White male migrants going from Hew Orleans to rural-nonferm 
areas Included relatively fewer single and more married persons than 
were present among New Orleans and rural-nonfarm residents ahd among 
other rursl-nenfam in-migrants* fhe proportions of widowed and divorced 
did not differ by more than small amounts*
At the same time* within the marital status composition of mi­
grants from New Orleans to rural farms there were in terms of propor­
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loasihito <fot-4tigrante. Application of the same approach to tho 
data dealing with tha marital statu* of nonwhtte migrants from tho cen­
tral city subregion to tho throo forma of residence brings up a number 
of lntorostlng foots, Tho proportions of single persons in the flows 
of nomwhite maloa to urban, rurol-nonfarn, and rural^farm residence* «x- 
ooodod la each instants those of the resident population* la and out­
side of Hot Orleans and, further, those of tho inter- and intraregional 
streams of migration to tho throe forms of habitat, in general the 
differentials mounted to from four to seven percentage points. One 
ease, that of the flow of nonwhlts males to rural farms, produced the 
largest relative number of single and the mallest strength of married 
persons, these proportions stated as percentages wore 47*$ single and 
40^7 married,
f r m  ease to ease, without a single nonconformity, the numbers 
of married ambits male migranAoin the currents from hew Orleans to 
the various kinds ef destination fell below those of residents, and, 
nor carer, ef migrants to A from other communities of origin. Although 
the percentage was only 7.4, tho number of widowed and divorced persons 
in this migrant group surpassed the showing on this eouat by residents 
and migrants with whom comparisons have been made,
Tho almost throo out of ten single persons in the cityward flow 
ef neiwhito females from Hew Orleans was as a proportion larger than 
tho same component in the other urban in-streams and in the two resident 
populations. Married persons In this current attained, on the same 
basis, a greater numerical magnitude than residents, while making a
•aller shoving then other nonwhite female migrants to cities. An over- 
proportionality of widowed end divorced prevailed in this movement from 
the Crescent City with respect to migrants, along with an underrepre­
sentation in comparison with residents*
the numbers of single nonwhite females leaving the central city 
subregion for the two rural habitats exceeded as a relative measure 
the performances of som-New Orleans residents and inter- and lmtrare- 
gienal migrants to these communities of destination, but f ell below 
the levels achieved by New Orleans residents and in-migrants*
The proportion of married persons leaving the state's city 
subarea to ge to rural-nonfarm abodes was greater than those of non- 
white female residents and in-migrants associated with what in this 
contest was the eoennmity of origin and smaller than those of other 
corresponding groups of migrants and residents*
hr the same standard the number of widowed and divorced placed 
ahead of the figures in all comparable categories of migrants with but 
the single departure present in the case of New Orleans nonwhite female 
residents, harried persons comprised a larger proportion of the stream 
under examination than of New Orleans in-migrants and residents and, at 
the same time, a smaller one than the measures of the rural-fam  general 
population mad other migration to this kind of residence. Widowed and 
divorced were relatively less numerous among the group of New Orleans 
stat-ndgradb* than among the residents of the communities of origin and 
destination and among other migrants to rural farms. As compared with 
nonwhite female metropolitan in-migrants there was an underrepresenta­
tion of widowed and divorced*


















far individuals returned as married reached the levels of 67*4 for urban,
62*9 fbr rural nonfam, and 52*4 far rural farm. From fire to aim par
east reported tha condition of widowed and divorced. Louisiana, white
male* dlffarad slightly in that thara vara present by small margins a
larger stowing of single and a amaUsr group of widowed and divorced
parsons in tha urban inflow* and mora married and not as many oldened
aad divorced in tha rural streams* Among females the principal differs*.
tiel consisted of a larger Ohio proportion of widowed and divorced by
eleae to tee percentage paints, offset by the presence of torer single
2and married migrants* Rural eemuziities draw larger proportions of 
married females than el ties. Without exception widowed end divorced 
females outnumbered males, relatively, as migrants and as residents, a 
statanest fully applicable to Louisiana and to Ohio central cities* Tha 
marital status of other groups of residents was not Included in the Ohio 
study.
S a S H
Louisiana cities attracted larger proportions of single migrants 
than were pulled to rural areas. Urban male in-migrants, white and non- 
white, included more married persons and fewer widowed and divorced in­
dividuals than were present among corresponding groups of fswales.
Single males tended to outnumber single females in the urban categories 
for migrants and residents. White and nonwhite female rural migrants 
and residents, as compared with males, were relatively less numerous as 
single persons and in the opposite relationship in regard to statuses
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Chapter VII 
THB SJUCATIOHAL STATUS OF MIdfcOTS
Each of tho major institutions of a sooiety has a stake in tho 
trsnsmlisloB through tho educational proooss of a part of tho cultural 
heritage. In soAtrn aoelal orders, however, the role of formal educa­
tion has beeene increasingly larger in scope and greater in significance. 
The schooling provided by a ccammnity for its members is a sensitive in- 
dleator of the degree ef concern over the well-being of the people and 
the om-ceodng generations. Many status-role positions which may be 
achieved require certain educational qualifications for entry* and not 
of lesser importance is the fact that numerous social actions can be car­
ried out more effectively* other factors remaining equal* by individuals 
who have pertinent Skills and knowledge imparted through formal train­
ing. The educational status of migrants influences their ability to 
adjust In their new and necessarily different surroundings and* as well, 
reflects the losses and gains of the communities sending and receiving 
people* The crucial bearing of this statement becomes obvious when re­
lated to the marked and persistent educational differentials present in 
Louisiana by residence and by raoe.
The data showing the educational status of migrants and residents 
refer to years of schooling completed by persons twenty-five years of 
age and over at the elementary* high school* and college levels. Indi­
viduals with unknown formal education were grouped with those who com­
pleted fewer than five years of elementary school* The educational
203
performance of white interregional and intraregional migrants in pre­
sented in Table XU, table XLII eontaine similar information for the 
white and nonwhite 1940 Louisiana populations except persons residing 
in Hew Orleans,
ana Mass mi MamfmA Sterola
White Hales, Members of this sex and racial group with edues* 
tlenal attainments on the three elementary levels were relatively less 
nnarBtts in the role of migrants to urban and rural residences than as 
members of the general populations, this condition, it should be noted, 
held for the totals of the proportions reaching the under 5, 5 and 6, 
and 7 sad 6 years of school, as will be brought out in the analysis, 
far all comparisons ef migrants and residents irrespective of race, sex, 
and residence, exeept in the one instance of the flow of nonwhite fe­
males to Hew Orleans, which case represented a reversal of the relation­
ship by a scant four-tenths of one percentage point.
Consideration of white male migrants in the movement among and 
within the subregions shows that the proportion of the interregional 
cityward current with schooling on the elementary plane was 33*0 per 
sent while that of persons in the intraregional stream was 36,3 per cent. 
Both of these magnitudes were, as stated above, below the measure for 
residents. Eight at one-fifth of the inter-subarea flow placed in each 
of the two high school divisions, these percentage expressions for the 
intraregional movement were larger by a small margin. Standing between 
nineteen and twenty per cent, these proportions among residents closely 
approximated those of migrants.
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Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal Migration Data for Louisiana
fable m i
Proportion ef 1940 Leulaiana Population Sxcept Now Orleane Tweniy-fIve Years ef Age and Over 
Classified by fears ef Spooling Completed and by Residents and San and Rate, 1940





94,825 90,572 112,474 99,765
Total Per Cent io o ,o 100,0 100,0 100.0 100*0
Under 5 and unknown 15*1 13,9 28.0 25,1 41*2 * 34.8
Grade Schools 5 to 6 10,6 9.9 15,4 14.6 20,2 19,7
7 to 6 16*7 14.5 17i2 15,7 16.8 I6i9
High School; 1 to 3 19*5 19,8 17;8 18.6
1^2
13*4 16.5
4 19*1 23*7 11,1 5.0 7,0
College; 1 to 3 9*7 11.1 *9*5,4
7,4 2.1 3.4
4 or more 9.3 7.1 4,5 1,3 1.6
Total Number 42,109
Nonwhite
50,053 3 8,526 40,108 a , 937 76*330
Total Per Cent 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0
Under 5 and unknown 57.5 50.6 70.5 62.5 80.1 70.7
Grade Schools 5 to 6 21.0 22.7 16.9 20.6 13.0 18.4
7 to 8 12.1 13.8 7.3 8.7 4.6 6,8
High School: 1 to 3 5.3 6.9 3.4 4.8 1.6 2.8
4 2.1 3.4 0.9 1.6 0.4 0.7
College; 1 to 3 1.0 1.7 0.5 1,2 0*2 0.5
4 or more 1.0 ______JfeJL....... . . ,SaL, ,_____Sd... 0.1 0.1
Source; United States Bureau of the Census* Sixteenth Census of the United States. 1940, Volume II, 
part 2* Characteristics of the Population. Washington, 1945* fables 15 and 39*
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stood ahead of residents, thou# for tho intraregional current tho do* 
gross of superiority wore loos than one percentage point. For tho 
general population and for intraregional migrants, tho numbers with one 
to three and four years and over of eollege clustered around one out of 
ten persona, while these for the interregional eats registered at 12*0 
per east for the lower college interval and at 15*2 per cent for the 
upper bracket shewing four years and over of eellege training* In sum- 
saiy, among white sale other urban in-migrants there were in terns ef 
proportionality fewer persons than among residents with elementary 
educational achievements and more who ranked on the high school and 
eeUcge planes*
The attainments in formal education on the part of rural-non- 
farm white male migrants and residents tended to rank between the 
greater accomplishments of the population entities associated in the 
eapasitp ef residents or migrants with urban Louisiana and the lower ones 
ef the rural-farm groups. A little less than one-half (47*0 per cent) 
sad a little more than this proportion (52*5 per cent), in that order, 
ef white male rural-nonfhrm in-migrants in the inter- and intraregional 
flews had ended their years of schooling at an elementary stage, dust 
shore three-fifths of residents experienced similar terminations of 
their school progress. Between three and four out of ten individuals 
following these routes of migration across and within the regional 
boundaries reported a sufficient number of years of schooling to warrant 
their inclusion in the high school range as compared with below three 
eat of ten <23.9 per cent) of residents. Almost twice as many Inter­
regional and only a few more intraregional migrants than the one out of
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tea white ruralHaoaffuna residents claimed college years of formal educa­
tion*
Sweeping and highly significant changes In educational composi­
tion appear an soon as the analysis is turned to the rural-farm people 
of Louisiana, although the signs of the modifications emerge in connec­
tion with rural-nenfarm inhabitants* Above seven out of ten (72*9 per 
cent) of white sale interregional and more than three-fourths (77.5;per 
seat) of intraregional rural-farm in-migrants finished only elementary 
school levels of education* Both of these proportions were smaller than 
the percentage figure of 78*2 fbr residents* In the neighborhood of 
one-fifth of each of the two migrant groups and of the general popula­
tion completed years of schooling on the high sehool plans* The 
measures for eollege training stood dose to five per cent*
Waite Female, As compared with male, white female urban in- 
mlgrants and residents represented selected groups on the score of educa­
tion in that there were smaller proportions in the elementary school and 
larger ones in the high sehool intervals. As totals, the relative num­
bers of males and females with one or more years of college training dif­
fered by two percentage points or less in each instance*
The elementary sehool classification applied to three out of ten 
white female urban in-migrants and to a larger number of residents (38*3 
per eent)* In a converse direction, on a proportionate basis, the be­
tween four and five out of ten migrants with years of high school to 
their credit ranked above the 43*5 per Cent of residents* Persons with 
one or more years of college education reached the number of 17,1 per 
sent ef the inter- and 15*0 per eent of Intraregional migrants to attain
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greater numerical stature than did residents with the figure o f 11*9 
per eent*
though smaller than the male proportions, the still Urge hum- 
here of tAlte female rural-fara in-migrants with years of schooling in 
the elmaentary class, 64*4 per eent for the inter* and 60.4 per sent 
for the intraregional flow, were greater than those of other white fe­
male migrant groups and smaller than the 71*4 per eent in the rural- 
faana resident population* At the same time the high sehool aggregate 
comprised approximately twenty-seven per eent of each of the two 
streams of migrants, which measure was in excess of the 23*6 per eent 
ef residents* Interregional migrants who had completed one or more 
years of college reached the relative strength of 7*5 per eent to out* 
rash the 4*ft per sent of persons moving within the state areas* Stand­
ing in an intermediate position, the representation of eollege trained 
residents was 5*0 per cent*
lamddte Inter- and Intraregional Migrants
fable XLHI was prepared to present the proportions of nonwhite 
migrants, except those associated with Hew Orleans as im-mlgrants, as 
they fitted into the eUssificatory apparatus in terms of which the 
eharaoteristie of formal education is recorded* Before proceeding with 
the analysis, one expected but nevertheless important general statmnent 
earn be made without reservation* The data show that the educational 
attainsents of nonwhite migrants was inferior to those of whites*
Within the educational composition of nonwhite migrants as com­
pered with the structure of residents, there were in the interregional 
flews to the three feme of residence smaller relative numbers of persons
proportions of Nonwhite Interregional and Intraregional Migrants and Bssldonts JSxnopt Now Orleans 
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whose years of schooling ended on the elementary stage and larger num­
ber* with high eehool and eollege training, On the first two counts, 
those of elementary and high school, a like situation prevailed in 
connection with the intraregional movement of this racial group) how- 
over* virtual equality of total performance in eollege of migrants and 
residents appeared. In fact male city residents eclipsed male urban 
In-arlgraats by the very mall degree of one-tenth of one percentage 
point, while female naral-farm residents and in-migrants stood in the 
ones relationship,
gonefatts Halos* Above eight out of ten (84*9 per cent), more 
them two and one-half times the measure for whites, of nonwhite male 
interregional migrants to cities had finished their formal education 
in elementary school, the proportion of intraregional migrants was 
mere them nine cut of ten (90,3 per sent), and that of the corres­
ponding resident group was virtually the same at 90,6 per cent, these 
large increments necessarily reduced the numbers with high school and 
eollege achievement. As was shown to be the case in the treatment of 
the white racial dess, the educational records of migrants in streams 
running aero as regional lines tended to place ahead of those of persons 
moving inside the state subareas. As a total the relative number of 
interregional migrants with high school accomplishment approached one 
out of ten individuals in the category under observation, which magnitude 
was twice the size of the measure for the eollege group, The smaller 
registrations of intraregional nonwhite male migrants in these two di­
visions were almost the same as the percentages for residents of 7,4 for 
blgfr school and 2*0 for college.
residents turned in slailar reports, us compered with percentage figures 
In the thirties for whites in these groupings* Around twelve per cent
i ff












•ehm & year* claimed e little mere than nine out
of oach of the iw© nonwhite f«male migrant stream* # end a representation
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Before turning to a consideration of New Orleans in* and out
214
migration, i t  is wall to specify on a general plane the relationships by 
sise which wore preset within the intervale of years of schooling con­
tained in  the elementary, high school, end college classes. Among white 
migrants to cities and rural-nonfara habitats, the proportions of under 
five peers and unknown were larger than those of five and six years and 
M ailer than these of seven and eight years except In the instance of 
the intraregienal flew of males to rural-nonfam areas. Here the IS.4 
per cent for seven and eight years was surpassed by the 19*4 per cent 
eemneeted with the under five years and unknown group. The measures 
associated with white rural-nonfarm residents and migrants stood in  a 
descending order ef magnitude running from the lowest to the highest 
amount ef fbm al education, he readily apparent pattern held at the 
high school and college levels for white urban and rural-nonfarm mi­
grants sad residents.
With so exceptions there was present among nonwhite migrants and 
residents for males and females and for each of the three types ef resi­
dence a decrease in proportion as years of schooling increased through 
the high school interval of four years. On the college level, however, 
in three eases among migrants, the in ter- and intraregional male currents 
to cities and the rurd^enfam  Inflow, the relative numbers ef persons 
with four years and over of college exceeded the strength shown by mi­
grants who completed fewer years on this educational plane. Apart from 
two cases of equality, urban and rural-nonfam males, the percentages of 
nenwhite residents with but one to three years of college ranked above 
these with four years and over.
as
Wey O r l W M  Whit* to-Migrante 
Bata depicting the educational statue of white and nonwhite 
nale and female Hew Orleans in-migrante end residents are shown in 
Table XLI?. The same information for out«migrants classified by resi­
dence in 1940 Is contained in fable SLV#
laass e a t  ladteffiia* Examination of these materials reveals 
that persons with educational attainments in the three elementary 
school groupings constituted as a total proportion 47*3 per cent of 
the white sale in-oigrants as compared with three-fifths of residents 
and a little more than two-fifths of the urban population outside of 
Hew Orleans* Migrants with completed years of high school to their 
credit reached nearly three out of ten persons, which relative showing 
was above the approximation of one-fourth of the residents in the com­
munity of destination and below the almost two-fifths of the community 
of origin* The college representation of 23*3 per cent was signifi- 
easily ahead of the measure of 13*3 per cent for Hew Orleans residents 
sad somewhat higher than the 19*0 per cent of the other resident group* 
Relative to other white male urban in-migrants, the educational achieve­
ments of persons in the stream to Hew Orleans included an overrepressata- 
tion in the elementary school classes, a smaller strength in the high 
school division, and a performance in the eollege years superior to the 
Intraregional showing but below the interregional attainment.
White Female In-Mlgrants. More than two-fifths of white females 
in the movement to Louisiana*a central city subregion reported elementary 
stages of formal education as compared with nearly three-fifths of the 
city's residents and less than two-fifths of residents in the population
216
Table XLXV
Proportion of Hew Orleans In-tflgrants and Residents Classified 
by T o m  of Schooling Completed and by Race and Sex, 1940
Tears of dohool 
Completed
Migrants ^SasSSinls..'
female .., JBfljiL Female
Total Humber
White 
1,434 1,737 99,832 112,093Tbtal P w  Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Under $ and 13.6 12.0 13.7 12.3Grade Sehoolt $ to 6 U.8 11.7 15.7 15.9
7 to 8 a.9 19.8 30.8 30.9
®Lgh School i 1 to 3 12.3 15.0 11.6 12.4
4 16,7 22.6 14.4 19.0
Colleget 1 to 3 8.7 10.6 5.6 $.2
4 or store 15.1 8.3 8,2 4.3
Nonwhite
Total Kosher 410 42S 38,579 46,034
Total Per Gent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Under 5 and unknown 45.6 . 43.2 42.2 39.4
Grade Schools | to 4 23.2 22.9 24.8 25.0
7 to 8 10.3 21.2 21.5 22.5
Sigh School! 1 to 3 6.0 6.3 6.2 7.0
4 2.7 2.6 2.9 3.6
College! 1 to 3 0.7 2.6 1.1 1.3
4 or more 2.7 1.2 1.3 1.2
Sourest United States Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the 
Baited S t a f . 1940. Volume X I. Part 3. Characteriatiee o T  
tty Population> Washington, 1943, Table 39.
Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935*1940 Intern­
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margins in the two higher elementary categories. Impressed in percentage
2X7
fbra 40 totals these proportions amounted to 87*1 for migrants and 88, § 
for rosldontt. Similar relationships characterised nonwhite females 
nith reepeot to their periods of formal training* for both male and fe­
male migrants and residents the proportional measures of high school 
education from one to three years fell within a range extending from 
16*2 to 7,0 per sent, and as such were approximately double the per­
centages for four years of high school. Less than four per eent of male 
and below three per eent of female migrants and residents reported 
college training. Festalea who had completed four years and over of 
eollege made the small showing of 1,2 per eent among migrants and resi­
dents while these figures for males were 2*7 and 1*3 par cent*
Along with the presence of differences not great in degree 
there was a substantial sore of agreement between the educational status 
ef nonuhite male and fmnale Hew Orleans in-migrants and that of persons 
In the Inter- and intraregional currents to other Louisiana cities. In­
quiry into the nature of these differentials shows that in the ease of 
; the interregional flow, migrants of both sexes embraced within their 
memberships proportionately fewer persons than were in the Hew Orleans 
^ group with elementary school years and larger numbers who progressed to 
sad through high school and college. Nonwhite intraregional males, how- 
erer, contained larger representations at the elementary stage and smaller 
total strength in the high school and college groups than were present 
among the central city in-migrants. The same comparison applied to 
females signifies a larger elementary school component and smaller high 
school and college elements. With no difference in proportions in ifc- 
eess of 2,1 percentage points, nonwhite male and female residents of New




































flew of white males relative to residents in the community of destination*
















tenth# on high school levels, and somewhat above one-tenth in the college 
group* In the order ef this listing, the percentages for rural-farm
222
residents w r e  fractionally above seventy-eight, eighteen, and three, 
foe educational standing of other white male rural-farm In-migrants,
It nil1 he recalled, rated above that ahown here for resident# by only 
■nil magnitudes,
Ihltt# Female, This cl&sa of migrants from New Orleans to other 
cities enrolled in their rank# relatively more persons with college 
and high school training and fewer with only elementary schooling 
than were found among the general population ef the state's largest 
city, The percentages for this current of migrants were 34*$ for 
elementary school, 42,5 per eent for high school, and 22,7 per cent 
for college. The resident proportions were vexy close to three-fifths 
elementary, three-tenths high school, and one-tenth college, A com­
parison of migrants with residents at destination shows that no dif­
ference in the total for any of the three educational levels was as 
much as five percentage points. On the whole, however, the migrants 
were better educated with the advantage created by the presence of 
relatively fewer persons in the elementary division and greater num­
bers in the eollege representation. When migrants are related to mi­
grants, higher achievements in education are found among the white 
females leaving Hew Orleans than among the metropolitan in-migrants, 
while persons in the interregional movement to other cities rank 
ahead, but not significantly so, of the city subregion in-streams. In 
the intraregional case a email differential in the proportions of col­
lege trained persons not in favor of the boundary-crossing group was 
offset by the presence of a larger high school component and a smaller 
amber on the elementary school level.
The distribution according to years of schooling completed of 
New Orleans white female out-migrants to rural-nonfarm Louisiana in­
cluded 44*5 per cent with elementary school aecomplishnmnts, 41*4 per 
cent with high school training, and 14*0 per cent on the college plane. 
Eesidents in the urban source community and the rural-aonfarm general 
population with proportions which approached three-fifths elementary, 
three-tenths high school^ and one-tenth college were less well edu­
cated* the relative numbers of white female intraregional rural- 
aonfarm in-migrants in each of the classes of formal education were 
duplicates ef those in the current from the metropolitan subregion 
within the limits ef one and four-tenths percentage points. At the 
same time white females in the other interregional flow to this resi­
dence held a slight advantage on the count of education.
The migration of white females from the central city region 
to rural farms was in an overall sense selective of persons with 
greater numbers of years of completed schooling. Just above one- 
half of this urban out-stream reported formal training on elementary 
stages while the high school and college proportions, respectively, 
were 36.0 and 13*5 per eent. The corresponding measures for residents 
of the city subarea were within one and four-tenths percentage points 
ef sixty, thirty, and ten per cent* The educational record of white 
female rural-farm residents embraced the proportions of 71*4 per cent 
elementary, 23.6 per eent high school, and 5*0 per cent college. Mi­
grants of this class in the other flows to rural farms, while of higher 
qaulity than that found in the parallel resident groups, were lower in 
educational attainment than were the New Orleans out-migrants to this 
type of habitat.
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the uniformly poor record of Louisiana*$ nonwhite people In 
formal education mas expressed in the years of formal schooling ac- 
eredited to males and females in the movement to the three f o r m of 
residence. A repeat performance occurred in the matter of rural in- 
migrants and re aidant a being leaa educated than persona in the urban 
divisions.
Hocwhitc Kales. the structure of years ef schooling completed 
tor nonwhlte males in the out-flow from New Orleans to other urban 
places contained the proportions ef nearly four-fifths in the ele­
mentary classes, of 15*0 per cent in the high school groupings, and 
7*6 per eent in the college intervals. For residents of this sub- 
region the loner shoeing prevailing comprised the following percent­
ages t SS,5 elementary, 7*1 high school, and 2.4 eollege. these tm  
sets ef proportions ranked shove the one for nonwhite male urban 
residents outside the state** largest city. Persons in the ciiy-to- 
elty stream from the metropolitan regions mere better educated than 
the migrants in the other interregional flow and in the movement with­
in the six non-metropolitan subregions.
Close to nine out of ten nonwhlte males leaving Heir Orleans 
for rural-adafam locations indicated only elementary formal school­
ing. A little more than one-half of the remaining ten per cent quali­
fied in the high school range to produce the usual smallest magnitude 
for the college representation. When related to residents of the 
Crescent City, the educational performance of this class of migrants 
mas almost the same on the elementary level, a little below nine out
km lav la that almost nine out of ton persons had finished only
from New Orleans to thle rural residence. The combined totals of
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Migrants with higher than elementary training amounted to 4*1 par cant 
ter the interregional flow and to 2,8 per cent ter the intraregional 
stream
A comparison of the Materials in Tables XU? and XL? shows that 
nenuhite female go* Orleans out-migrant* attained higher levels of edu­
cational achievement than were present among residents of the metro­
politan state subarea. The above seven out of ten migrants who placed 
Aft the elementary school constituted a smaller proportion than the 
percentage of 84*9 for the resident population. At the same time the 
high school segment of 6,4 per cent exceeded the 10,6 per cent of resi­
dents, Finally the almost one-tenth credited with years of college 
was practically four times as numsrou« as the measure of 2,5 per eent 
ter residents. Inasmuch as no total proportion ter any of the three 
educational classes in the liew Orleans and other urban nonwhite female 
general populations differed by more than the small amount of three- 
tenths of a percentage point, it is dear that the migrants under 
consideration were better educated than the residents whose ranks they 
joined.
As compared with other urban in-migration of nonwhite females, 
the educational composition of the metropolitan outflow, upon examin­
ation of the data in Tables XLIil and XL?, can be seen to comprise 
larger relative numbers of persons with higher years of schooling.
One of the two flows, the intraregional, possessed virtually the same 
proportional make-up as that indicated above for the corresponding 
resident population, With this fact in mind the size of the differen­
tials in education among this group of migrants becomes known. Within
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small limit* interregional nonwhite female rural-nonfarm in-ralgranfcs 
rated above those moving within the region, and below those coming 
from Hew Orleans to this residence*
the uniformity of migrants* higher accomplishments in formal 
training continued unbroken in the instances of the migration of non- 
shite females from Louisiana's largest city to the two rural resi­
dences* Virtually the same, Idle proportions of migrants with only 
elementary years of schooling were approximately three-fourths*
Persons in the high school groupings accounted for dose to 13*0 
per eent of each of the rural instreams while a little more than 
one-tenth placed on the eollege plane in each ease* All comparable 
resident populations reported attainment in education below the 
record detailed above* The range of difference increased from the 
metropolitan group to the rural-nonfarm and rural-farm populations* 
When related to the inter- and intraregional migration of norwhite 
females to rural-nonfarm areas, the educational status of migrants 
in the metropolitan outflow is seen to be of higher quality.
Comparison With Other Studies 
A comparison of Louisiana intrastate white migrants with Ohio 
migrants reveals that Ohio males moving from communities of origin in 
metropolitan subregions to urban residences in the same type of region 
displays an educational composition comprising the percentages of 41.9
on the elementary school stage, 39.7 on the high school level, and 19*4
1In the college interval. Given in the same order, these percentages
1 Thomson, o£. oit*. p. 158*
far loidsiattafintausive of the small number of ring migrants, were 
3JtO* 3I»S| and 27*2* Ohio females In this flow Included larger num­
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urban communities were beat educated* Southern migrants possessed 
the lowest degree of fennel education*^
Hitt, after analysing the 1940 data dealing with migration 
to southern cities, Indicated that the educational attainment of mi** 
grants was In general superior to that of nonmigrants, the materials 
covered In this study of cityward movement concerned only the years 
of formal schooling for persons 25-34 years of age* the census pub* 
llcations contained no information on education for other age group*
A number of conclusions can be reached in regard to the edu­
cational status of migrants. In general migrants were better educated 
than were persons In the stable populations* The rural-urban continuum, 
when placed In this context, brought out the fact that urban in-migrants 
tend to evidence the greatest number of years of schooling to their 
credit* In Louisiana, the already well-known inferior educational 
performance of Negroes made its appearance once more. If the as­
sumption can be made that on the average Interregional migrant* moved 
greater distances than did the persons moving within the subregions, 
then It appears that there was a slight positive relationship between 
distance and formal education. Schmid and Griswold reported only the 
educational status ef central city in- and out-migrant*. The find­
ings agree with the results indicated above In that migration was se­
lective of persons with higher attainments In formal education as com­
pared with residents of the metropolitan subregions.^
5 Freedman, og. clt.. p. 63.
^ Hitt, "The Role of Migration in Peopling Southern Cities."
? Schmid and Griswold, OjD. clt.. p. 323.
Summary
Among ell ef the classes of migrants considered in the pro* 
ceding analysis, the group with the smallest proportion, 30.6 per 
wat, of persons with only elementary formal schooling was the con- 
tingaat of white females moving by Interregional routes to urban 
residence, the largest relative number of migrants on this education­
al level was the 97.2 per eent of nenwhlts males in the intraregional 
flew to rural farms. For residents the least elementary percentage 
of 38.3 appeared in the white female urban population outside of New 
Orleans. The ether extreme concerned the nonwhite male rural-farm 
residents— 97.7 per cent, the smallest total relative high school 
representation among migrants was the 2. $ per cent figure for nonwhite 
males in the intraregional stream to rural fame. While female mi­
grants to cities other than region A gained the highest measure of 
47*9 per cent in the high school grouping. Nonwhite male rural-farm 
residents with 2.0 per eent occupied the cellar position, while the 
43.5 per cent of white female urban residents exclusive of A led on 
this score. For migrants the smallest college proportion was the 0.3 
per cent of nonwhite males who moved within the subregions, the 
largest percentage of migrants with college attendance was the 30*2 
amplitude for white males going from New Orleans to other cities. In 
the cellar position among residents was the nonwhite male group out­
side of the Crescent City with the percentage of 0.3* The parallel 
white male urban population had the highest relative number with 
college training— 19.0 per cent.
Nonwhites were less well educated than whites as migrants and 
as residents. Migrants were better educated than residents in the two
232
racial classes. Urban migrants and re aidants po ssessed the highest 
attainments In formal training, while rural-farm groupings ranked 
lowest, the rural-nonfarm contingent, as a rule, plated in an inter­
mediate location which approached the urban performance* Intraregion­
al migrants tended to hare poorer records in education then the ac- 
oompliahments of persons in channels between the subareas* In the 
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the labor force status* major occupation, and wage and salary 
income charaeteriatic* at migrants a w  analysed la this order la the 
present chapter, The materials apply* a* stated previously in other 
oeaneeUen** to migrant* la their X % 0  eominttiee at destination as 
distinguished from their aoanualUee at origin tire yarn earlier in 
1 W .  Xn view at the teehnioel nature at son* of the categories* pro* 
IMmsyy statement* either from or based an publications at the Bureau 
at the Census are incorporated la the teat at appropriate points,
the data shewing the employment status at migrant* and reel* 
dents refer to pereone fourteen year* at age and aver and their activ­
ity daring the week ef Kerch 24 to 30* 1910. On the basis of the in* 
formation enumerated* the eenoeraed population* ecu be classified into 
tea maim groups*
(a) Persons in the labor ferae including those at wash* 
those with a job but temporarily absent from work* these 
on public emergency work* and those seeking work j and
(b) person* not in the labor force, the latter group 
include* persons reported as engaged in own house wort* 
these In school* these unable to work* ail inmates ef 
penal institutions and mental institutions and hens* 
ibr the aged* Infirm and needy regardless ef their 
activity daring the census seek) ethers net at work end 
having a job* net on public emergency work* and net seek* 
lug merki and persons for whom employment status was net 
reported,*
The data are acknowledged to be subject to error on sons counts, 
ft is known* for enaaple* that in some instances emergency workers were 
reported as ”at work11 rather than as "on public emergency work,”2
1 United States Bureau ef the Census, Sixteenth Census $£ the 
Halted states, 1940, Population, Volume 111, Fart 3, The labor Force, 
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Soar##« United Statoa Bureau of the Cenaua
Gngnftll#h#d Speoial C«n#u# Tabulation# of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data far Louisiana.
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Tablo s u m
Labor h n i  Stetaa of HonwhlU Mala and Mania Intorrogional 
M l  Intrarogloiial MLgraotatod BavMadfca 14 Taar* of Ago 
and 0**r Claaslflsd by Rosidoaoo, 1940
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in this connection that * striking difference appear® between intra- 
and i 8 t o m g i « M l  nigrants, fb* only f M  par cent of the latter type 
«T MDMfaiit nolo rural-nonfaTm ia-edgraiite vara employed* The intro­
duction of distance a» a footer in the employment states of migrants 
• t t w  *» eaplaiietien anises United in application to the ncmhite 
racial gv«ri olnco a higher proportion of Into** than introrogional 
white aalo g&grants to m l M h n  areas acre employed. the picture 
la altered son*what through the insertion of the percentage amount of 
dt«l for residents la the category In question, for new there appear® 
the d e e  significant everrepreaentation of 00.0 per cent eoployed in 
the t B h m f t o M l  Idhr feroe component, which proportion la no* 
siderabily la eases* of that of the resident group.
farther aspect® of the pattern of nonwtiltt labor force statue 
encage with the shifting of attention to the nsasvsre of persona listed 
ae easrgsasy workers or aeekiag work. £n the ease at hand, that of 
am A - n e n g a m  aigrante and residents, the proportion of energeney 
wethers Her latraregietial and intemgioiial migrants m m  below the 
resident figure of 3.1 per cent, and* ncrsover, below these measure* 
fOr white nlgrassta and residents. Itofiwhit* m u idsxst* qualified in 
relatively greater mfcere (11.0 per cent) for Hating as eeeking work 
than did nlgraxste, Oat not by wide margins. Intraregional migrants 
net In the labor force went ppprsadnately one-half ae numerous with a 
proportion of 11*5 per cent aa were residents with 22.1 per cent, 
while interregional sdgraote, corrolary to the low proportion of esc* 
ployed, were relatively ene~third nere mvosrone at the figure of 31.5 
per cent.
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Above four-fifths xtomditt* male inirsregienal 
iiHBlgnrnti and resident* had the labor force rank of employed. three* 
fifth* of interregional migrants enjoyed a similar position* Again 
thsr* Is suggested the possible influence of distance as one deter­
minant of the employment status of nensiilte male migrants*
negligible relative representations with only minor differonoes 
shooed among migrants and resident* in eemneetion with the dLasaifl- 
eatioa of emergency worker and seeking souk# Persons not in the labor 
force reaehed approximately equal magnitudes for latrareglonai migrants 
ami residents* respectively 14*0 and 15*7 per sent* the highest pro* 
portion (17*5 per sent) of vihlte or nonwhlte males not in the labor 
fere* oeeurred in regard to the interregional flow to rural farms*
Jh summary* the proport lens of employed nonwhitc male urban 
1* ml great* sad residents fall significantly below those of whites* 
hr the same standard of eeqparlseii* larger numbers of nomdilte migrants 
and residents rated inclusion in the category of seeking work* and, 
though for tiiite and nonwhite residents the same proportion of 20*7 
per sent hold for the class of not in labor force* nomdiite migrants 
wore more numerous in tills division*
In all the forms of residence* nonuhlte female migrants and resi­
dent* contained larger proportions than whites of employed persons and 
smaller rushers not In labor force* Apart from one ease of noncon­
formity* that of the interregional inflow to rurel-nenfara areas* 
aMMhite female migrants and residents were relatively less numerous 
than whites as emergency workers. Without exception the members of 
this r&ce-sex group were proportionately more numerous than whites in
m
***** fdree tele of **#Jcing * H e 9 the proportion* of employed non* 
white female* approximated two out of five person* in the Hows with* 
in and totwoon to* subregion* to oitio* *ndf a* well* in the urban 
general population, while on each of these count* a little more than 
one-half wo* classified a* not In the labor ferae. In any eaoe the 
registration of energsiMy worker* fell below one-half of one per went, 
the 6,6 per eent of intro- and the 5*1 per cent of interregional 
migrants attained greater relative numerical stature a* member* of the 
ooolring-work olae* of labor force status than did resident* with the 
M M o r t  of 4*0 per cent,
the labor Ibre* of nonwhite female migrants to rural-nonfarm 
abode* included ae employed the percentage* of 31,3 in the intraregion- 
al *trean and 34,4 in the flow between the subareas, both of which pro­
portion* were higher than the S$,6 per coot of resident*, hot a single 
migrant in the Moment within the region* was listed a* m  emergency 
worker, it the same time, among the interregional migrant* the 0,9 
per cost shown a* emergency worker* stood above the 0,2 per cent for 
residents, approximately three per cent of migrant* and resident* in 
the labor force wore classified a* seeking work. Between six and 
seven out of ten wore not in the labor force with resident* placing 
ahead of the migrant group* on this count.
One out of five nonwhite female rural-fara in-migrant* and 
resident* in the labor force were employed, while just below four- 
fifth• gained classification a* not in the labor fore®, Emergency 
worker* constituted 1*** than one-tenth of one per cent each of intra- 
regien&l migrant* and resident* and only thle proportion of interregional
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Table wmi
labor Ibroc Status oi Whita and Nm&ite Wm Orleans* In-Mlgrant* 
and Raaideata 14 Yeara oT Age and Owrf 1940
7 Z T T I  Z Z E B E Z  Z B E E ZjtiaBLBKaustetei____ «»*» - »■«........aa........Wimi
Whit*
fetal fTusfeer 2,429 3,0*4 132,329 147,744Total for Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
72.5 33.7 48.7 24.2t o p B f  Wbffcers 3.5 1.2 4.1 1.9Seeking Work 7.3 2.4 8.3 8.8Net Is Labor Force 14.0 42.5 18.9 71.1
XeuMblt*
fetal M m t 412 772 51,441 42,745fetal Far Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sapleyed 40.4 34.1 35.4 35.1&— rgeacy Workers 3.4 0.0 13.0 1.4
a m d e f V N t 14.7 10.9 12.3 4.4
Net in Labor Fbree 21.1 52.2 19.3 54.7
Seared Bnitcd States Bureau ot the Cantus, Sfotecftth Census e| tfoy 
<NLwa Stetw. 1940. flam g .  JEart 3, tf
the Population. Washington. 1943# Tabic 41#
tfapsft&lsbed Spaoial Census Tabulations of 1935*1940 Internal 
Klgrskim Bata tor Louisiane.
346
*aM» 2 U E
takar fan* Stataa of mm Orlaana Oat-Kigranta 
Q u t U M  tf tew, 8ax, and Baaldanea, 1940
  -  - .........  *— Ida—  . -■ t* -.....  ,_■■■■
~ ~ T  T T . i  gBaflJtegami a„gwftaBm,.,Mwr_Item_3WB«a  W O w. ..Kamal* Mala M O j
M a i  I M i r 1,345
Wbito
2 , 1 M 2ff »
100.0
3*040 459 449Total Par Cost 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
isplajad 7a.« 23.0 73.1 14.5 59.5 4.4ftHVMIKr Mamiwi—S H O P O  ^ S v t l r - t V - S K V S -  w 1.4 0.7 2.0 0.9 1.7 0.8
Svtking Work 5*7 1.2 4.3 1.0 4.0 o.4lot is Labor FOraa 22.1 75.1 10.6 #1.4 )#.« 92.0
Total Susbar 330
Ztoxmhlta
440 374 4)9 454 248
Total Par Cast 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Esplojad 43.1 33.4 53.4 37.# 39.4 28.0
Sasrgmgr Workara 3.1 1.2 4.5 2.5 1.3 1.1
M i n g  Vork 7.7 2.7 12.3 4.1 2.2 3.0
Bat is Lobar FOraa 44.1 62.7 27.0 95.4 57.1 47.9
Seareat Unpublished Special Oaaaas Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
mention Bata far Louisiana.
m
ffomdiite bigrante. the labor force composition of the stream 
of noiwhlte males bo Sew Orleans embraced three out of five persons 
In the position of employed, which proportion placed ahead of tbo 55*4 
por eent of residents. As indicated by tbs sans standardf the employed 
among tills g m p  of £n»mlgr*xits were subtly loss numerous proportions 
ately than tbs earns element in tbs intrarogional flow and relatively 
loss nonsrsns tbsn tbs showing In tha introreglo&al current to other 
si tins*
Bis relative number of 3.6 par sent of emergency workers among 
nsmdtlte mole migrant* to Hew Orleans was noticeably below tbs figure 
of 13.0 per sent of the residents* while the proportion of 14.7 per 
sent listed as seeking work outranked tbs measure of 12.3 per sent 
for the general population. Almost one-fifth of migrants and reel* 
dents claimed tbs rating of not in the labor fores, While this pro* 
portion surpassed by about three percentage points the measure as&oei- 
ated with nssMhite lxttranegiexial urban in-migrants and matched the 
showing of tbs residents outside Pew Orleans* It was considerably 
below the three-tenths of other urban Inn&lgr&nts in the Interregional 
flow.
Indicated as percentage measures the employed components of 
tbs Sew Orleans nomdilte female in-«igrcnte and residents stood at 
36.1 and 35*1# respectively* differing by one percentage point, 
these relative numbers were below the approximate proportion of two 
out of five connected with other nomdilte female urban residents and 
cityward migrants. Emergency workers amounted to less than one per 
sent of this sex-r&oe labor fores group of migrants and to less than
%m pvt emt of Within tho migrant labor ibroe el&0»ifiea~ 
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noiad&rantt were net is  the labor Ibrce. In general, larger proportions 
of Okie and Louisiana female migrants and residents placed in the la tte r 
Interval.5
Qequpatlonal Composition
the occupational classification used by the Bureau of the Gemma
ia  the soelo-eeonomto classification formulated By Edwards.̂  Under this
system the main occupational olaaeea spearing in the 1%Q Gamma aret
professional and workers
tern operators and farm managers 
proprietors, managers, and o fficials  
clerioal, aalaaf mid kindred workers 
operative* and kindred worker* 
domestic service workers 
service workers except domestic 
fans laborers
laborers except farm and unknown
In  place of there designations abbreviated tltle a  w ill he need to fac ili~
tate the discussion* In  each instance, however, the reference ia  to the











The question eaa be raised aa to whether this classification, aa
ddwarda claims,̂  aan be used aa an Index of eeoio-ecottoBde statue* Other
5 n»id.
6 Alb* M. ddwarda, Onit*d 8t*to* Bureau of tit* Census, Sixteenth
7 Ib id .. p. 175 tt.
m
tbsn the advances^mb of the suggestion that this measure deals with m m  
axtrea»ly heterogeneous groupings, no answer will bo attempted In this 
context.** Mention should bo made of the uo» by Hitt and Freedman In 
thsir studies of cityward migration of occupational status as a rough 
lata of sooio-ooononlo status** Bespits the importance of this approach 
in the study of migration in which census data are used, the prosont 
writer, in view of the magnitude of his project, elected to limit his 
treatment to a comparison of migrants and residents without the intro­
duction In an explicit sense of the measurement of socio-economic status* 
M w r  w d  Interregional Migration, The occupational composi­
tion of whits intra- and interregional migrants and residents except 
Mew (Moans Is presented in fable 1* the parallel data fbr nomdilte 
migrants and residents appear in fable IX*
tfcite and Konwhlts Intrarefdonal Migrants, iixandnation of these 
materials shows that white mala migrants mowing in the intraragionail 
flow to altlee concentrated in the proportion of approximately one out 
of fire In each of throe occupational categories which, at the same time 
contained the largest relative numbers of the corresponding 1940 resi­
dent population* In fourth position behind clericals, operatives, and 
craftsman stood proprietors with a representation of slightly above on® 
out of tan* Small ovempmsontatlcns existed among the migrants in 
the throe loading work divisions* Proprietors amounted to 12.2 par m m b 
of the migrants and to 17*® per cent of the residents* Uniform and
s For a criticism see Heberle, on* sit** p* 87— oaves toesjwew w m
9 Hitt, "the Hole of Migration in Peopling Southern Cities,N 
Freedman, og»* dt* * pp, 26-28*
m
TaKU J»
Occupational CwBpodtlon *f Miita Intraraglonal Klgrania and 
Baaidaata Sxoept Mint Qrlaana Qlaaaifled by S»x,Sam, and Saaidata*, 1940
 " " c z r
* - * * *  n r T f a g  . r f B
D»Ul M i r 4,349
100.0
t t m o t i
1,953 4,499 944 5,142 349
M i l  Hr Orat 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Vm Iw k Sm M I s a.* 21.2 7.9 34.4 1.1 22.9
P i m 0.5 0.0 1.2 0.5 52.0 9.5
Pneriitiri 12.2 2.# 9.1 5.9 1.2 2.5
Olarlcala 22.# 30.5 8.3 19.5 1.# 12.0
Craift— in 19.4 0.9 10.2 0.4 4.1 0.0
Oparatlvaa 22.4 5.5 23.5 5.4 4.9 2.2
Bonrtisi 0.2 5.4 nwwiwii 9.4 0.1 17.2
Ssrvlct w x a m 5.4 25.# 12,0 20.9 0.5 7.4
Ikia labwarn 0.4 3.2 0.5 28.7 24.9
M n n i  A n t o w a 9.9 1.1 14.# 2.9 4.0 1.4
JU«id«nt«
M i l  M n r #4,383 28,454 85,403 16*554 125,625 9,n7
total Oar Cant 100.0 100.0 100*0 100.0 100.0 100*0
f t d m U a i l i 0.5 20.5 5.9 26.5 0.8 18.7
f i n  apwntera 0.7 0.1 2*1 0.5 60*4 18.1
Pwprlatera 17.0 4.0 13.2 8.8 1.9 4.2
Olarioala 21.5 42.9 10.0 28.5 1.7 12.8
Craftanan 18.7 0.7 17.5 0.5 3.2 0.2
Operative* 18.5 7.8 20.9 8.4 4.3 3.1a MOmaatlea 0.1 4.7 0.2 6*6 0.1 9.6
Sarrlea aorkara 5.7 15.9 7.1 33.9 0.7 4.9
f a n  labarara 0.5 atamaaP 4*6 0.5 23.2 26.4
Laborers 2 unknows 1 4 1*6 18,5 4*1 3.8 2*1
Table L (seat*)
Occupational Coaposition at White latraregional Migrants and
Residents Exempt Nov Orleans Classified by Sax,
Race, and Residence, 1940
Haler Qccuoation . 8*
ban ftwral-Hoarara iJSsSd-iai*.1
JBStL. Ibmals Fenale MalaMigrants....
Tfftsl HfcsSber 5,206 1*914 5,790 1,289 3,290 222Total Per Gent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Prefessiaaal* 14.3 31.7 11.7 34.7 1.4 24.4Ffcm Operators 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.2 52.9 8.5Proprietors 19.0 3.5 12.5 4.8 2.1 2.7Glorisals 23.7 35.3 14,3 28,3 2.5 10,8
Graft snsn 15*9 0.1 17.5 0.7 4.2 0.0
Operatives 19.9 5.3 21,5 8.3 5.2 4«4Bsnestlos 0.1 5,0 0,1 4,2 0.1 13*5
dervloe Workers 3.7 19.3 7.1 14,4 0*4 4*1
ftom U t a m 0.5 0.0 2,1 0,1 24.8 31*5
M o m  & b k M * 4.9 0.8 12.5 2,1 ' 4.0 0*3
Haaidanta
Total Buaber 84,385 28,454 85,403 14,554 125,423 9,717
Total Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0
Professionals 8.5 20.5 5.9 24.5 0.8 18.7
H a m  Operaters 0.7 0.1 2.1 0.3 40.4 18.1Preprietere 17.8 4.0 13.2 8.8 1.9 4.2
GXerleals 21.5 42.7 10.0 28.5 1.7 12.8
OvaitsMB 18.7 0.7 17.5 0.5 3.2 0.24 m n^Wivsvft 18.5 7.8 20.9 8.4 4.3 3.1Bsasstles 0.1 4.7 0.2 8.4 0,1 9.4Servloe Workers 5.7 15.9 7,1 13.9 0.7 4.9
P a m  Laborers 0.5 wmm& 4.4 0.5 23.2 24.4
i t i H E B U L S S a m . ___ aa 1.6 .. J&JL _____M . — JUi.
• Lass than one-tenth of o w  par cent, 
dourest United States Bureau of the Census,
United States. 1940* Velmas II. Part 3, 
the Population* Washington, 1943, Thole
aps.2f.3iie.
S e 1s& 2 £e Isa and 42a*
Unpublished Special Censue Tabulations of 1935*1940 Internal 
Migration Bata for Louisiana*
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Table U
Occuj*tiwial Gwnpoeition of Homfhlte Intrerogional Migrants 
•ad Residents iSxcept Saw Orleans Classified tar Sex* 
Boss, sad aeeldeace, 1940
_______________________ ■ J w M m m l M I J L , , ...------------  —
.  lamfaBwapi
ttiIiit iiiiiinn^.... Hrta— . M f l a , .Sftte— iaggaa.—  i m m
Tstal M i t 1,274
100.8
Migrant* 
1.026 1.473 594 4*193
190.0
jSSf
Tetal for Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
M M i n i l i 1.1 3.8 3.4 0.0 0.3 2.3
Ifcni •fioiwWrs 0.6 0.0 1.2 0.0 40.6 11.4
Prepriebsx* 1.3 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.1 0.0
1.4 0.7 0.3 0.0 O#0
C n fte m 5.4 0.5 8.7 0.0 0.4 0.0
d p m U M i 19.8 2.9 11.1 1.3 1.4 0.4
B— atlna 4.2 77.3 2.0 74.3 0.5 23.2
Sw H m  w i k m U.6 12.0 3.1 7.2 0.2 0.0
fk n  M u m 3.5 0.7 14.9 5.4 45.1 60.0
U b w a n  *  anknmm 49.4 1.0 60.6 1.5 3.4 1.1
Resident*
Total Sastar 15*410 30,029 33*714 15*929 103*010 23*942
fetal Per Gent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100* 0 100.0 100.0
Prefeaeienal# 2.7 4.5 1*0 5*2 0*2 2.9
t a s  t p m t e n 0.0 2.0 0.3 53.1 U .6
Freprietar* 1.9 ©.0 1.2 0*0 0.1 0*1
CXeiisals 2.1 1.1 1.0 0.7 0*1 0*1
graft sam 7.5 ©a 4.6 0*1 0.4
Operettas 20.6 4.1 12.3 2.7 1.2 0*6
Boasstlee 6.1 74.3 3.9 74.4 0.4 19.3
Service w r t o w 14*5 11.9 5.2 0*1 0*2 1.0
Farm laborer* 3.7 0*4 23*5 5.7 40.0 61*0
Laborer* 0 usdcasim 30.3 0.0 43.6 2*2 3.4 0.0
256
Teble Ll (oonb#)
Coepoaitlon *t Konwhits 3fct*are*lcroai Migreate 
m i  Sflsianitf Sxeepi Mew Orl/eane Gleeeifiod by Me# R*o*f an® Eeeidenoei 4940
7b tel M « r •72 *77 « a 434 1,7*7 400■fe?
V M  Per Oast 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Frefesrl le u 11.9 *.4 10.7 0.0 7.7Fem operator* 0.5 0.0 1.S 0.0 37.7 8.5
InpriitMfi !.• 0.* 1*5 0.7 0*1 0.0Clerleele 3.0 1.3 1.0 0.7 0.0 0.3
M l m 8.8 0.0 4.7 0.2 0.7 0,0Operative* 15.7 4.3 7.7 2.0 1.1 0.8
3.2 *0.0 4»* *1.7 0,5 27.7Siivtfla workere 11.9 11.5 5.* 0.1 0.2 1.5
tons lator.ro 2.* 0.4 17.* 5.3 52.* 50,5laborer* * untaaaw 43.7 1.2 47.4 
Residents
1.* 4,3 0,8




fatal tor Gest 100.0 100.0 100.0
ProftwtoMli 4»? 4.5 -4*0 5*2 0*2 2.5
Pens optnton 0.0 * 2*il 0.3 53*1 14*4
F n ^ r U t t n  1*9 0*0 1*2 0#® 0*1 0*1
GWrietXs 2*1 1*1 1*0 0.7 0.1 0*1
M U h s  7*5 0*1 4*4 0*1 0*4 ■*—
Ppmtivii 20*4 4*1 12*3 2*7 1*2 0*4
Dnwilloi 4*1 74*3 3*7 74*4 0*4 19*3
Strviaa wo riser* 14*3 H * 9  3*2 0*1 0*2 1*0
Ih k  iih w w i  3*7 0*4 23*5 5*7 40*1 61.0
ijjhMW » Mfdcnma) f*.l 0-8 43.* 2 . 2 3 . 4 .  0.8
* Uti than one-tenth ot one per cent.
S n r w i  Salto* Stato. f c m *  of th. Cwmua, Sixteenth Gmem ol tto
Unpublished Speeial Census Tabulations of 1935-194Q Internal 








































tfaaa® 9mm threo ol&oo«*9 proprietor# md aierie&Xs olftlzaod ih® poraontogos
m
of 13*2 and 10*0 to rank fburth and fifth in relative »1to. Service 
and proprietors expressed by means of the casts measure reached 
the magaltulft* of 12*0 aad 9*1# respectively, to round out the upper 
flvo of the migrant group* Migrants contained small overrspresentatiens 
of professional*# craftsmen# operatives and service workers# and under* 
representations la the ottoar aix titles* M  difference was aa much aa 
five percentage point* and aim vox* iaa* than throe* «fce proportion 
of densstles aaoag migrant* no* below erne*tenth of one par coat*
Slightly **re than throe oat of live nonwhit* niral-nonfaro ia** 
migrants classified by occupation registered ia the laborers and unknown 
alaaa# i&lch txUgory far residents included just under too oat of five* 
9 h m  laborers constituted a percentage of 14*9 la the Imtrarogleaal 
asmshlto runl*«io&ftta migrant group and of 23*9 among the ©erroajwmding 
resident population* Qaly one other division, operatives# with a ropre~ 
aoBtatloa somewhat above one oat of tom# rated higher than 3*4 par oant*
A* oespared vlth white migrants# nonwhttes were relatively m m  numerous 
only aa laborsra and unknown# faro laborers, and domestics# which oXaaao* 
together embraced 24*6 per oant of the nemdilbes*
20 view of the fhst that# ae was shown in the analysis of the 
number and distribution of ieulaiaaa internal migrants by moo# the mi* 
gmtlen flow to rural faro* was in the main a faro*to*faro movement# It 
1* not surprising that the occupational composition of intraragional 
white and nomdilte sals rorel-fara in-migrants contained large numbers 
of faro operators and faro laborers* Relative to the resident papula* 
tio&s# migrants in the two racial group* wore relatively lass numerous 
a* faro operator* and mare numerous a* faro laborers* Stated as pero*&bages 
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white toml* adLfpmt* to G&tloe and for opproxlraataly tho oas proportion
260
of residents. Apart from the large nm&bar# of nonwhite domestics* the 
Chief difference tor m i  among cityward female migrants related to the 
unbalance present in the clerical category in favor of the white group* 
while among residents there were proportionately more than fear time 
aa many white professionals* 20*5 per emit of whites as compared with 
4*5 per east of nanwhltes.
White female migrants to roral-oonfarai domiciles via the intra* 
ngloaal rente reported occupational pursuits in the proportions* stated 
aa percentages* of 56*6 professionals* 20*9 serviee workers* and 17#5 
iXwiwii, which eeaeent rations, though in agreement with the pattern 
of the parallel resident group* eentsined svemprssentatloas of pro* 
faesienala and service workers and relatively fewer clericals. Oonsatlea 
ftoll short of ten per eant in each of the two populations*
Close to three-fourths of the intraregionsl nonwhite female rural* 
neafara lm-mlgrants for whom occupations were recorded resolved the olaesi- 
fieatioa of dene sties* as was the ease of the residents eonseraad* Pro- 
fesslonels* serviee workers* and fans laborers reashed as proportions 
levels toe tween five and tea per eant among migrants and residents* the 
other eetegsries demand attention because of their Insignificant nuaterl- 
sal stature with respect to tooth groups, Ac compared with the white fto* 
■*1* migrants in the amsieat within the subregions to rural-nonfara 
habitats* nezswhite females stand out on the score of i m U  number# in the 
professional and clerical divisions and in the other direstion* for the 
three out of four persons associated with work as domestics.
White female intraregional rural~farm In-rnigmita ineluded on 
the occupational count relatively large numbers of fam laborers* pro­
fessionals and domestics* those classes registering percentages in the
Ml
^  listing# 84*9# 88*9# a*sd 17*8# these proportions# along with 
those of decs to ton per cent each connected with tileries!*# farm opera­
tor*, mad sorvis* workers# evidence a comparative allocation possessing 
greater uniformity than tbs distribution among both white and noixwhlte 
role intrareglenal sdgraats* helatit* to the neawhite female rurol-far® 
vnKoiI population# there was a significant uroerroproseatatloa of fam 
opirstori and a notioeahls overreprese&tatioa of domestics* fhroe-fiffebs 
of nomdilte famalo intraregional rural-farm in-mtgroate with occupational 
U U a i  vara f a m  laborers# a proportion more than twice that for white 
females* Almost one-fourth Indicated eoonoaio activity la th» area 
covered Op tlia title *dom» sties #tt while slightly 9oro than eleven par 
ooat fUod as farm operators* these throe classes comprised 99*4 par 
oost of tbs occupational registration of nomrhita female migrants to 
rural fame# which a a M p i  It Use la of interest to state# bald sera 
proprietors# clericals# and craftsmen* In general tbcro mas ameag non- 
white rural-farm resident* substantial sengrusno® of tbs linos of econo* 
mtc endeavor with the corresponding categories of migrants# with 94*9 
per camt of tbs oases falling in the cams throe divisions without unusual 
individual variation*
White and Bsmfhlts Male Interregional Migrants* Almost nine out 
of tea white sale urban in-migrants in tbs occupational structure of tbs 
flow between the subregions reported lines of work classified under 
clericals# operatives# eraftsroa# proprietors# and professionals# which 
as proportions ranged from 83*7 per cent fbr clericals to 14*3 per cent 
for professionals* Only slight departures from this configuration ap­
peared among whits male urban residents# with tbs exception of the 14*3 
per cent in tbs migrant professional group as compared with 8*5 per cent
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thin gronp. Booldonto mgo&ed In th*»» lino* of work to tho proportion
u$
the main discrepancies la the two distributions turned m  the 
presence of a relatively largar number of professionals and a smaller 
fN&Utar of laborers « 4  w H a m  amsag it|i«nu»
Interregional nonwfeite nolo rural-nonfem in-migrants crowded 
principally into the three occupational classes of laborer* and unknown 
47*4 per scat* fan* laborers 17*4 per cent* and operatives % J  par cent* 
which proportions when somnsd constitute three-fourths of the total* 
hoftifloMlii m M «  ioft»n9 aiifUwsi and domestic* o k i w d  i^rwd* 
mately ttn psr sent each of the remaining returns, Me** than four out 
of fin w w b l k  male rural-nonfara residents appeared «• laborers and 
nflfcmswa* 23*S per seat oo faa* laborers* and 12*3 pen cent as operatives* 
with the second mad third type* being relatively greater and tho firot 
lillor proportion* than wort reported for migrants* The menwhite mole 
Homo to rural-fam habitats within the six nomaotropoUtsn mglmm in- 
elndod fewer professionals end larger representation* in the laborers 
aad unknown divisions than were found in the makeup of the interregional 
currents of elallsr mspoooflti*
Interregional white male migrants to rural farms possessed an 
occupational structure which, centered as it was around the $2*9 per 
dsmt of fans operators and the 26,8 per sent of farm laborers* closely 
appreaehed that of the same flow within the subregion®. The percentage 
sf g2,6 for farm laborers in the nonwhite male rural-fam inflow agreed 
with the pereentags of white farm operators indicated above* while non- 
white fans operators* it necessarily follows* gained at the expense of 
the proprietors* olerleala, and craftsmen* relative to the measures 
associated with these categories for white male migrants* Fewer white 
farm operators and greater numbers of farm laborers were present among
m
migrants than among residents* Far to* nonwhite male movement between 
regions to m l  farms, residents exceeded migrant* as farm operators 
but ain las* numerous in the work roles of farm laborers, a relation- 
Ain A i A  held tdtii rospi>ot to totrarcgtonal migration*
Ihitc and Itopwhito Female totorrMtonai Migrant*. Whll® female 
migrants mntsg to cities and rural-nonfara areas showed concentrations 
tqr occupation in toe aciivitie* covered by to* titles of professionals, 
clericals, and service worker*, a* woo the ea*e Dor the corresponding 
resident population*. The proportion*, stated a* percentage*, found 
among narfcan iindinnli iaelnded 35.3 olerieal*, 31*7 professionals, 
and 1 % 3  eervice workersf expressed in the earn® way the** measure* for 
rural-noafaz* iM&grants were 34*7 profession*!*, 2**3 clericals, and 
14*4 aervioe worker** toe Occupation* of Alt* female urban and rural- 
nonfam iM&greats who United their more* to ohannel* ineide the 
region* exhibited conformity to the pattern described for the toterrc- 
g U M l  stream.
Mmdiite fem&lee in toe flew* between the subregion* to urban 
and rural* nonfam reddens**, as wae the ea«e in regard to intyarcgienal 
■svwment, differed from white* on the score of substitution of domestic® 
for clericals a* an area ef concentration, and, to addition, on the count 
of a larger proportion «euo*et*d wlto a stogie occupation das*— the six 
to seven out of ten returned as domestics* Resultant from this, there 
were, of course, smaller representation* to the ether division*.
The occupational classification of professionals included rela­
tively larger cambers of interregional urban and rural-aonf&rm nomdiite 
female in-migrant* than were found to the respective resident populations* 
In general, to to* instance* of small proportions the measures were
m
waaller for die than for white migrants* fhe contrasting occupa­
tions of farm U b o m n  with |l«$ per cant and professionals with 36*4 
seat ranked ahead of Othor employment pursuits among interregional 
white m l « h n  ia-aigrsnts, and, although smaller in dogma, tmag 
residents m  mil. thooa proportions, along with tho percentages of 
13*5 far dona at lea and 10*6 for clericals, covered approximately four 
out of flue persona in the total occupational group* laaldont farm 
operators wore nora than twioo as matrons as migrants in this lino of 
wash* Clericals and domestic* ware slightly were m m i m m  in the inter­
regional flows than in the enrrente moving between the subregions* One- 
half of the intervogional noawhito female migrants to m o l  fame re­
pining oeoupations were classified as farm laborers} which proportion 
was one-sixth smaller than that far the parallel intr&rsglonal ease* 
Domestic® made up an additional three out of ten persons with occupa­
tions, making the mufeer in the two categories amount to four out of 
firs persons* the inolusion of the 9*5 per sent listed as fans opera­
tors and the 7*7 per sent shewn as professionals ram the proportion to 
57*4 per sent, in eexmsetlon with whteh it should be noted that there 
were as proprietors and less than one per cent Of clericals. Bile dis­
tribution, however, agrees closely with the occupational composition of 
ttesnfhlte female rural-ferm residents*
fluwBftry* Intra- and Interregional Migration 
In the streams of migration between and within the regions, white 
urban in-migrants and residents tended to concentrate In the occupations 
associated with the slassifleatoxy titles of professionals, proprietors, 
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Ffcur occupational groups, thou® of professionals, clericals, 
ssrrles workors, and oporatlrsa, contained above nine-tenths of th@ 
employed uhlte female migrants to Jfsir Orisons. Hors than two out of
Table Ul
Proportien of Sow Orleans Xn-&lgrants and Residents







90,879 35,768total per Cent 100.0 100.0
Professionals 11.4 4445 7.5 16.1
P a m  eperators 0.2 0.1 0.3
Proprietors 12.9 2.2 15.5 5.0Clericals 21.4 20.& 26.7 45.3Craftman 13.6 0.5 16.4 1.1
Operatives 18.9 10.9 16.6 17*4B o m e t i m 0.2 4.9 0.1 2.2
Service workers 10.7 14.8 6.5 11.6
P a m  laborere 0.3 0.0 0.2 ™ .








Total maker 371 279 28,639 22,026
Tbtal per Gent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Professionals $.4 1.8 2.3 3.5
Para operators 0.0 0.0 0.2
0.6Proprietors 1.9 0.3 2.0
derieale 3.0 1.8 4.9 1.7
Craft m en 9.4 0.0 10.3 0.3
Operatives 17.5 5.0 22.6 H.7
Donesties 2.7 77.1 2.4 68.0
Service workers 14.3 11.6 19.6 12.8
P a m  laberere 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.3
Laborers a ngfayMa 45.0 1.1 34.9 1.0
• Less thag one-teutfe of one per cent.
Sources United States Bureau of tbs Census, S t o 6 m &  fiBSB S& M  
Pnlted States. 1940, Volume XI. Part i, Qbai^^ilgMci Of 
^jSsulatlon.Washington. 1943* Tables 42a and 42b,
Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1933*1940 Internal 
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fl*s qualified a* professionals while ana out of five woo registered aa 
following a clerical pursuit. Service markers as a proportion amounted 
to the paroontago of U*l, Sounding out the concentration uas the ana 
oat of ton parsons designated as an operative* Comparison of this dis­
tribution with that of tha general population produoaa two eases of ua- 
asaal disproportieaality. Professionals were almost thraa times as 
waosreus In tha migrant group# *4.5 as compared with I da par cent* At 
tha same tins and In tha other direction clerical* among residents out** 
amnhorad mlgranto relatively in this pursuit hr more than too to ana# 
a* the parsamtagss of 45*3 and 21.4 indicate* In addition* tha dlstrl- 
bmtloa of migrants comprised an overrapressntatlon of domestics snd 
service markers and loss than proportionate makers of proprietors and 
operatives*,
awndii^a Migrants. Workers classified as laborers and unknown 
sosstituted 45*0 par aaiit of tha employed nonwhite male ham Orleans ixw 
migrants* a jnapmtloB dddi ranked share that of 39*4 per cant for re­
sidents. Da seeond position, operatives with tha percentage measure of 
17.5 wore relatively loss mao roue than the some grouping among residents 
mss mtth 22.6 par cent, while the third place contingent of service 
markers with 14*3 par cent aloe was under-maimed relative to the magni­
tude of 19*4 far residents* Craftsmen represented approximately & m  out 
of ten in each of the occupational distributions. As professionals mi­
grants placed ahead of residents by the margin shown In the percentages 
of 5*4 and 2*3*
the largest proportion of migrants in a single occupational cate­
gory with respsot to the flow to hew Orleans appeared in the instance of 
the sore than three-fourths of employed nowwhlte females classed as
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of mlo aigranto to Ohio central eitioa who left nona&iropolitan con-
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uand U«« M t s  U w  remaining wt*^rlii* there * Unfa*
•acy for migrant* to eater aervlae production occupation*.
Start* migrant* to Chiceo were concentrated in fbur occupational 
rt****a which in t a  descending order of numerical importance w n  
clericals, professionals, domestics, and service workers* Belative to 
atagfiali tare were aaoag migrant* overrepreeentatioit* of profession­
al*, domestics, and service workers, and a noticeable reverse relation" 
•rtp In regard to oloriort* and operatives,16 Again tar* la occasion 
to atat* tat in t a  aaln taaa area* of relative saturation follow 
ratar closely t a  finding* for Ohio and Louisiana urban rural^nonfara 
iMigvamts.
On t a  aoor* of occupation differentials, in addition to find­
ing t a t  migrants, except taaa from rural farms, war* ev»p«*e*leeted 
In eerviee-preduetion occupations, freednaa diacevered tat urban male 
aigraiKta achieved a higher occupational atatua tan nonalgranta and 
tat rural-farm migrant* plaoad below noranigrant* In this respect.
Aa Manured by eoeupatioart level tar* waa a relationship between 
t a  rural-urban cultural level of t a  community of origin and t a  eeou* 
patterns! atatua in Chicago. There waa no way* it tauld be said, of 
relating Louisiana migrant* by particular characteristic* at destination 
to specific type* of residence at origin. The stereotype of *probl©»M
^  Freedman, alt., p. 92*
16 M S *  *• «•
276
a&gmmt whloh has appeared, aaeordlng to Freedman, la connection with 
tte natter of tte ooeapatlonal adjuataent of nlgranta, m m  applicable 
only ta rural-fsm aalo nlgranta or to tte male migrants from aoutharn 
itmi of the M M  States.19
lia his atwtr of aigrattoa to tte urban aouth, 81tt reported that 
aalo ad«natoy aa ooapared with nonnigranta, Included la ttelr ranks 
disproportionately Urge mtatera of professionals and olerieala and 
aaall atewiags of aervlae werieera and laborers. fara out-idgranta 
aara underreprsasated as professionals, proprietors, clericals, and 
araftsneo. Migrants froa n n h m i M  areas occupied, la general, a 
P H t t t H  between m t a  and far* migrants. Madia migrants, relative 
to w a U r a M i  shamed concentrations la the professional, clerical, 
aad otter aaratoa occupations, aiyuUUir la tte flrat of tteee eate*
and aaallar straagth aa proprietors, operatives, aad feaiittw<u
Waaq aad flalarr in«m—  
the tatelatiowe of laoaae for algraata aad raeldoata are not 
comparable because of tbe lnolttalea of publlo emergency wortera la tte 
data for tte gaaaral population.19 In addition tharo la a alaaa inter­
val of aara lnoaao for algraate while there la aa such braetet for resl- 
doata. In view of tteao alraaaataaasa tte analysis of wage and salary 
In m u  la llaltod to a consideration of tte various atraana of migrants
17 BP* 5 M 0 .
10 Hooar 1. Nitty "lha Sola of Migration In Peopling Southern 
Cities." pp. 3*-J5.
19 Ihoepaen, oj>. alt., p. 202.
oXasstfied tqr MK| m«i and residence. White aad nonwhit© int«rragion~ 
el aad intraregional Migrants ia t£w soireral wag© aad salary groupings 












White Idralaian* Internal Migrant* Sxeept to Sow Orleans Classified
hjrtfage and Salary Income, 3«x, and iteeidenoe, 1940
J t e s & B s U M
Mage or ..niton.. . B u m .jfenfem f p al,.far®,..SaiftTr t»*m m JtaU remit . M a l a M l A




6,431 1,396 3,556 265total Per Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Sour 1.9 5.9 2.1 3 6.0 1.7 5.2
f t t t t m 7.6 23.2 U . 2 24*4 24.4 22.7
• W O  »• « 9 9 12.0 10.3 U . 2 17.4 5.0 8.7
• M O  to W.,199 
•1,200 to 91,999
13.0 14.4 U . 5 16.0 2.9 22.9
29.2 9.5 22.4 0.8 3.5 2.3
•2,000 to •2,999 U . 0 0.6 0.2 1.4 1.1 0.0t},M wt wwr *•5 0.1 3.5 0.2 0.4 0.4tot Nwrtod 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.0





5,515 1,083 5,592 430total fw Cent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Bona 2.0 0.0 1.0 7.3 1.5 8.1
•1 to <399 U . 2 23.3 16.5 26.3 17.0 27.0
•400 to 9799 17.0 20.7 16.4 16.3 6.1 U.2
• M O  to 91.199 
• M O O  to4l»999
15.6 11.1 11.4 17.6 2.6 7.7
22.5 6.2 10.0 5.0 2.4 1.4
•2,000 to 92,999 7.5 0.7 3.6 0.6 0.5 0.2
•3,000 aad m 2.4 |lrTrlJ4 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0M  fepwtoA 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.4 1.2Other eaapraenta 20.3 20.5 30.9 26.6 69.4 43.2
* l**a than one-tenth of o m  per cant*
Source t Unpublished Special Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
Migration Data for Louisiana*
m
Table Vf
Konshits Lsuisiaaa Internal Migrants Except to Mow Orleans




I M A  
I M A  Far t a t
a t p * m
$400 to $799 
m t i i L W
A ,200 ta $1,999 
$2,000 ta $2,999 
$3,000 a d  o r  
tat n p v M
Other ontmismt n
I M A  M k t r  
I M A  Far Caot
A  ta $399 
$400 ta $799 
to $1,199! 
$1,200 toA ,999 
$2,000 to A , 999 




1,061 775 1,034 493 1,039 437
100*0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
).l 6.5 2.4 S.7 0.9 3.2
35.3 59.4 U.4 63.9 3f*0 49.9
34.1 7.0 33.2 10.6 4.4 5 3
* a 0.3 6.2 1.6 0.9 0.7
1.5 0.6 0.0 1.0 0.2 0.0
0.5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
0.7 0.6 0.9 0.0 0.6 0.5
10.7 24*6 15.0 12.4 54.0 42.2
Ihtnaregloxial Migrants
1,569 1,197 1,629 651 4,295 991
200.0 200.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2.5 0.7 3.7 7.9 1.3 3*6
42.4 66.2 39.9 7S.5 30.9 40a
36.1 2.5 37.6 2.9 3.4 i.i
3.3 U 5.0 0.3 0.3 o.o
o a 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.1 0,0
0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
0.5 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 0,9
14.4 21.8 12.0 15.5 63.7 52.0
Sourest Unpublished fecial Census Tabulations of 1935-1940 Internal 
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to eitios. In tbs mmm ©rdar of preaant&tlon ih© relative strength at
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m
below #600* Of interest to the foot that this proportion of ronwhita 
finale* woo ogiy o little larger than that of mmwfeite males* while 
•*ly 15*0 per eeiit of white wales plated la the income rang* wader 
ftady. to whits female received a wage or salary at high a* $3*009 
end «» aeBMfalte M U  indicated a oUpend of ae s m b  ae $2*000*
More than two eat of floe white female migrants Iron the state** 
metropolitan center to nuwa«*wmfara areaa reported ixioowea below $200* 
Another 27*3 per east fell in the #80941*999 apan. A* wee the oaee 
without exception, nonwhite feneloe crowded the lower income levels* 
Measly feer net of fire pereene in this group reported income* aneller 
than #809*
The proportion of white female rural-f&rm tNdimxiti with in- 
comes water #800 wee 33*3 per went* Ibis number along with the #8*7 
per seat tabulated in the ether components category accounted for aero 
than feur-flftha ef thle el&se of metropolitan eet^nigrants* Mere than 
•os-half ef the aenubite female element ef this current had incomes 
belew #490* while only 17*5 per eent appeared as ether components mad 
with ether ineeie*
the striking feature ef the wage end salary composition ef white 
end neaehlte aigrante to rurel-farm residence* was the large proportion* 
having ether components as their Income « The findings for Louisiana 
are in agreenent with the results established by Thompson in the Ohio
20 Thompson, clt.. p. 210*
m
t& general, the wage and salary composition of white Louisiana 
algr&nts Is In dose agreement in teftas of proportionality with that 
of Gosparable Ohio intrast&ts aigranie. The Ohio study, it should bo 
mentioned, consented only the total flows without any consideration 
of racial elaaeata*
Chapter IX
mmm m  wmunm
Xaemuh ae the nigraiiea data analysed in the present otudjr 
» w  known to 9000000 certain limitations, tho moat serious of which 
l o w  been detailed in the introductory chapter* It io of critical in* 
portonoo to oool4 easy goneralieafeiofte in arriving ot eoneXualoa* and 
iapUaiUoBO, fho najor iln£lnga confirm the reeolte of other studies 
00 hoo b u s  noted in coxtaeetlon with each of d n  nigranfc ohofootorlo* 
ties investigated. Hot tho result* ©onetituie only * United addition 
to s w U l  ond d o n p ^ M i  knowledge io of little nastenb* for* in the 
▼inr of tho writer* It io highly improbable that progress in the under* 
standing of adgya&len differential* will e m 0 without tho repeated toot* 
lag of W U U I M  principle* and an endless m r o l  for were penetrating 
la^dd*
Bio foot that Louisiana nolthor gained nor loot population through 
migration within ita boundaries in no way dieinishee tho significance 
aod possible W B M O t o w w  of tho redistribution of 139*1*5 of hot oiti* 
mono la tho porlod 1935-19AO, In tho oaoo of e*«h characteristic 
studied there hao boon revealed tho presence of fundaaontol differentiale 
which haro inportaet implication* for tho goading and receiving 
tloo and, of equal weight* for tho migrants themselves,
fho major teens in tho rumination of selectivity hao boon 




































earing to rural farm* tdgfeoot* whtlo tha niraX-aaBfane moaouro foil la aa
m
IsstotMdiaU jwaltle** In **1i urban **t*gorjr th* *«x ratio for obit** 
tafctd U r n  th« mrrospondiiii flgttm for noiwhites, All tun urban 
maldonta mad ift^dfnnif had m  ratio® b*low 10© nith th« ratio* of 
intrarogioual ndgrmta plaolng lomr than tho*s of th* interregional 
lion** Tho mag* of O n  rvorol-tmnfam ratio* ran front a high of 124*0 
for a m M t o  intsrrsfional migrant* to 93*? for aoawhit* raatdanta with 
ttn majority of H »  ralno* falling around 100*0 * la gsnoml mml-tana 
•o k  ratio* raaofeod ItigMr lomla than thoaa for tho athor too migrant 
gratpa* Migrant* la th*ir *arly twontia* «m«od«d roaidaat* of similar 
ago in tom* of proportionality la all of tit* poaftltolo categories of 
rftwf w m *  rooldoaco, a* wa* to* aaaa far tba ago «rag oonpriolag tho 
yoar* 25-39* it ago* Aar* 14 yoar* moidsnts worn raiaiimiy aara hua- 
moon than migrant* «x*opt ia H t  flow of aala* to dttiaa* At adraaaad 
fart raaidaata vara mlatlmly aara auaaraaa tliaa iigati without «»> 
lapUiB* 9ni| algaxiln ia warn young p*r»on# potoablAlly oa-
pabio of airing 0 nmdfwa contribution to D a  m i n i  and aaonoal* lifa 
of m m a motiving ttunu t a  mason* why pooplo migrato at *11 or star 
tfcoy taad to aigrata in m l a U m l y  gmafcor numbers a t m  yodag a m  fir 
too Ngpiat tar reduction to a aonaan daanaiaatar* fat It a«*n* that 
tha reaching of maturity any iaoalm ths asking of a starb an ana1* m m  
which, |» torn* 0*7 prod*** a aemnont* tar rslaUvsly early ago at which 
■nay psopls marry and tha ago at which formal mhooXing 1* **0*137 t«m 
■daatad appear to b* factor* in tho ovaroslaotlon of older youth and 
70a* *d»lt**
Louisiana* a rural fasm* appaalod to whit* and nonwhito malo* and 
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side this 8pdi«r»« fbr *xa«pa«, muoy Jtaaal** ia the usual g o u t s* of
m
their lives leave pereg&al bases %tpm to establish heats of
thsir c*m, the inclusion of Wees eases as eitfrante vise are significant 
ia tfe» 0^|jr of differential* Kikw diffleuit the ̂ PluglDi to li$ht of 
the soeielegteal asanine of selectivity* W r e  tosh a dlvieioa of sai~ 
greats possible, it to probable that the ma^tedt of the eeealn&r 
overseleetloa of faaalee weald diminish.
The evfclante oonoerning the educational status of migrant* 
■sa w s* ter W e  msfetr of years of forael spooling completed Indlaate* 
coeelttsively tlio pretense of selectivity by race, residents, oat tea*
U 1  migrate ia the flow to the three frame of residence were* ao asm* 
pared with W o  ftipietla resident grape* better edseaterf. &rael«f*tsi 
1 n ol iTTant i reoorted obMttlioiiil atial innerits **»>■** awitu to bow n̂  W  w w v w v w r a R M l  w V O ^ W O O O ' O O V W  s v s m m w s s  s ira v ro M W m S w  V M O W  O w  O rO ^
ranked as least well educated, Wile persons in rraelwenfbm cerami- 
ttoo of destine tloa were aboro indtiiSwli aoring to 
urbanite*. Although tbo differences were quite rail, ne*white female 
«l|y«Bt8 iselmded without exeeptiea larger proportions than did atlas 
of persons wilt y a m  ef high aeheel and eeliegs training to their 
credit, this observation, it should ba emphasised, applies to inter* 
sad istraregieital movement and, ia addition* to $ew Orleans ia- tad out* 
algfat&oa* Xa W e  aaaa of white Migrants, wales bravsilag route* to 
cities sad rurol-noBfara locations possessed r e w d *  of ioxmH adawtlaa 
above those of faaalae. fhe migration of white* to rami fares was 
oharaeterleed by a reversal of the asesndaney of sales. *he already 
« a H  feono relationship between level* of education and types of residence, 
m  the above dissuasion indicates, ate ura&stakably present m  wore the 




























end females nfporUiii the of married were present aneng
rur©l-itoi to greater relative degree than among rural-
m o ^m i  and arte* in-*igraab»* Relatively fewer single persons travelad 
p w t «  t© rural habitat* titan war# la the noveaent to cities* the pro-* 
pertteBs of female# among migrant* and roaldaata tabulated aa widened 
and divorced exceeded tHoaa of males* Residents plaaad ahead of a&imlv 
tap taaa and residence on this count*
fa v U *  of tho stgatfleafice attached to economic faatora aa la» 
Oneness la tho motivation of migration* tho differentials present la 
labor forao status* occupational composition, and m p i  and salary inaono 
aaaaai a position of oswnattrtUig interest* tho idalMtjr with raapaet 
to labor fferaa stains ia abaua far tho fact that tho proportion* of «*» 
played imnuhtte mala urban inHuigyants and resident# fell f1 gfiifi,o|*f4ity 
below these of whites and that larger relative number# of nenshite ai» 
grants ratod inolueion in tho category of eesfciag work. Without exception 
tho smrtisrs of this raee-ecat group were proportionately more numerous than 
whites la tho labor foroo role of eeafci&g work* Shseept in tho ease of 
tho norwwnt of males in tho interregional flow to rural farms, tho pro- 
portions of obito male and fonolo migrant* reported as in tho labor foroo 
uoro Xargor than thooo of residents* Indicative of the probable greater 
difficulty of entry in aomgrieulturaX «nploynoet# smaller relative xtum- 
boro of rural-far* in-migrante than of urban and mnd-oonfana wore das- 
eified as In the labor farce* Although there were deviant Instances, in 
general the proportions of migrants listed as emergency workers end as 
**#kin/ work exceeded those of residents* As a rule the relative number 
of aonwhlte migrants and residents shorn in these brackets surpassed
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